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The idea \ for this book emerged in 1981. The eCononly, was entering its
second dovrturn in a year, plant closure legislatiOn was being discussed
in many states, and there Was a feeling of des it about the future of
manufacturing employment in the United 'states). As 'I read the article's
and bookS liCni the ,plant closure problem that wuetcOrning out at that
time, I wall stfuck by the virtual "exclusionof a very important histitu-
tioncolleCtiVe bargaining--.-as a possible means of 'resolving or
mitigating the problems associated with plant closurp. That .prompted the ,

to exaininbhe potential of collective bargaining to help .resolve the
chronic vrTblenis associated with plant clogure.

,
oy

No'liclealtecomes a book without the advice and assistance of col-

leagues, mentors, support staff and family. I would like to express my
gratitude to the individuals who were, so crucial ttithe-completion of this
studk,Myil colleagues at the W. E. Upjohn Institute for gaployment
Research provided Critical review.of my thinking and Writinr.Rictiard
Perlman; /my fea*er for over a decade, reviewed the entire document
and/as has brnhis tradeniark, offered far more constructive comments.
than one is,Ort4vin receive. The late E. Earl Wright, former direCtor of
the InstittrteNirt °timed me to cexplore the plant closure Proble.m..I ,'

-would also like to express my 'appreciation to Denise Duquette for her
technica ii support of the numeronsildrafts of this document.

441 pinaly, my wife, Barbara Monroe, reacted to ideas, edited my' drafts

and helped to create an environment, conducive Ao this effort.' Her con-

tribution has been immeasurable. I . 1

.
I
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Economic and political harliships, associated with plant closure may be
easily, forgotten in the current etwironment of real growth, rising 'cdpact-
ty utilization and declining u2gmployment. However, plant closure is an
ongoing, chronic problem, which does dot disappear, during times gf
ecOrromic recoVery_We need to consider policy options,thaf recognize -

the tenacity, special nature, and institutional context of this problem:

Collective bargaining apPears to be the instftu4ional context in which
the solution to the plant closure problem is most likely tohe found. Since
labor costs, work piles acid productivity freqkiently are citedas.seasons
for closure, :collective bargaining appears to be the mecharlism idially
suited to resolving these issues. However, critics of Collective bargaining
have emphasized that unions havepnlyoneobjective: delaying closure as
long as possible.

if
This study contains a new proposal on the use of collective bargaining .

to resolve differences .between labor and management that have hitherto
resulted in plant closure. The Proposal put forth by Wendling mandates
bargaining over the decision to'close, but incorporates measures that will
eliminate bargaining in circumstances where bargaining is not likely to
lead to a solution. Furthermore, limits are placed on the length of time
allowed for a resolution of differences in order\ tO encourage good faith
bargaining and achieve a solution that will maintain profitable opera-

Aions and preserve jobs.

Facts and observations expressed in this study are the sole responsibilk:
ty of the author. His viewpoints do not necessarily represent positions of
the W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment, Research.

Robert G. Spiegelman
Dirgctor

May 1984



The objective of this study is to answer the fojlowing1

iquestions. First,
0

. what' is the potential for bargaining to alter the decision to close when
continued operation is'a reasonable alternative? Second, can bargaining, :
over the effects of closure provide a reasonable opportunity f& workers
to mitigate some of the consequence? Third, have mknagement and

. labor .used formal contract negotiations to .diqtain prot&tions and to
develop solutions for workers and firms "at risk of closlu;e?"

The question may be raised: Why the interest.in collective bargaining
as a tool to alleviate the, plant closure problem? First, a significant pro-

".

portion of closures takes place in unionized facilities. Whereas a survey
of Fortune 500 firnis determined tha't 52 percent .of the establishments
were unionized, 66 percent of the closings involved unionized
establishments. Second, the reasons for closure cited in surveys and court
cases, tend to be amenable to resolution, through collective bargaining.
The above survey revealed that 21 percent of the respondents cite high
labor cost's, 17 percent listed price competition from lower cost labor,
and 10 percent referred to crippling union work rules. ReasOlis for
closure cited in court cases have includd low productivity, high wages
and inflexible work rules. Thus, there are a,significant' number of in-
stances in which the reasons cited for closing are topics that have been'
and could be handled throtle; the collective bargaining, process.

4

The plant closure issue must be placed In perspective. It appears to be ,a ';
relatively infrequent event. For example, HI Bureau of National Affairs,
reported that in 1982, a year marked ty, a deep recession, there were 619
closures affecting 215,525 workers in the United, States. Of these
closures, 424 were manufacturi4 facilities and resulted in putting
146,900 employees out of-, work; but, this represented approximately 1
percent of both the manufacturing:facilities and the manufacturing
workforce.

. ,

Given the nature of the reasolis fdi':alosure and,thimagnittide of the
problem, collective bargaining may* the most appropriate institution
to solve the problem. Collective bargaining can address the specific issues

vii



in h plant and may be able to tailor a solution that meets the needs of
'both ifasties,;inahagement and labor. begislation cannot possibliac com-
Mddate, all of the varied circumstances in Which clivirels considered..

To understand and maluate the role liat collective bargaining_ could
play; bdth the case laW that has evolvedlin the formidatiAof the judicial.
inteipiletations and' the aictual` contract prOvisions' negotiated in 'majoi-'

collective' bargaining, agreements, are examined. Furthermore,. several
rules and procedures which have been prOpopd tO facilitate the deter-

. mination of whethEL there 'is' a duty to bargain over the decision are
analyzed. 1. -

.
. The examination of the judicial interpretation of the, duty to bargain

has found several. troublesome areas. First, substantive tabor law has
been formulated regard' g plant closure based on-cases in which4he par,-
ties to the dispute had onegotiated a formal contract. The closure oc-
curred almost on, the els of the u i13n winning the representatiOn elec-.

Thas, a determination has be n glade on the efficacy of collective
bargaining ',resolving an issue even though the.parties have never bargain-
ed. In fact-,the most recent U.S. Supreme Court, ruling on this issue oc-
curred. in First National Maintenance corrioration v. National Labor
Relations Board, a case in which the parties.did not have angstablished
-bargaining relatiorAip. 4

Second, there s been the overriding concern with the terminology
used in' cases of di placement, rather than with the outcome. For ex-

. , ample, subcontracting tas been differentiated from replacing existing
emplokes with independent contractors. The outcome has been the
same, the process very similar, but the,duty to bargain over the decision
differs. A similar demarcation has occurred between plant closiire and
relocation. '

.Rirrnal collective barg)aining already occurs over plant closure; or at
least over provisions to Minimize the effects,of closure. The result's of the
econometric analysis of major collective bargaining agreetnents has
determined that workers at risk are not necessarily obtaining these pro-
tectio'ns. Variation in closure rates by industry is not a significant.deter-
minant of variations inicontractual outcomes. Instead, the PegreSsian

, .

estimates show that the contractual outcomes are less sensitive to changes
in emplOment and instead more 'dependent on the bargaining power of
the union. - '

Due to the ,confusion created by the case law and the lack of consisten -.

cy in the determinants of outcomes'of forMal negotiations, amending the

viii
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National Labor. Relations Acts definition of mandatory Topics of
,

bargaining under "terms &!: other conditions, of employment" to in-
bargarning.over the decision to close may be one policy alternative

. fOr the plant 'Closure dilemma. There are positive-and negative aspects to
this approach. One positive feature is that coverage skohld be uniform
thro.ughout the United States:. A 'negative. feature is that the-National

, LAbor Relations Ad cover's only 'those plants and workplaces where.
employies have elected a bargainitt agent Since plant closure is not
restricted to unionised blants, `protection will not be afforded in all in-
stances. : \ 1

This monographi)pontains a new proposal. ,Specifically, tlu)Rroposal
assumcs that plant cloSure is a mandatory topic of bargaining. Steps are
incorporated that ensurelthit actual bargaining occurs only irrthole in-,
stances in whichThere is a real probability that bargaining could lead to a
solution. However, in,') instance would more than 90 days elapse be-
tween the notice of closure and resolution of the'situation, be it either a
new Agreement permitting continued operatiqm or closure of the plant:

Neither management not labor have perfect foresight. Formal negotia-
. . 6ions every two or three years cannot accommodate all contingencies..

Equity considerations suggest that workers be afforded the, oprfortunity .

Ito minimize earnings and/or job loss. Recognizing that doirig so.also im-
poses costs on embloYers, the pr.Qposal has been structured to lie flexible
and to expedite the bargaining process.
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.j Patti rtilly aware that ih.th'is eca of, automation and,o nrtishing4t.
technologiCal change, 116 koblems in the domestic eCon9my .67

are of greater oricern than those involving job security and) '4' .

emplorment stability.
(Statement by Justicg Potter 'Stewart in Fibreboard 'Paper
Products Corporation 1.-oNatipnal labor Relations Board',
(85 S. Ctt.398.,,41,1 (.1964)).

.,...

4 The scoper-of public policy, r4relao plant cl 'ture and to
ose workr,who.are displaced, is still unresolved. Should

so ethini more'Pedone for, he,employees or reqUired'of the
4.employer after a facility closes? Bef2rett closes? Are the ef-

fects of Closure, maihly sliort term and corrected by. the
market?..Are there 'long term congequences? Could collective
bargaining pVa greater rale in solving this problem ?,'

Yheile are three ways in which Collective bargaining:may"
. ,

mitigate the problems associated with plant .closure, yipt,
judicial" interpretations of the National Labor Relations Act.
have held, thaethe employer; must-.negotiate -with' the union

-
over the effects of va decision to clok a plant (`'IfeffeCts
bargaining" )%, Second, although the decision by,the United._ '' ',
States Sup?eme Court in First National Maintenance Cur- . ft

pordtion v, National 'Labor Relations Bofircf(101. Ct: 2573,
(1981)) held that a firm need.nothargarn with-the union over

.' .1 ,,the decaiwin t close one plant of a multiple;Plant operation
("decision b gaining"), this avenue has not been ,dpsed
Completely du tcntnitatlis in the opinion.

not
'example,

relocating one operation of a firm may require decision
bargaining. Third, a,unio and employer may Use the formal (1r
collectiv'e bargaining process to negotiate contract provisions

,
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.
covering.plifflt.:cfosure:. Advance :nOtiCei.' se.VerOncebliay and
trarIS`&efiglits are e51rnples of these; types; of prOvions.;

*The objective of this' monograph is to an.SWere'followz
, lug questionTS:.First* at is- the,potentiql fc irr bargarn4 to.S

alter 'the .decisvan tO.clok 'when;e0ntintied.-Operation
realaitable afterhati"e? SeCon'd,'chn bargaining:6yd the ef-

- fetts of 'closure picivide reasonable for
workers to rnitigaie .sroine of the,,consOgneuces?
management and laborlased fOimat cOntract negotiations 4):

' t ; obtain erotectiOtis.and4 OeVe103Solttions for ymykes ap
firn at rislc-of clbsure?" 447.7

, -A"`;-;-

Oka cloture is orsignific4iti. inte est. The
?States sCf Maine and.WisConsin philadelphia

ti haVe;enacted legislattion.that prescribeS necessary 4,tio,n*bi"
'tfirms.to close.aplant, and 17 other -states', had legislation on

it tifs issueTormalliingodUced in their legislatii/4 sessions be-
t. tween 1979"and 1981 (McKeniie and Yandle -1982):',Califpr-;

nia and' Illinois adOpied programs, in 1982AasSigt viitrkersP
: affecieq by:plant clo,Sure and Rhode Islancliakestablisherl.a-
- special conitnission to study the-problems caused byplant.A;
74. elosure(Nelsor?'198). In 1'983, ditStates of Alab'ama;;COn--
Itectictit and NoVYork.allo acted to assist welters ,dispfaceir:

sluitplowns ;ox relOtations (1441sOn 1)84)7 In `add:1*n, at .3
least fair. proposals have been introduced in the-',Onfted

1 '4States Congress previous ,sessions -'and the Natidna
Employment 'Prforities \Act (H,Ik 2841) ivas introdUced in
the11983 session. Einally, employee stock 'ownqrshirr'plan
purchaie1/4eitabliStrerit§_fiaVe been facilitated

A

and liaveibeen used toayert closure (Stern, Wood and 1341,n,-
ey..197.2). In fact,. Wintner (1983) :reports -that Of r.aPpro4

imate 0 employee buyouts, ony,2 havefa,iled, and approX7te
tmoie 50,0004

"jobs have been preserved.thrOugh dirks "pro
CESI S.

Aside.. from the legislative interest .in' plant closure-; the
topic is of policy interest because it raises'. sevNals'compl& :.,



philosophical questions about. the course and control of
economic activity. first, there is the, question of whether the
rights of owners of physical capital shpuld take precedence
over the rights of awners of human capital. Are firms and
workers equally paiitioned to respond to economic change?

- Second, there is the conflict between equity and efficiency. Is
it necessary that individuals suffer earnings losses so that
corporation% can maximize ProfresConversely, the mobility
of workers eV capital are both- considered to enhance effi-
ciency, but Rata restrictions be plated on the latter and not
the former? Finally, there is the foie of government policy. If
gbvernment policies and actions increase-the,probability of
closing a plant, can or should government policy be neutral'
towards the effects of closure?' , ;

One such philosophical question arises' when examining
the unequal ability of firms and workerP to respond to
economic change (Martin 1983). For instance, a firm may.
make a capital investment in an industry. Due to changing
market conditions, however, the firm recognizes that its
futureffinancialjlealth is at stake unless it diverkfies or
changes markets. The firm -redirects its resources and invests
in a new activity, all of which may be done while it,is still
engaged in, the original enterprise. In addition, ,Ene firm's
pew investment may be eligible for favorable tax MratnienN'

The situation facing the worker is quite different. The
.worker also invests in the firm through the accumulation of
firth-specific skills. Assumes, the worker recognizes that

`continued investment in the firm does not prevent displace-
ment, he/she faces considerable difficulties in repositioning
and diversifying his/her htiman capital. Time is required to
develop new human capital before it can be sold in new
markets, whereas the old human capital cannot be sold as

. scrap in a secondary market. F rthermore, investments to
broaden one's human capital .are of given special tax treat-
ment, whereas investments to de en itsuch as inVesling

13



4 latroduction

more in one's 'current obsolete .skillare considere9 tax
deductible. Since ! diversification may . be necessary, to
minimize the impact of Ilisplavernent, firms an wprkeis are
unequally positioned to resPond'to economic c ange. .et

However, it is necessary to the plant do ressue in
perspective. What is the magn de of the planfcrostire prob-
letn? Since no governmental agency is charged with record-
ing thb closin4 of -a plant Or counting the number of workers.
directly affected, the exact Tagnitude of the plant closure
probleni is unknown. ConSequently, several. researchers have
usecl.a.uxiliary data to infer. Hie extent of clostlre or have at7
tempted to count the nombeE,of closures and-workers 'im-

.

L pacted.

Bluestope and Harrison.(1982), and Birch (1979) have used .

the Dun & Bradstreet data, which are actually collected to
develop credit profilof firnis,°to estimate The -incidence of,
closures, start-ups an relocations. The Bureatrof National
Affairs (193) has begun to tabulate, the number of closings,
but uses, a combination of newspaper clippings, union.
reports and informed sources to develop their count of
Closures and effected .workers. Schmenne (1982) has
assembted data on the number of plant closures in the r970s
by surveying Fortune 500 firms.

ft

BluestOneand Harrison's analysis of the Dup & Bradstreet''
data indicated that of every 10 .InanufactUring- plants
empldying more than 100 workers open iR 1969, I had closed

_ by 1976. They also thowed that the incidence of closure
acrosthe four major regions of the United States was quite
similar during this time' period (see table 1:1). In fact, the'
North Central region, which stretches from Ohio do North
Dakota, had the lowest incidence of closure (25 percent) and,
the, South,: which, ranges from Maryland to Oklahoma, had
the highest incidence of closure (34 percent).

14
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Table 1,1

beidence otCloSure by Region

Mailifactiiringi pants Empitiying More Than 100 employees

4 From: ;969 and 1976

A

1,$

o 7 4,07007711+,..77.
o

i

'Incidence of 'closure

Ntittibeeof Piaists Number in saaiiple of .1969, Plaits

'Region Ntimber of states in 1969 sat9li . 0 closed by 1976 by 1971

Northeast
. d

1 4,576 .
1,437 . `r31

North.Cential 12 ,

25
;,, 3,617

South . 16 3,101
T '14

' Wtst 13 \ 1,155 3 .30

.3O
TOTAL 5P 1;449 3,727

SOURCE:IBarry Bliiiitone and Bennett Harrison, The Deindustrialization of4merica (New York; B,asic.Books, Inc., 1982,.4ble 2.2).

,
a

7,

4



a.
Intioduction,

:Bircti:' (1979), prOvided clOsurei irlforinatioitton".-service
eitablishments which is presente in table 1 AlthOngb
plant closure; research has tended ea.; ernp hasi2e manufactur-
ing facilities4he service sector has 'grown in importance to

* the economy over the past two decades. Also, the impact of
clOsure 94 individuals is not likely to :vary signifiCantly just
beeause_it is a service establishment and riot a,rnanufacturing

.facility.tFurthergtore, two of the three key U.S. Supreme .

Court decisions ,pertaihing to the "duty to bargain over the
decision to close.a plant" have-invOlved serAce,operations.

Thdata shown in table 1.2 indicate a relatively high rate
of closure among large: service establishmejits, and a rate
that is, quite uniform across regions. Thus, the implication
from these two tables is that the closure of firms is not $ lin-
ply a regional phenomena, but is prevalent throughout the

; United States.

Another approach to counting the number of displaced
'workers is to consider the population at risk. Risk can be
evaluated along 'several dimensions; induStry, occupation, .

region of tenure on the job are, valid criteria. Alter-
, natively, severity of unemployment can indicate a "risks

group." For example, it most likely is a reasonable assumpJ
tion that j &b losers who are associated with a declining in-
dustry are ,at risk of never getting1oadk their positions and,
therefore of being displaced. Individuals who have been
separated from their jobs for more than 26 weeks also have a
diminishing Probability of returning to their jobs.

*The.CongressiOnal Budget Office (1982) has provided an
%estimate of the number of workers in January 1983 who are .

at risk of being displaced. Job losers ;were categOrized along
the dimensions listed above, with those meeting*the' criteria:
considered to be' at risk. The results are`provided in table 1.3.

The Bureau of National Affairs (1983) reported that there
.we're 619 closures directly affecting 215,525 workers in 1982;

113



TAble 1.2

Incidence, OrClosge by Region

ATong Seftice'Estab011ients Employing. More Than 100.Employees

From 1969 and 1976

Region

Northeast'

North Central

South

West,

TOTAL

Number of

esiabhltrnents NunIter in sample

Number of sates in 1969'sample closed by 1976.1

Incidence:61 closure

of 19b9

es.tablishmthts

1.)y 1916

91 63 237,

12 433 /., 172,

16 476 182
I I.

.13 284 1t17

$7

.40

.38

.41

1,

50, 1,8261 708 39

I . a

SOURCE, David Birch, Job Generation Process (Onbridge, Program on Neighborhood apd,Regional Chkrige,,1979, Appen

,dix ,

,

11$

I

I'

6

I I
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42'4 closures weh inannfachiritig fatuities and *tilted ink
putting 14,900,emploYee§. opt of work. 2 Then ere ovel?
300,000 manutfac ',establishments employs 18%8

1 percentmillion worker'
of the mantifacerf
cent of the man )

U' slightly more't
litieg and slightl ess,,than 1 pg,-
g Workforce re affected.

Table L3 ,

':Esilmates of Jobless Workers
at Risk of Displacement hi January 1983
Under Alterhative Eligibility Standards

(

. Naniber of workers
-Eligibility criteria "(006) A: .

} A, .
Declining industry

,
'880 , ,

Declining' oiscupa\tion ' 1,150,.
More than 45 years of age . , . 43.90

Declining industry and 45 or more years of age 205
Declining indwtry and other unemployed in ! 4,,

declining area, and45 or more years Of age %-' . )395
Declining occupation and 45 di:more Years of age, : 280

. ' More than, 26.weeks' of uneinpldyrne'nt 0, .. , 560
. . ,

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office, Dislocated Workers: Issues and Federal Options,
Washington, DC: U.S Government Printing Office, 1982. This estimate, which is based on
tabulitions from the March 1980 Current Population Survey, also assumes that the number
of displaced workers would not change between Deceiriber 1981 and January 103. Thus,
:hese figures ire conservative estimates of the actuatliores. ,

Additional evidence on the incidence of plant closuie is
provided by Sch.menner (1982) who collected closure data for
the 1970s from Fortune 500 firms. During the 1970s, these
firms clOsed approxirciately 8 peicent of the plant that-had

the,4ccade.3 Although
e exiFfing

ate.

been, ,in existence' at the start o
averages can be misleading, less than
plants. of Fortune 500 firms*-were, closed
which is consistent with the BNA. findings for 1982: The in:



r
4. , . . .

cidence of plant closure by industry as tabulat d by Schmen-
ner is reported in table Lt. . . ':

' Table.1.4 , .

. Percentage of Plants Closed in Manufacturing Industries
in the 1970s by Fortune 500 Firms

Industry
- Number of

plants
pyprber Percedtage
,closed, closed

2,174
.

222
.

32 1 3.1
383 , 36 9.4
267 24 9.0
401 30 7.

183 . 23 ,o 12.
907 60 ' 6.6
258 15 5.

1,739 119 6.8
i 397 12 3.0

494 38, 7.7
80 16 20,0

64
44. 6.8

6083, 49 8.1

89 9.5 .
1,0564 75 '7.1

'965 85 8.8
607 37

-
6.1

326 .. 23 7,1
212 .... 23 10.8

12,679 I.021

Food & Kindred Products (20)
'Tobac.c Mandfacturers (21) .

Te ill Products (22)
,, A arel (23) .

, Lumbbr & Wood Products.(24):.
1Furniture & Fixtures (25)
'Paper &Allied Products

,Printing & Publishing (27)
Chemicals & Allied Products (28) Y

PetroleuiERefining(29) -
Rubber Products (30) e

Leather & Leather Products (31)
Stone, Clay, Glass
4& Concrete Products (32)

Primary Metals Industrieg (33)
Fabricated, Metal Prpducts (14) 947
Machinery, Except Electrical (35) -, .

Electrical MachinerY,(36) '

. Transportation Equipnient (37)
Scientific Instruments, (38) ,

I'MiscellaneousManufacturing (39)

Totals

SOURCE: Calculations based on computer printout provided by Roger Sehmenner,
August 16, 1983.
NOTE: Two digit SIC code in parentheses.

It is 'obv,ious that there ,are significant differences in, the
'estimateS of the magnitude of the problem. The analysis bas
ed on the. Dun & Bradstreet data clearly steals a. much
higher rate of closureover 4 percent of the plants closed
each'yearthan do the Bureau of National Affairs and the
Schmenner calciflations, yvhicl) indicate approximately 1 per-
cent of the manufacturing plants are closed each year.

19.
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The relative accuracy of 'the estimates is More thah an
..._ academic question because the magnitude of the probleM

conditions the potential policy responses. Although Schtnen-
net: and the Bureau' ofNational Affairs are derived from-in-
dependent sources, they appear to be consistent; consequent-
ly, these eStimates\yvifl be actepted. Therefore; the analysis
of this stUdy:will beilased on the assumption that the closure
of, a' Manufacturing facility is a relatively infrequent event.

As the United, States economy moyss out of the recess-
sionary conditionsthat haVe plagued it ?ince late 1979, there
may be a tendencY to forget 'about plant closures'and the
dislocated workers. The number of closures and, the ranks of
the dislocate i always 'swell', during recessions, and the
assumption m y be that the economicrecovery will

7

solve the
..

problem. , .
. \-,

This viewpoint does not recognize that closure and
dislocated workers are chronic problems. Some plants are
going to,be shut down even while the economy is in a'period
of sustained owth, and consequently, workers are always
going g ta,be di ocated. 'Incentives that operate to concentrate
'the impact of closure on the older Worker, or the immobile,
will continue during recovery as well as recession: Consumer
demands also change through time. Some industries will be
growing and others will be declining. Since themOst efficient'
locations for producing the new products 'may ,not'be the
'same as for the old products, and since the skills required
may not be iclentiCal, this process of change usually will.
generate'some dislocaiOn.

. .

A more concrete example of this :process is offered by the .
research findings' Of Schmenner (1983). He determined that
f major firms in the 1970s, the average age .of a plant at
clost g was' 19.3 yearsand the median Ne of closed', plants
,was'15 years: Fully, one-third of the plants that were closed

. were only six Years old or less, acid two-thirds. of the plants
were modern single-story structures. Thus, the ems, e of a

) . .

21)
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.

new plant in. a community is, not a guarantee that ..the
workforCe will nolthe displaced by a plant shutdown in the
near future. Furthermore, although- th(average size of all
plants in his study was; approximately 490 emplOYees, the
average employment 'size of plants opening in the,
hppioximatelY 240 employees.

The, question may.;:b,e raised: Why the interest in collective
bargaining as a tool the problem of plant closure
and, dislocated .w.0)ce"iST First, -a significant proportion
closures takes" place in4unionized facilities. Wheyeas 52 -pet k.!.

kent,pf the facilitiesSurveyed by ,Schmenner were unionizech '
66 percent of the closings involved unionized, facilities
(Schmenner..1982): Second, the reasons cited for *sure in
surveys and in court cases tend to be amenable to rgsolution
through collective bargaining, Schmenner's survey revealed
that 21 perCrent of the respondents, cited bigh labor rates, .17..
percent listed priee competition due to lower cost labor, and
10 percent indicated crippling union.wOrWrtiles. (Multiple
res onses were permitted.) ReasOns cited in court case§ have
inel ded loW productivity, high wages.; and iriflexibl6 work
rul ., Thus,: there are a significant number of, instances .in
which:the teasOns cited for ,clOsing are'tqp.cs that have been
'and could be handled, through the collect e bargaining pro7-
cess.

,4ich (1984) has argued that desired social goals could be
achieved more efficiently through bargaining rather than
regulation. C011ective bargaining 'can addresS the specific
problems of the plant 'may be able to tailor a -solution
that meets the needs ofll parties. Legislation ,,canfidt
possibly accommodate all of the varied circumstances in
Which closulFe is. being considered. Sometimes, thebest solu-
tion for all would be the end of production. In other cir
cumstanceSi changes in wages, operating ptocedures and the

qf responsibilities would result in profitable opera-
fiOrit and cottinued employment. (Wintner's (1983) study
documented one situation in whiCh a 25 percent cut in wages
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and changes, in work rules .were necessary to Make the
employee owned company competitive.) Furthermore, ircol-
lective bargaining could .led ,to profitable operations and
ontinued empldyment, §ome older workers would not be
ced with. the, prospect of seeking new .employment while.

possessing outdated skills, nor Would the economic impact
on the community, be as severe.'

The reasons listed above swggest that not only may the
plant closure problem be amenable to mitigation' through
collective bargaining, but usiiig.collective bargaining may be
more consistent with institutional, ad political, considera-
tions than directrregulation. Bacow (1980) has written that
we need to be concerned with morethan economic efficiency
as we seek solutions to, problems.

If we are, to develop a useful, theory for matching'
tools to problems, then the Criteria used for
evaluating the match must reflect not only efficX-
cy,cOnsiderations; but also the managerial, institu-
tional arid. political factors that determine the effec-
tiveness 'of policies in practice '(p. 132).

The other area ofjoncern.of thiS monograph relates to the
labot.market. Research on plant closure has.paid little atten-
tion to the .actual functioning, Of the labor,. market' and
'whether the proposed policies.ateklesigned,to Correct market
,imperfect,ions....Instead, it has tended to concentrate on one
theme; the reemployment experience of .dislocated workers...
The method. of analysis usually has been-the case study. Bas-
ed on this ,research,. 'polic,ies,. for. alleviating the observed
hardships associated With.Closure have, been proposed.

-r,
that have not been addressed or have been discussed

only cirsuatly inchide the relationship between compensation
schedules', and1,;estlinates of earnings" loss.' Cbmpetisation
schedules alsO,,pOiiid, atfect the structure of severance pay...
An addttiobat is the dichotomy between large local.:
labor ., markets:, land" small ,local .,labor markets. Another

a
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unresolved issue is whether .compensating wage diffeorentials
exist for the positive probability' of a plant ClOstire.

The outline of this monograph is as follows. Chapter 2 ad-
dresses the funCtioning of the labor xnarketin the presence of
plant '.clostme. Specific _tOpiCs include: eompensation
schedules, estimates of earnings loss and the 4tru&Ure of
severance pay; small and large local labor markets;. and com-
pensating wage differentials for the probability of plant
cloture. One other 4abormarketissue, the impact of closure

'on. older workers; is treated, separately, in Appendix A.'

'hapter 3 is. a diScuSsion of the judicial interpretation of ;
the duty to- bargain -Over the decision. to close and effects of
closure. Also analyzed are the related issues of-plant reloca-
don and transfer of, work. Chapter 4 discusses .guidelines;
rules and tests,that have been proposed to facilitate the deter-
mination f a duty to bargain ove4he decision to close. An
alternat Oposal also is presented in this chapter. Thse em.-1
pirical e amination of the ex ent of bargaining over this issue
is preSented in chapter's. 3 synthesis of the several aspec,ts.
of this study and the concl
chapter.

ions are presented in the final

NOTES

1. Bluestone and Harrison (1980) asserted that the provisions of thehax
codehavepfovided indirect incentives to construe facilitiesifather
than rebuildinpor renovating older acilities.'These incentives include: ,
(a) not treating land as a depreciable asset; (b) differential, treatment d'f
new and. used facilities for purposes of accelerated depreciation; (o) taic
credits that encourage the purchase of a newer vintage of tools, and
machinery; (d) tax deductibility of plant closure costs; (e) the special
treatment of industrial'developtnent bonds; and (f) tax deductibility of
many of the costs of homeownership.

2. Not that using the BNA calculation', the average numer of employees
in the manufacturing facilities that closed was 348. The average number
of employees in the typical. manufacturing facility in the Unit4 States

)

1
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was 63. Given that the BNA, dala set basically was collected by means of
riewspaper clippings, there mny be a bias to their figures that understates
the number of closures ands:overstates the aveyerge size of the closed
facility. The closure of a smaller' fapility simply may not be'reported:

The data on closure May be confused at times with 'ness failures.
For example, approkinfately 17,000 businesses failed in 81. 'Business

.

failures are .definpil, as "concerns discontiritiedfollosw. g assignment,
voluntary or involuntarylpetition in bankruptcy, attachment, exedution,
foreclosure, etc% voluntary withdrawals from .business with known loss
to creditors; ..also enterprises, involved in court action, such as receiver-
ship and reorganization of arrangement which may or May:not lead to
discontinuance; and businesses m king voluntar cornPro ises with

' , ireditOrs out, of court." (tInitell Sta s, Statistical Abstract, 82-183.) , ,

'Thus, the definition of businesi, fail res is bionciec than th t of plant
closure whiCh is the closing of a plant, establishment cOmPany.

. .-

, ',3'. This ciculatiOn was based on inforination contained in.a computer
.

printout ProN4ded by Roger Schmenner to the author.:
.

4/ The role of collective bargaining in alleviating the plant closure Prob-
' lem was 'examined ingiore detail in late 195es'and early 1960s. Examples

include. the', research' ,of Killingsworth (1962) and 'S ulti and. Wehgr;,
A1966). At that time it was felt that "collective bargainin by itself cabriot ;
fully solvelhese ,prohlems." ,(Killingsworth,, p. 210). Sh ltz and .Weber
ivrote.,`;It has been asserted that collective hargaMing c not change the

,, economictlimate, that it can only ration the stinshine-,- r the rain as the
case limy be. . . . It should not be concluded,, howevee, that collective
bargaining has or will, only a 'minor, rolF in, adjustments to
technological and econoinie change." ,IP. 46). s,.

6 J
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Introduction,

Plant,closure.is considered a signifIcant'Problern by some,
primarily because of the labOr Market impacts of its after,,
Oath: earnings lossei, :long spells of unemployment, acid
altered career expecitations., .The public poliey, debate has
revolved around whether direct. POlicy'interventions are re-
4uired' to correct these labor market impacts (Gordus, Jarley

'and Ferman1981). Naturally, there rare different, viewpoints
as to the significanCe of; the problem and whether: any

Ation is possible that will actually .improve 'and hot worsen
cooditions in the long run.

Some reCOgnize'that'dislonted workers afe Ktims of
closure, but assert ttiat ho specific policy iS'neees ary because
ex ante and ex post protections are in place. S cifically,. it is
asserted that wages paid to workers contain a, component
which Compensates workers exante at the differential proh-,,
ability of being displaced (McKenzie 1981). 'uiftherii)ore, ex
post protec 'tion is afforded for those, losing their jobs, even
as a result of plant closure, through upernploywent compen-
sation. Koreoyer, aft attempt to alter the decision. to close
would impede -the, free.movement of capqalarigf lead 'to inef:
ficient outcoMes "(McKenzie 19'79).

e'S.46k
initial and long term earnings losSes experienced y workers

Evidenc used o. shiVct intervention the

as a-resu)t of the ciOsure (JacobSon1979; len et al. 11).

15e.
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_. --,)

The increased incidence of physical andioinienfal heafth im-
pairment among' thpdisplaced.''also

,

js,uset1 to argue for in
trvention (1<asl and. Cobb 1979). Furtherthore, there is the
p.erspectivedvviat-ork,er4s and firims .are unequally pOsitioned
todii9v8er3s).ify to ret- changing eccinotnic circumstances , (Mar_
tin' C ,

.. .,

. There. also is constdetable coricern- with the prptess.'of
'closure. Companies .'ail3 thOUght to be 'acting :irrespansibly

27 andunfairly when profitable planis are, Clqsed because th
resources can be infested more profitably tlsewhere.
srelatedissue is when plants are, used as "cashiCows": pro s: ..

- frOm the-plant are not teihvestedin thatiracility but are.used,
elseNiihere, and eventually 'the plant=is clbsed. 'Reluctance to
prov' ed, advance :notic Of' the,'clostire also is criticized .

' (Blue tort and liarrison 1980). OThversely,- Some adopt they
'st e chat the decision-4. close., iS .solely a management`
prerogative",and intervention, ;Such as bargaining with union'.
reprekeniatives,,is neither, -appropriate nornecessary... r

... As swe consider thek plant glosttreissue; the ;question we
must attempt to addtes ': AisOrnitlg &sur is a problem-
requiring a public policy uu ow policy-be con- ./
structed so that its dimptive 1 014 lirriited,yetit is effeC-
live at correcting the problem cire, it .issiniportant,to.,
investigate' the 'functioning o t bor. Market in order to
understand the basis of the und sirable e ts and to ,,deter
mine if protections are inlace and:if they are adequate.

Three labor market issues will'be addressed in' this chapter.. ,
The first is the structure of COMpensatiokschedules, the.,,-
resulting estimates of earnings lois and the equitable strucj
ture of 'severance pay. The second is the dichotomir'betWeen.

-, small and large local labor markets, with implications for the
job search of-displaced workers t The final one is the notion
of equaliing differentialqgx ante adjuqtments).antilits 'ap, :.
plicability' to plant' clostge. IcTurnerous other issues ad In-
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fluence the debate, but an exhaustive treatment of them is
beyontl the scope of this study.

Compensation Schedules,garnings Loss
and Severance Pay

The cOmpensation schedules used by firms is not a topic
that has generated significant policy interest. It is important
in, the case ofplant closure, howeyer, because the type of the
compensation schedule may affect the estimate of the earn-
ings loss and the structure of Am equitable severance pay for-

,

Lazear (1981) suggests that' firms may design efficient
compensation schedules in which workers, do not receive a.
wage equal to the value Of their marginal product (VMP).

`equal

usual assumption is that the wage of the worker should
`equal his/her marginal productivity times 'the price, of the

Lazear-contendi-tkat--it-pay&-for4-irns,o-enter-in-`
to long term wage-employment relationships which pay
workers wage rates lesS than their VMP when they are
juneor, and more than their VMP when they are sehior
employees." (p. -607) 'The motivation of the ,employer , for
this schedule is, that it should reduce s4iirking by workers and

. increase employeattachment to the firm because they will
not receive the,hiiher wages later on if they are terminated
now.'

An example Of the type of compensation schedule con-
sidered by Lazear is presented in figure 2.L V(t) is a
representation of a:worker's value,of marginal pioduct over

, time. W't is the schedule of reservation wages for the
worker, the 'minimum wage at which the worker will supply
labor to the firth. W(t) is a wage schedule'in which the pre-
sent value of wages-paid equals thk.p,resent -value of VMP,
which is, the scheduleV(t). The worker beginning employ-

. ment with the firm should be indifferent between being com-.
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pensaled accbrding the' Wage path represented by' either
V(t) or Wft). For purposes of analysis, we will 'use this
slctheclule as representative for the entire firm, such that difr
ferent points along the hdrizontal Lids represent workers
with different tenure..

A

Wages,
Va ue of
Ma al
Pr

Terurre with Firm

Implicit in this form of compensation: is employment
through time f, which is the efficiept.date,oltetirempt.4 At
this 'tenure, the WOrker has been fully'compensated for the
below VMP wages,received earger, and the. value of his/her
work withthis firm is less .than.The value of his4her time
away from this firm. However; if the employmenecontlact is
,broken primto1N, the worker has not been fully coMpenz
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sated. Plant 'closure is one\exainple of breaking an implicit
contract. Thus, when this type of compensation schedule is
used, an implicit obligation is created from the firm to the
worker. The firm has "defaulted" to the worker because the'
worker has invested in, the firm during the early stage of . ,
tenure-by accepting a wage less than VMP with the expecta-
tion (condition) of being paid back by receiving a wage
greater than VMP in the latter state of tenure with the firm.'

An examination.ofifigure indispis the nature of the
earnings loss. If V(t) also repreiepts the likely next best alter-
native in the labor market for t1k displaced,worker, the 'in-
itial earnings loss (L) will be LI= W(t) -'V(t).Theearnings
loss for moicsenfor workers will be greater thin* the Loss for.'
les. seMor, workers. This relationship is reasOnably.consis-,
tent with the findings 'of.Holen et al. (li&l) who determined:
that Men under the-age of 4.0 suffered a 13.4 percent arOp irl
earnings' in the first year after, closure whereas Men over the "..
age:of 40- suffered -a 314,9-percent-drop in-earnings. 6 A

4.
The earnings loss of workers can,be analyzed furtpr; as is

presented in figure 2.2. Assume the worker has been Withthe
ficn t* Airs when the.blant clbses. This worker's spot *age'
is exactly equal to' his/her., value of the marginal, product.
Given thai s/he has been WOrkinilkith' the firm since t, the
worlcer.has "invested" art amounquallo the area AVW,
and the firm his implicitly agreed to pay.back an' mount
.equal to area ADE. Asiuming that ,V(t) represents the next
best employment Opporftinity, there is no immediate earn-
ings kiss.' .

AssuMe there is another worker whose tenure With the
firm is t** years when the plant closes: Giv,en, the same ,cir-
cumstances as in the previoUs example, the initial earnings
loss will be' CB. The firm has borrowed the amount AVW,
repaid area ABC, but still; in default area BCDE-.

. The more senior workeils likely to suffer the greater in-
1,itia, wage loss, but the ketime earnings loss.of the junior
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worker is -,significantly`greater. The wor er with tenure t* has
not been paid area ADE, whbreas the lifetime earnings loss
of the worker with tenure t" is CBDE, which is the smaller
amount:

Figure 2.2

lieges, I

Value of`
Marginal '
Product

r, 4,

1

1 1 1.

1

t* t** T

Tenure with Fitin

analysis of earnings Joss is
ates developed by Jacobson

mbnstrated that eatnin

consistent with., 'the
979)., His 'ahalysis

over the course of the
Worker's lifetime trose as tenure in the job increased, reached
a maximunkat seven years of tenure, and then decreased withyi-
additional r,kars,pf tenure'., The principal reason for this find-
ing is that those, individuals with greater tenure also tend to
have fewer 'years left in 'the labor force, and therefore ,the
compounied effect tends to 'be smaller.

30 I
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Thus, it is necessary to consider the two aspects of wage
loss. There is the transitory wage loss Which is the difference
in th6 wage that one is able, to obtain after closure relative to
the previous wage. The second.iS the permanent earnings Losg
due to the interrupted work history, whih changes the earn-
ings Profile. In addition, there,is the wage loss dud tog a spell',
of unemplOyMent that may foll IN closure.

The usual ,diagram of earnings loss islgresented in figure
2.3. ,The distance MN in figure 2.3 corresponds to CB in
figure, 2.2, -which is the transitory earnings loss. The usual

. estimate of earnings loSs is the area of MN?, which. cor-,
respotti's to the loss incurred until the worker attains his/her

iformer earnings. However,as Jacobson ciltrrectly pointslout, . -.
the real area of interest is MN , which measures boi'll the
,transitory loss and-theloss asso iated with a disruftecl earn-
ings schedule. .

t i

An additional point needs to bemade in regards,to figure/
,2:2.- Suppose a worker is at tenure 'I' when the facility closes
The measure of wage loss would be ED. HoweVer, the firm
has no implicit obligation to tkee worker .since it has fully

-repaid what )it has borrowed. CoAversely, the _worker at ,t*
would be judged to have suffered nolthmediate wage loss,
although the lifetime earnings loss wonTd.be at a maNimgm.

;)Therefore, examination Of thedifferenco in the wage receiv-,
/ ed pre- and Nt-closure as -a measure of policy necessity ,

would lead to inappropriate judgments a out instances in,'l:

which there may, be the teed forremedial ction.

The frequency of this type o.,compensa ion schedule is
unknown. It may actually take the form of job laddprs in

'I wage
the marginal prodmst expected increases less than the

'Iwage as, one moves up the lhdder. Furtheimore, other, im-
plications arise ffom this' type of schedule.' FOr instance, it is
likely that workers demand that wage'schedules correspond
more closely to the value of the marginal product in, firms
where it is anticipated that closure is more likely. Converse-
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.

ly,' that are risky undertakings have the' incentive to
establish a schedule which' deviates'.considerably from

k

. earnings' toss

Earning s Lo'sses Caused by,Plant Closure

lei expcted ,earnings profile of workers without
plant closure ' -

02
Carpi-no- of workers displaced i plant closure k

c ; time of closure

Although the measeed earnings loss may be somewhat of
an artifact of the compensation schedule, workers who have
worked lesg than T years for this firm do indeed incur, an
earnings loss'if their employment is terminated. Lazear has
shown-that a lump-sum payMent is a mechanism to fully
compensate a worker whose accumulated compensati n is

'32
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less than the accumulated value of llis/her marginal product
as the result of the lermination of an employment contract.
One form of a lump-sum payment is seyaiance pay, which
,has been incorpoiated in plant closing leaslative proposals.

Severance pay is the compenSation given to a worker who
is terminated. The connotation associated with it is that the
leas'ring is involuntary and perhhps unexpected. For example,
severance pay is given to workers who are excised Whereas
pensions' are paid to workers who retire. The usual presump-
tion is that severance pay is giqn to ease the pain aid to. tide
the worker over until something new can be found :following
the .involuntary se on. Hawever, severance pay also can

s.be used as an incentive, and as a fOrm of deferred. but earned
compensation.' Finally, severance pax can be used as a deter:
rent to 4osure. All four of these uses hayrdirectbearing on
the,plant ,closure. -

A key featuje of the employment:rejationship is that both
parties are bound by certain rules, obligations and expecta-
tions, with one expectation being continued employment.
For instance, Hall (1982) determined that 51.1 percent of all
men arelikely o work 20 years or more for the same firm.
When the exp tation of continued emOoyment is ,pot met
and where pet rmance of the emploYee has been above cer-
tain prescribed levels, the implicit contract has been violated.
To maintain respect for the implicit contract, a payment is ,

made to the workeitthat indicates that management is ending
the contract reluctantly.

The Second ,role that the seretiaCce payment can play 'is
that of an iricentiye:. Consider the ease of plant closuie. As
workers beconr aware that the plant is tb close, they may
engage in job search in order to find alternate employment.
They may do this to get a head,Stait on all .the othe who
also will become involuntarily 'laid off or because they nay
be aware of specific opportunitiest--"7-.

0
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Workers quitting hi ordef to find other employment may
not i;e"in the, best. interest of the firm as it attempts t9 con -
tinuetinue production-until closing. Those with the best alternate
employment opportunities also may be the most. skilled..
Thus managerrient may offer an attractive severance'. pay

Arschedule, but. only to thOse orkers whd unstay til the plant -,..
closes.,,In order to maintain the most skilled wbrkers, who
may also be the most experienced, , the severance pay
schedule is positively' correlated ,with years of experience,
sucbas two,weeks of pay for-eGery year Of experience. In this
situgion, severance pay is ri incentive to stay, but with a'',
very real cost to the w?rker if s /he leaves before the /Slant is
clp ed. ,

pihe thitd role t t the sever 'nee payment can play is "that
o deferred but arned GA:Ifni nsation (Lazear 1981, 4982)
and Stoikov (1969. The conventional schedule for severance'
pay establishes it as, a positivelinear function of the number
of years e worked. For kaample,- legislation proposed in.

'Michigan sought the fojlowing form of severance payment.
"The severance benefit shall be, equal to the average weekly
wage of the 'affected employee multiplied by the number of
full and 'fractional years for which the employee has been
employed.'" Adopting 'bazear's, formulation, this proposal
would n fuily4ompensate workers for the deferred but un-
paidpaid mpensalion. .

.
..

,

hinining-figure 24, the conventional proposal enviiio s
a severance pay schedule:suggested by tAB.. However, if o e
objective of severance pais to fully compensate wotker,s f r
the implicit ,obligation, the sever u pay schedule shoul
take the form'of tAT-The tAT chedp = would result in the
severance' paid to a worker wh. has 1/44' y rs of experience ,
with- the fitin when theplant clos beinl the ,same as the
payment to thb* person who retires norma y: zero.'

VV.W.would a firin use a compensation schedule ,such, as
this? he argument is that it iwould redkce shirking. Why



would th firL concern itself, with making a severance Pay-
ment? Again, it is the importance of maintaining thefiriplicit
contract. Reneging on workers by leaving Them with.a com-
'pensation deficit would make it virtuAtly impossible for
firms to implenicnt this type of schedule in the future. Firms
would then have to devise an alternate metlfod, which may
be more costly ; 'to police workers and to Minimize shirking.
Consequent y, tthere are advantages. for both the firm and
employ associated with 'severance payments.

F.

Figure 2.4

Severance
Pay '

Tenure with Firm

q "0

T

The fourth role of severance pay, is to increase the cost of
closing a plant such that closing may be the, costlidr alter
'native. This role seems most appropriate to the circumstance
when the firm is considering relocating the operation. The
firm must compare the, cost qf.continuing operations at
old site with the sum of the costs of closing the old-site and
producing at the new site.
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26 The Functioning of the Labor Mark

Consider the following simplified fornittlatidn. Definithe
cost of continuing operations at the old site ag'" Co, where

Co= (E Wio )/(1+ r)ii/
and, where'

E
00

fio/(1+ r)1 is the discoUnted present value o fufure
1 nonlabor factor of production at the old

facility Costs, and
00
Et W.0/(1+ r)i is the discounted present value df future.-

-I\ labor Costs at the old facility.

Define the cost of closing the old site and producing at the.
new site (over the`spie time horizon) as Cp, where

t
Cp.,q0-Excp+sio+wipmt(twip,+ c' E p fip)/(1+ r)i,

i=1°. i=1
and where.

Nco is the f.ixe ,cost of closing down the old facility, and
xcp is the fixed cost of starting production at the new
facility,

and
fip is the discounted present value of future nonlabor
fictor Oroduction costs at the:new facility, and

Wip is`the discounted present value of future labor costs at
the new facility, and '
Sip. is the severance obligation to the workers at the old
facility.

Obviously,, relocation will not take place unless Cp< Co;
but Wip <Wio since fewer labor resources are likely to be
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. , ,
/ used per unit of output. With regard to nonlabor factor of 1--

production costs, fie. fo, since capital is being substituted'
for labor. Assuming fip = fio,.the problem becomes

[,..! (W - ip)/ (1,+ r)1> (Xcc, + Sio)

Therefore, as 8ic, is increased, it becomes more unlikely t
wage savings at a new,location outweigh tlEibted costs of
closure. Therefore, intreasing the severap oblieation of the
firm raises the pbobability of Cp" >CO3' ich would make,
the relocation uneconomical. A

It is obvious' that there is-a conflict between designinga
severance klay schedule that fully, coMpenatessworl* fore
deferred compensation and a schedule that imposes signifi=
cant costs on a firm if it decideS to blOse -apflatit, The
that closifigs appear to follow is that the-actual Closing is
preceded by a significant length of time in which, eniploy-
ment is roduCed gradually. bue to seniority provisionsincorY
porated4, into bargained /Contracts, those remaining, at the
time of closure are the most senior' employees.

Consider a firm in whichthe following workers; categoriz
ed by years of experiende, are employed and eligible for
severance pay when cloSure is announced. 7

,
Years of

'Experience

". t
, ,

Number of

, . .' : To-0
',', geverapiOesimeot',

., _W rkers
--:

CheduleA.,' Schedul B,
i .

20
15

10
5

A

,
0 , ,

1

1 0

, :.5

$ 80,600, '!'...1,

4205)400*: '''''''

5;000,

4,000
15,000,
20,000,,
5,000,

Total



runaitiu: g a-the Labor' Market .

, vOtaP:ce payments under- Schedule 'calculated as,-
two ,weeks ,of average pay for every year lkorl.ced, Where the. -.

average pay is $200 fOr two weeks. The formula for Schedule

. uently;tw6.weeks of aye/age earnine($200) ire bayed for
ea yeir worked up,to .10 years, at which time the schedule
chan s to- $260 (.10 -,t))for each', year worked more
thal? 1 k ears..T, the -efficient' retirement tenure, equals 21 '

years in thisiexample. As can be seen,-the severance payment
owed by tlrm under :K($150,000) is significantly greater

° than unde,000), ar1 therefore, Schedule A is much
. more likely to deter. a closure.

B is designed to Compensate for deferred earnings: Conse

. Small Local Laboi 'Markets
Versus ..Large Local Labor Markets

The key element in the plant closure debate is tlre,
reemployment experience of those workers who are' displac-
ed. Il.ecognizing that the problem is one Of scaler the public . .

policy proposals have tended to include only firms employ::
ing more workers than some pr, efinintfl size. This 'ap-
proach, thdfigh, may ignore circ instances of the local labor

The concern is whether the ocal labor mrke approx-
imate S a perfectly competitive labor Market. Are 'Workers

likely to have alternate employment opportunities in that
, ;area? Oir are real 'alternatives going to reqnire, reloCation to `

another labor market? Are wages goingltp be Competitive, or
does the closing of the one plant depress theibor market's
wage level?

If the local market is 'relatively large, as evidenced by
numerous employers and therefore numerous employmept s'

oppimtunities, the market may approximate the competitive
Odel. No change of residence is necessary to access new op-

p 7,tunities; perhaps only changing commuting patterns is re-
qu4red: Furthermore, since there are many employers, no



, one ernployer.can eta.blish a Wage scale. Isiuinerous em1314-
meat opportunities enforce the competitive setting of Wages
becaUseif/ one employer ;deviates too far froth the corn -.
petitive,w,age, workers 1011 leavand accept new.employment
.opportunities,

. A small local labor market may nca agproximate the
perfectly; coilpetitiVe model. The local mart may not pro-
vide the range of options necessary. sp that workers can
change jobs without ,undue eXpense.Instead, job mobility
may entail' relocation to another ,labor market.9 Further-,.

*more, ode employer may act as a.monopwnist demander of
labor, 'paying workers a lower wage.than Would.8e paid in a
competitive martet." Jacobson (1979) determined that
lifetime earnings losseS resulting frOrp a hIant Closure tend to
be inVersely related to lne size of the localJabor market.

Thu.§, the clgsure.of a:Plant in a large local libor market
may of retiuiee direct intery on becatise,,Iabor can be-

'highly mobile among a number --altefinatives. ThOncentive
to bargain:over the decisiOli to c 'also may be limited due
to the numerous options avairable.;ReloCation, to find alter-.
rate employment is not as likely.tabe necessary. Conversely,

pi that same plant closed in a small' .toihniiinity, relocation
Ymay be necessary. Spebifically, the market will not function

as hypothesized because thelonditions necessary ate not pre-
sent:. Workers hi this circumstance may have wgkeater incen-
tive-io obtain relocation- allowariceS through;the c011ective
bargaining contract, 'grant, more concessions 'to keep the
plant open, or as Wiptner (1983) 'has shown,, buy out the
plOt so that it can continue operating. ',,

The difficulty. is ,in developing in a CI tt a tiv
frailiework for determining Whether, the Conditions for a
'smooth fiinctiOning market are present or not When is a
closure a serious problem,in a lOcal labor- market? The usual

.

approach is 'to require firms with more than 50 of 100
employees to be subject to the statute. Obviously, the scope
of the problem depends on the size of the loCal labor market.



The Ftinctkonitig of the Labor vlarket, 4v.,:

The closure of a facility with l00 `employees may be inconse-
.quential in a cortim-unity laf .250,000, whereas.it would be
devastating in s. Community of 5,000..

This aimpacisowould suggest that one ,approath might
be to'convett the numer of employees affectedto a percen-

; tage of the local labo.r, force.`This also is problematic because
the size.qf, facility can be a variable. The result- could, be;
that .firms Would not establish: facilities that exceeded, the
pertentage'ThresholdI A notch would develop afthis poirit;
but thN approach would be more.accePtable than one thart
automatically comers'all firms exceeding some s irrespec-
tive of,the-ebnditions ire local labor.market.

CvmpelisatingWage Diff
if lex Ante Painten

The theory of compenaatinidifferentiaislvvas introduced
by Adam Smith who obserekthat lakle types of jobs se-
",;:iired greater compen§ation. than ostfillX.becatise the WOrk
had certain undesirable characteristios associated with it such
as greater ha2a14 or frequent interruptions of ernployttient:
If the theory of comPensating wage differentials applies to
plant clO'sure, workers employed in ,firms in which thereuis
greater likelihood of permanent cloSurewOuld receive a corn-,
peniating differential as part oftheir wage (an ex ante pay-
ment) . That differential WOuld'Make their expected compen-
sation id:that' firm equal to the compensation they would
receive in a firm with more stable employment prodpects,
everything; else being equal. If this is the case, the affected!.

'workers wo.uld require no additional ,policy consideration
because they ah'eady, have been fully compensated by the
firm. Mckenzie(1981) asserts' that workers are so'compen-.
sated..

Pally (1974) utilizes s 'theoty 'itY. devising wage, and
employthent strafegies firms.. Ile' .writes, "-To attract
workers, the firm must pay.ja higher wage if there is some
positive.. probability's of unemployment than it would if '4.



The Functioning of the Labor,Market

emPloyment were guaranteed" (p.- 18).' Abowd and .

Ashenfelter (1981) found evidence of compensating.differen-
tials for workers in industries in Which layoffs were an-. .-

fricipated.- Holding:' other factors constant, they found that,
3, the value .of the differehtial was directly proportional to the.

extent of anticipated unemployment.

There area number of questions_relating to the relevance'
, :of the theory of -CoMpensating wage differentials to:plant
closure:First, is the pernianeni layoff resulting from plant

. closure anticipated ,uneniployfneht? Bail (1977) Wrote that'
. . . , .workers 'tare assu d to nave an expectation about tne

..;;-..layoff policy ..a%,.&' 'tin.% . ...4 'Tlls assumption is aP:-
propriate whey viirms have a-history of hiritig and firirig:'4
patterwor repui.tion for firmis established." Pifferen- .
tials res,ult fro .accumulated nowledge, but the reputation
devel ped from .,plant closure cannot be applied by the

1' workers to the specific experience because there is no future
.., employment opportunity with that firm in the local labor

-1market. Thai is, there is no lopportunity to Tecontract pith
the firth. There is, however,. the opportunity to recon a4
with another firm in the same industry.

, .:, '1
Second, in the theory of compensaling wage diffetentials,,

how do workers 'attain information about an attribute ofthe
workplace' or the firm'? 'For. example, an employee can
observe the degree of workplace hazards and attempt to.ob,7
tain a new wage feflecting those conditions: However,infor-
mation ,about plant closure. has been so' scarce and
fragmented, as is evklent from chapt ithat it is difficult to -
envision reliable ,estimates of the di tial probability of
closi analysis, w ich found one,third. Schmenner's (1983)
of el sures 'beirii.of ',tants less than six years 'Old, -suggests i
that a large element of closure is random, which mak0
estimating the necessary 'differential very, tenuous. Since the
policy interest in this issue is leading to 'more ,data being col- AI

leeted, .more reliahle. probabilities of closure may be
developed in, the futures .. .



Summary

Casual observation of- labor market outcomes pre- and
p s -c r''. ea
losges of wor eis. The tendency to emphasize initial fosses.
rather than permanent losseS concentrates attention On the
older worker when, in fact,' the worker in the middle of his

. ' career may be Most severely impacted because the intep-
rupted work, history decreases ,the expected lifetime earnings
Profile. , . - , J

The local labor market is'a-keY determinant of :t e impact
of- closure on workers. Jacobson found 'earn losses
associated with plant clqsure to be iriversely'rel 'to' thew%

4 size of the local labor market. Policiei that do not recognize
these differences may be onerOus in some instances and in
adeqtrale in others,.which suggests;'that the polici'approach
needs to be flexible so thatit caribeadaptea to the-local cir-
cunistanc,es.

Finally, the theory of comriensating differentials probably
ddes, not hold' in the case. of plant closure, The inability to,
recontract with a closed firm coupled with the difficulty of
obtaining reliable estimates of the differential probability of

-closure make it unlikely that eic ante prqtection is afforded
workers. One possibil4 is to enc9urage econtracting with a
fird that has a hiaprobabilify of closing.

In conclusion, because the, impact of closure depends on
the specific circumstance of the Workers,' the firm arid the
labor market, a uniform policy may be successful in.soine in-
stances and deleleihatiOn thers: Collective. bargaining;
which Tic', its nattireisfleXiM and sensitive to local.condi7
ions, may-be acceptable wax to make,adjuktipents,
to some labor,Ma ket outcgmes.. na



,
1. There have been two major types of plant Iosure policy initiatives.
The first.* been to' prescribe the behavior of firms intending to',close.:
Advance notice,- continued wage payments, and severancepaymenks,to
workersiand communities are elements of this type of initiative` In some;
respects, the purposi of these requirements has been tarnake closure oti.

_orierousthat firms would not carry through with a threat of clokure.
second 4Pe has peen to develop assistance programs4.fof those worke
displaced including job clubs, retrdining, job search skills and relocation.:
This appioach has been adopted more frequently by. individual States,'
since it has been thought that the more prescriptive types of governmen-
tal action would place a state at a cool etitive disadvantage for economic
development purposes.

2. The reader will note that according -tote economic thedr', the Wage ".
oonliy

i
eqttals' the value of the marginal p9oduc f the last person hired.

This assumes that workers are homogeneous and ar working withta fix=
ed and identical 'capital stock. However, there'are different jol3 ladders
within 4,,firm,.emPloyees have diffeeenr responsibilities and 'they are not
necessarily working with the same capital, which requires deviations in
compepation. Lazear's analysis addresses the long run cOmpensation
schedule within the firm:

,

,. LaZear, develops the model further by demonsfrating that firms will
develop co pensaiion schedules that are of this shape, but the presentfp
value of W t) is greater Ulan that of; V(t). When the earnings streamfis
greaser than' he productivity stream, the cost of shirking to the employee
increases, so the compensation schedule essentially becomes a policin
mechanism. His analysis has .other, interesting implications for p ant
closure, but our present concern is with the implications of this sch ule
for the measurement' of earnings Ici's.

1

4. Abraham and Medilif (1983) assert that a deferred' compensation
schedule requires that the relative protection against jObloss,also grows
with length of service so that firms 'are not permitled to terminate
workers once wages exceed VMP. In fael, they found that written provi7
signs specifying seniority as an important determinant of layoff priority
are assOciated with a reduction in the vulnerability of senior workers los-
ing theirjobs.

. t r
5..Lazear (p. 609). describes this process .as follows: The firm has '
defaulted '`since the firm ,essentially; is borrowing from the worker by

. -

V
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4 The Functioning of the LaborMar/tet

. paying him less than VMP' when he is young and repaying him tof payi
Mote than the VMP when old."

The, elationship of the shape Df the earnings profile to the shape the

set-Orpo-slibliWagg paths would be-as--depiCted in--figure
.

AfAlue of.
Mirginal
Product ' W(t)

V(t)

Tenure with' Firm

This approach is flawed by the fact that anyttne the worker's V(t) ex-,
seeds W(t) paidby the firm, there is the incentive to leave the firm. A
firth would not adoPt this type olt, schedule becauie (a) it does not reduce
shirking, and (b) it does not 'increase employee ataehnient. Thus,
although one can envision the situation in which the Worker is in'debt to
the firm; particularly when there is.sisnificant firm-specific training, this
type of schedule does not satisfy ahy, of the motivations of this firm.

6. Tile initial earnings lossgis not strictly a result of taiear's formulatiOn.
For instance, 'Wachter and Wascher (1983) use a more general age7
earnings profile and also derlye`an:ittinlediate wage loss that is the dif-.
ference between the wage paid'and the opportunity Wage. Furthermore,
in their formulation, the early wagtWithtfie firth is less than the oppor

"tunity wage. The distinction is that their uge7earnings Profile is the result .,

of job -specific human capital. The implications of this profile may dif-
fer, however, andtdepend on the financing of the job-specific 'training.

7. This wording is taken from Substitute for House Bill No. 4330 "A Bil).
to Provide for Community PreservatiOn and Recovery- After ah
Employer Closes, Relocates or Reduces Its Operation." (1981) 16-

8. Of course thii ignores the role that pension payments play as deferred
compensation.

9. Bally (1,974) incorporates mobility costs in his model of wa and
employment variation. He stresses the role that mobility costs play i the
decision' to change jobs and that mobility costs: vary by training and the
local labor market.

10. A perfectly competitive market also is a precondition for payment of
an equalizing differential.
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The,National Labor Relations Act (1tILRA) was,,,enacted
into' law in 1935. It forms the basis of the legal framework
for collective bargaining in the private sector United
States. A&administrative agency, the National Labor Reli-
dons Board (NLRB)Is charged with administering the terms
of the NLRA. ^

The National Labor Relations Act provides for the right
of workers to organize and select a representative to serve as
their exclusive bargaining agent. The Act, also imposes "a
mutual obligation of the employer and representative of the
employees to meet at reasonable times and confer in good
faith with respect to wages, hours and other terms and condi-
tions of employment.'" Because Congress did riot' specify
what constitutes ."other terms and conditions" inidetail,
there has been considerable uncertainty as to what actions ,
aid practices are covered by these words.

t.;

"Wages, houis and, other terms and con4itions of employ-
ment7 are mandatory topics of bargaininf They 'cannot be

' 'changed unilateralli by either party to the collective bargain-
ing contract. Mandatory topics must be negotiated. to kin-
passe. If unilateral changes are made prior to impasse, an
Unfair labor practice is committed, However, it is in the caSe-,4,

rtI.
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by-case- determination of whether an unfair labor practice-
hasbeen.-comtnitted that the NLRB, the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals and the 11)tited States Supreme Court have decided
what actions and practices are mandatory topics of bargain-
ing.

The evolving case law_ of collective bargaining over, plant
clesure increasingly hus changed the economic, conrsitlera-
tions brought into the "analysis. Arguments' supporting no
duty-to bargain over the d n,to close have moved from
the right of management run business as it sees fit (the
core of entrepreneurial co trol), whether the s are
primarily economic in ture,' to yvhether t economic
reasons are amenable to chnge throfigh collective bariain-
ing.4 Furthermore, the concepts disctisged have advanced to
include not only,the capital investments by the,owners of. the
firm, but also to include the human capitalinvestments made

the employees.'

.1 he implicit assertion in the former arguments is.that
economic efficiency is maximized when the use and move-
ment of physical capital is unconstrained (McKenzie 1979):
The implicit contention in the latter arguments is that-,skrict.:..
economic efficiency ignores those costs which are .borne, by
others as a result df the firm's actiOnthe_ social costs ---and
considerS only those costs borne by. the firm (Coase 1971),
Consequently; what is efficient for'the firm may not be effi-
cient for society.

Baigaining over the deciSidn to close '.4 plant presumably
could incorporate both 'Private and social costs in the deci-
sion Calculus go, that a socially efficient decision, could be
reached. Conversely, bargaining is not, !ostless. Imposing a
duty' to bargain over the decision to, dose in all partial
closure circumstances coul result in a socially inefficient

' solution if the Extra bargain g, costs exceed thebenefitg
from bargaining. ' p



, .

There are two types of noncontract bargaining over plant
closure: decision bargaining and bargaining. Accord-
ingSio the interpretation of the. United States Suprem9 Court,. .

there is no duty to bargain over tbe decision of the ownet to
'close down the entire operation of, a firm.6 Recently;-it*v was
established that there is no,duty to bargain over, the decision.;
to close one plant (facility) of a ,multiple plant (faeilityr
operation,' but there is a duty to bargain over the effects of
&Wore.

The labor law concerning the ditty -to bargain ovir the
decision to partially close an operation has been described as
a conundrum (Heinsz 1981). This descriPtion is !host apt.
the law generally has- recogniZed;thaethe owners\of firms
place their capital and their,livelihOpd at risk, arid,.qiould be
free to take the !actions necessary to protect t eir investment I
and to generate a satisfactory retuni:j-loweve , the lav4lso,
is cognizant that employees also plaA- their. hurnan'cppital
and livelihood at risk when joining a firm. To Some this con- r

-.Ilia between physical capital and hunian capital they be an
issue of eqiiity versus efficiency. Thu p, it' is to be expected
that the National Labor Relations Bard, and the Circuit.

rt of Appeals have, reached different conclusions on
whether ,"the Mutual obligation of the employer' and the!
representative of the egiployees to meet at reasonable times
and confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours and
of er terms 'and conditions of employment"8 algb-includes
b rgaining over partial closureof operations.

k United Statei Supreme Court', in its ruling in First Na-
,

tional Maintenance Corporation v. Nqtion,a1 Labor Rela-
tions Board (101 S. Ct. ;573 (1981)),, did- not totally resolve
the issue.' The Stipremi Court held there was nb duty to
bargain over *9 decision to close 'one part of, an operatiop
Under the National' Labor Relations/Act. However, even ,the
SupreniKartri macority opinion states as limitations that
(a) First, Nitional Mauitenance Coirporation "had no inten-



tion to replace the disclia'rged epployees or to move the
operations elsewhere," and (b) the "union was not selected
as the bargaining representative until well after the eti-
tioner's economic. ifficulties had begun." Thus, the union

' was not the source of the financial difficulties, nor could it
.- be expected that the union could effect changes to alleyiate

the difficulties.

Justice Stewart wrote almost two decades ago in his cbn- \
curring opinion in Fibreboard Paper Products Corporation
v. National Labor Aelations Board (85.1. Ct. 398; 411
(1964)) that "no problems hilhe domestic economy are of
greater concern than those involving job ,security and
employment stability." This statement \probably has never
been more appropriate thafi now The economy of the,
United States has been undergoing a gradual stnictultal shift
and back-to-back recessions have exacerbated the perceived
decline. Perhaps most important, the plant closure problem
wily not go away during a sustained , economic upturn.
Schmenner (1983) has determined ,that there is a long run
process underway in which manufacturing will be shifting
from larger establishments to smaller ones. ,

This,chapter examines the efficiency and equity arg ents
associated with the judicial interpretations of the fflt ' to

, bargain over the decision to close or relocate a part oran
t Interprise. It usually, is argued that the unfettered movement
of capital is necessary to achievingeconomic' efficiency. The
Frost efficient allocation of reso rces occurs when capital is
free to move to its most profitable e. But a related question

\ should-concern the investment in human capital. Would this
investment be less than optimum when workers are experi-
encing frequent earnings losses due to closure? Will there be
a reluctance to undertake firm-specifiC training?

Although the profit maximization motive leads to the
most efficient ailocition of resources, there is the 'recogni-

\
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Judicial Interpretati

a e lace. The implicit
lion is am g firmsthat

f others. Ho ver, these are

ma,tion that some redistribution
assumption le tnat the redistri
some will gain at the expens
potential equity implications of the redistributi
Plant closure orirelocation. Specifically, becau
able to diversify 6nct. reposition more easily than
firm may be maximizing profits at the expense'
Josses of its workers.

involved in
firms are
rkers, the

II earnings

. The followin* review of the caselaw provides t e institu
fr work and the background arglmen opposing

and su portingte duty to bargain. Based qn thes itinay be
possible to estatilish a per se- tuleThe awl
rightsthat will result in maximiiikg,the p uCtin of
goods and services.given that social costs are acco modaied.
The next chapter examines alternate.per se rules tha ve
been prdrsed to solve this conundrum and puts forth 'a he
proposal.

1611 s

Judicial Interpretations

The conundrum surrounding 1'6, duty to bargain ove
plant closure has resulted fromAhe corlflicting decisions that
have been rendered by the Natio 1 La_bpriRelatidni
the Circuit .Court of Appeals and a nited States Sup
Court. The cases have been decide by relying on differen
sections of the Ngtiond Labor Relations Act. Specifically,
the National Labor Relations Board has `emphasized Section
8(a)5 which ,defines, the refusal. lo- bargain collectively with
the elected representalives .the emPloyfes as an nfair
labor practice. The Courts, by and large, haVe Strom
ing the actions and activities that fall'undef the, def.) 4fP

ocliet terms, and condition of iMployment (Sect(
Consequently, competing interpret;tions exist.

The question o argaining over the decision to close a
plant, to subcontxa work cir,to move work from one plant
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\
to/another hinges on wiiether the practice falls within the w.

difinitiOn of wages, hours and other terms and conditions .of
emplOyment. .If it does, then it is a mandatory topic of
negotiation. Howevbr, just because' it is a mandator topic'
does not mean that agreement must be reached. Instead,'
there. simply must, be an attempt at good faith bargaining.
The first case presented here (Borg-Warner) established this
principle. Theollowing cases deal 'specifically with plant:
closure, subcontracting and movement of workissues, and
whether negotiations occur during the course of a contract or
while bargaining over a new contract. The description of the
judicial devel6pments below is not an exhaustive examina-
tion of all the cases pertaining to the interpret ions of the
duty to bargain. Other studies, such as Swift ( 974), .1-leinS4
(1981) and. Miscimarra (19§3) have already pr 'tied these.' w

National Labor Relations Board v. Wooster
Division of Borg-Warner Corporation
(78 S. Ct. 718) (1958)

The United .States Supreme Court deded this case in
1958. The crux of the case was the distinction between the

' duty, to bargaip over mandatory, topics as opposed to_per-
missive topics.

Borg-Warner Corporation kattempte:d. to include tw
clauses in the collective bargaining contract it w s
negotiating with the United Automobile, Aircraft and,

Agricultural Implement Workers of America (011AW); the
Certified representatiVe of Abe. employees. One was the -

i"ballot" clause which would require a prestrike secret vote
of all employees On- the company's last offer. tf, the
employees reject the offer;' the companyyould haVe the op-
portunity to amend the final offer. The 9ther ptovision was a
"recognition" clause whichcwas-Jan attempt to eXclude.the
International Union of the UAW and recognize only 'tile
UAW local as the bargaining representative.

; A ,t



. The 'union rejected llot and redognition clauses
saying each was total unacceptable. Cothersely,°.,Borg-
Warner Corporation in 4 icated that no agreement would be
reached unless it contra. ed. both of these clauses. After a
strike, ithe union gave and 'signed an agreement incor-
porating both clauses. Th International Union filed unfair
labor charges with the ational Labor Relations Board
citing ujifair Iabokpractices within the meaning of Section
8(a) (5). \ -4

The Supreme Court analyzed Section 8(a) (5), which ik
defines refgsal, to bargain , collectively with th'e represen- , ,

tatives of the employees, and Section 8(d), which requires
-bargaining over "wages, hours and other terms and condi-
tiofis, oeignployment." The Sgpreme Court indicated tile
the duty to bargain is limited to the' subjects, of wages, hours
and other terms and conditions of employment; Further-
more, bargaining can take place over other-issues, but at the
discretion of each of the parties.

( .
..

Mr. Justice Burton wrote what has become the definitive ,4

rule on bargaining `rights and obligations surrounding man- *
datory and permissive topics of bargaining. . ,,..

But that good faith does not licen he employers to
, .

° refuse, to enter into agreements o e ground' that
',they do not 'halkscie some proposarvhich fs not a,.
,mandatory subject of bargaining. We agree with

' .the;' that such conduct is, in substance, a',

refusal to,bargain about the subjects ill are.wilhin
the scope or mandatory bargaining. This oes not

. me n that bargaining is to be confined to,s
s jects. Each of the two controversial is. ..

', 1 wful in itself. Each would be enforceable if
.0

agreed to by the unions. But it does not followshat,
because the company may propose these, claws, it
can lawfully insist upon them as a condition ilo
agreement."

4,
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Fibreboard Paper Producft Corporation
v. National Labor Relation's Board
(85 S. Ct.- 398 (1964))

The. United States Supreme Cenirt decided :Fibr oard in
1,964. 'The facts of the case were as follows. Just prior to the
expiration of the collective bargaining s agreement,
Fibreboard Paper Products Corporation indicated to tie .

union, that substantial savings could 13e realized by contract-
ing out, the maintenance work at the expiration of the collec-
tive bargaining agreement. Prior to. the next meeting with the
union, which was, to take place the day before\ the contract
expifed, Fibreboard engaged a firm to do the maintenance
work. The company stated that further negotiations on a
new agreement would be pointless. Formal negotiations be-

' tween Fibreboard aed the union, the United Steelworkers of
America, had existed since 1937;

On, appeal, the United States Supreme Court mid that
ft

on the facts of this-case, the 'contracting out'
*of work previously performed by members of an
'existing bargaining unit is'a sabjectabout which the
National Labor Relations Act requires employer's
and the - representatives of their employees, to,
bargain collectively. We also agree with the Court.
of Appeals that the Board did not exceed its
'remedial powers in directing the Company to
resume its maintenance operations, reinstate the
employees with 'back pay, and bargain with the
Union."

The bases for the decision of the majority were that
(a) contracting out falls within the literal meaning of "terms
and conditions of employment," (b) the industrial peace was
likely to be promoted through the negotiatjon of the issue,
and (c) the industrial practices Of the UnicedyStates indicated
frequent negotiations over the issue of suticontracting. pur-
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1

anges being considered by the company in-
vestment. It simply was a case of one set

ubstituted for the company's emplOyees.

The Supreme Court's majority Opinion alsO addressed the
issue of the likely success of negotiations settling the dispute.
Theytwsrote, "As the Court of ApPealtipointed out, (i)t is not

...

necessary that it be likely. probable that the Amion will
Yield or, supply a feasible _solution:but rather that. the, union
be afforded an opportunity to meet management's legitimate
'complaints' tha),,its maintenance"was unduly costly.""

' Justice'SXwart's 'concurring opinion, hgivever, became .
more infl &dal than the majority opinion. Justice Stewart
narrowed the scope of the decision 'by suggesting that, the

`Court's decision was not a generaUrule, but only applied \to'
hs . facts of this : casereplacement of 'bargaining, unit

rsiwith others doing the same work, in the same o9,-
tioft. \Only under, circumstances such as these woul the
employer.be required to bargain with the union over thedeal
sion fo terminat the activity:

thermore, th c
volved no cap
of-workers bein

Justice Stewart, limited the majority's opinfOn by stOkig
that,

t *,

. .'it surely does not follow that every decision
whibi ,rnay affect job security is a subject' Of com-
pulsory . collective bargaining: . . An enterprise
may decide to invest in labor saving machinery,
Another may resolve to liquidat& its assets and go
out of business. ,Nothing the Court holds today
should be undersibod as iinposing a duty to Bargain
collectively. regarding such managerial' decisions,
which lie at the core of entrepreneurial, control.
Decisions concerning the commitment . invest-
ment capital and the basic scope o t ent, rprise

. are not tittmselves primarily abou ons of
employment, though the effect ckthe *sion may
be necessarily to terminate employment."-
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National Labor Relations Board
t , v. Adams. Dairy, Inc. .

. .
,

(322 F.2d 553)-(1963)
The United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Ciecpit

deckted this case in .1963. the facts of the case were as
follows. Adams Dairy employed driver-salesmen and also
engiiged independent contractors 'to distribute their pro-

-- , ducts., The driver-saleinien _were, nembers of a utaion' that
ad negotiated formal agreements with Adams Dairy since

1954. In , thbtaract, the-,
e course of negotiating a new c , ... ,

emploier expressed concern about the relative" costs of the.;
delivery' service. A new coAtract .vas executed, however,
without Specifically addreming the costs of delivery seivice.

After the contract was signed, the employer initiated npw
missions Mmcerning its unfavorable competitive situation
elo these higher costs.- No specific proposals were in-
duced, nor was it indicated that the driver-salesmen
uld be terminated if no accord was reached. Subsequent-.:. '-

while the Contract was . still in 'force, ''Adams Dairy
stittited -indeppndetit contractors for its own driver=

lesmen and terminated these emDlOyees.

The question was Is the decision to terminate distribution
iof one's-proluct a subject of mand4ory bargaining under
the provisions of the National Labor Relations- Act? The
Court began their analysis by asserting that "uhion member-,,

r ship is not a guarantee against legitimate or justifiable
discharge or discharge motivated by economic neeessity.!"
The Court also indicated that intent, motivation and natural
consequences cannot' be ignored when determining whether
an unfair labor jiractice has be committed.

" The Court held that- the decision to terminate*as nbt 441
mandatory tdvic of bargaining because the substitution
independent contractors for the d "ver-salesmen was made ".°1
for legitimate business reasons. The intent and inotivatjon
was not to 'destroy:the union, as ev denbed by the facHhat
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they had attempted to negotiate !kith the,, empldyees on
previoilsroccasions concenting an adjustment of the'contipis-
sion payMents. The rest of -the Court's uling'algo is. very
signifieant. Specifically, :they' Note: "After.that decisiOn
hadbeenmade, however, Seation 8(a) (5) did require
negotiation with reference to the treatmentkof the emploYees
who were teivinated by the decision."" Thus,, the:United.
States Court dAppeals for the Eighth' Circuit, affirmed. the
concept of "effects" bargaining.

Iri placing this case in perspective; it is important to recall
that the employer had attempted to negotiate with the driver-
salesmen concerning the commission` paynients. When no
relief was, forthcoming, 'they, substituted' the inapendent
contractors for the driver - salesmen: Therefore, they had
established that this was a legitimate concern of their
business and that if an accommodation could have been',
reached with the dfiver-salesmen, no change would have
been made in employment.

,
Textile Workers Union of 4merica v. Darlington

Manufacturing Conipany et al., and National
Labor Relations Board v. Darlington
ManufacturingCompany, et'al.
(85 S. Ct. 994) (1965)

The United 'States Supreme Court decided this case In
1965. The Textile Workers Union 'Successfully organized. the
workers of the' Darlington Manufacturing Conipany. in
September of 1956. The Board ofairectorspet several days
later and decided to liquidate the Darlington Manufacturing
Company. The plant ceased operations in November and all
equipment was sold in December. It was determined in tfie
proceedings that the owner (Deering Millikenyof Darlington

Manufacturing Company also operated 16 other textile
manufacturers.

The issues to be adjudicated were the following. First, was
Darlington Manufacturing Company a separate manufc-

2
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turer or part_orthe entire Deering Milliken enterpris.
ond, does a COmpanYhre die right 40,clgse part or all
busineSs regardless of its motives? The Supreme Court
plicitly held thatpatlington Manufacturing Company wa
separate cornpairy. explicitly,ruled:' "We hold, that so
as-,the Labor Relations Act l concerned, in emplOyer has the
absolute right to terminatehis entire,business for any reason
he.pleases, but disagree with the Cour; of Appeals' that such
right includes the ability tocloSe a part of a business no mat-
ter what the reason."

In developing its opinion, the Supreme Court asserted the
primacy of decisions based on 'sound economic reasons as .

opposed to those with a 'discriminatory motive. Those deci-
'slops with sound business justifiCations, irrespective of the
effect on concerted employee activity, would not be found in
violation of Section 8(a) (3),'Whichholds that it is an unfair
labor practice for an employer to discriminate in employ-
ment on the basis of membership in a labor organization."

The Supreine ,o'urt also 'evaluated the expected future,
benefit derived from the antiunion activity,- such as
discouraging collective employee activities. The Supreme
Courtconsidered this, but suggested'instead that a complete
liquidation. of business,' :even though it *as doge (Or anti -.
union reasons, would not -generate future,benefits for the
firm. They retreated from this statement by indicating that
the expected future benefit, not be in the same line of
.businesS. They stated:

If the persons exercising control over a plant, that is ,

being closed tor antiunion 'reasons (1) have an'ih- .

terest in another husiness,' whether or not affififted
. with or engaged in the same line of commercial ac-

tivity as the closed plant, of sufficient substantiality
to give,Promise' of their reaping a benefit from The
discouragement, of unionization in that business;
(2) act to cloie their, plant with the purpose of pro-

, ducing such a result; and (3) occupy a relationship

56
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to the other business which. makes' it realistically
forseeable that its, employees will fear that suc
business will also be closed down if they persis
organizational activities, we this that an
labor practice has been made out:2°

National Labor *dons Board v. The William"
J. Burns International Detective Agency'
(34 F.2d 897) (1965)

fair

The International Guards Union Of A_ merica was certified
as the collective bargaining agent for the Burns Detective
Agency, guard employees in the metropolitan Omaha area.
A riferi-d&was arranged between the local Burns' manager
and the union to begin negotiations. However, before this
meeting took, place, all but: one of the 'establishMents to

. which Burns provided services in the 'Omaha area' notified
Burns' that they were going to cancel their service.confracts.,
with them. Burns then cancelled their service contract with
the only establishment that continued to demand their ser-,

vices.

The manager, of Burns wrote a letter to the union in- t.
dicating that ,a negotiating session would not be necessary

wsince Burns would not have any contracts in the Omaka 'area. "gr,
The union filed .charges against 013urns alleging failure to--
bargain with , the uniOn, as the exclusive bargaining agent.
Further, it Was alleged that the meje refusal to consult with
the union about the teitritnatfon' of services is -a violation ialf -,
$ection 8(a) (5), which defines employment c:pnditiOns that '
require bargaining. .,. ' ,

The Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit distinguished
this case from Fibreboard, arguing that Burns had complete-
ly discontinued its operation in Omaha.' .

Unlike the Fibreboard situation, Burns is not conti-
nuing the same work at the same plant under%
similar conditions of employment. No form of cod-

,
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tracting out or , subcontracting is 'here involved.
Buirns for valid economic. reasons ihas Withdrawn
completely frOin providing ,seryices in the
Omaha area.2!

This case raises several intriguing questions. First, there.is
the juxtapositioning of the election victory by the union with
the Agency's termination, of its one remaining contract,
thereby completely ending- servicein that market.' Was there
an antiunion animuls? SecOnd,,how much can be expectedOf

. a firm when its, services are no longer being demanded?
Would not be able to service this market tfrdin a different

t"lOcation, which would be possible if this was airnanufactur-.
ing facility. Third, is the expected benefit to an unfair labor
practice restricted to that Market of operation? Might dif-

. ferent interpretations , be ,necessary Bor manufacturing
facilities as opposed to service establishments? Finally,' no
agreement had ever been negotiated. What.was the expected
return from notification and riegotiation?

In terms of the labor law at the time, the- only issue on
which this case should have been decided was the antiunion"

. animus.' There was no 'substitution of employees, so
Fibreboard would not avply. Neither would Alms Dair). If
it was judged that there was antiunion animus, then itinu't
be determined whether withdrawing from this Market was
partial or complete dire. Technically, Burns "was.clOsing
down one part, of its operation. But Burns was completely
leaving this uriet. HoWever, if one wants to use expected
benefit in cIF unipg the status as partial or total, the 5riswer
probably is that unio9ization attempts could have been
forestalled at other locations. Thus, it would seem that it-
sh uld have tieen considered a partial closure, and therefore
an nfair labor practice.

58.
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National Labor yelations BoardtiRoyal"
Plating and Polishing Cotn
(350 F.2d 191) (1965)

.- .. . .
The Royal Plating and Polis ,i g Company had two plants

located within one block of each other. The two plants cornprised''.a
single bargailin ''',unit. The production and''` %unit..

maintenance workers IN'q, l represented by the Metal
Polishers, Buffers, Plate* d Helpers International Union.
A bargaining relationship:11'0 existed for 17 years, although
the union had only heen-'611fied as the exclusive agent for

.

the last 3 'years.- There had seen little labor trouble between
the union and company . 'p

0.4-- ,
The union and company had just reached a new agree-

ment. The Company, liovvever,-also Was negotiating with the
local housing authority since the property, on which the plant
was located Was desinated for redevelopment. Prior to sign-
ing the new contractwith the union, the company had given
the housing authority an option to. purchase the plant. The.
housing authority)exercised the Option and the company
closed the p ant one month after the new agreement with the
.union had een igned. '

, The uni charged that. the company violated Sections
8(a) (5) and 1) of the National. Labor 4elations Act by
unilateral y osing t e .Rlant. Section 8(a) (1) defines
employer' nterferente union activities as an unfair. labor
,practice.22 n consideri g this case, the United States Court
of Appeals for the Third Circuit stressed the fact that the
land on yhich the plant was located had been designated for
redevelOpment by a public body: Thus, "there was no room
for union negotiation in these circumstances. The unto
could only attempt to persuade (the owner) to move hi
operation to another location."" Also, since the decision in-,
yolved a major change in the economic direction of the com-
pany, the 'employer did not have a duty to bargain with the
union concerning the decision to shut down.
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'The Alin Is Court did raise an important issue for effects
bargaining:

Howeirer, under the circumstances such as /hose
ptesented by the case- at bar an employer is scillt
under obligation, to notify the 'union, its intent
lions-so that the union may b giVen:an opportunitij
to bargain over the tights o he employees whose'
empliayment status will altered by the

, managerial decision.24

This was 'followed by a stateme that had even greater
significance:

44

There can be no doubt that the Company, by
withplairig informatinn of its intention' to ter-
minate the Bleeker Streft operations, deterred the
Union from bargaining over the effect of the shut-
down on the employees:p

This ling dictated that there was a mandatory duty to
bargain over theiffects of the closure, to negotiate such

'\ issues as ,seyeeance p y, vacation pay and pensions.
Moreover, the phrase, `by:,withholding information of its
intention to, terminate,' could be interpreted as indicating,'
that the Court of App als was requiring tamely advanCe
notice be given to the em loyees in order to bargain over the ,
effects. Withholding info ation can occur only; prior 41, the
'actual occurrence. Howev , this interpretation ,iaS not,been;
adopted, nor has agieement evolved' on what constitutes
timely advance notice.

Ozark Trailers Incorporated
,, and International Union, i

Allied industrial Workrs of America,
Local No. 770, AFL-CIO ,

:(161 NLRB' No. 48) (1966) (63 !ARM 1264)

',The National LabOr Relatioqs Board depided this, case in
1966. Ozark railers Incorported was ope division of a
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tnultiplant operation, although all three oPerations hailtdif-
ferent names: In March -1963, the Allied Industrial Workers
union was certified as .the bargaining agent, and in. April.
1963, the union.and Ozark.Trai rs executed their firslcol
lective bargaining contract, a o e-y r agreement.

The following January, the board of directors of Oiark
Trailers decided to close the plant for economic reasons.
They claimed that low productivity,' poor workmanship and
an inefficiently designed,:facility were they reasons ' -for the
Closure. No notice of closure was given to the union; in fact,
the union representative was told' that the layoff was.:.eni4:'
porary. The plant was closed prior to the end of the cipact.

The National Libor Relations Board determined 'that
there wis a duty to bargain over the decision. Its decision
was ba ed on four-separate considerations. elthey were: -

I. De ions important to management are likely to be im-
port nt to

20,_,I/r- economic ons for clesing were \particularly
, sjiteci to resolutibn through_collective bargaining.
3:"The duty to bargain only requires, that full and frank

4iscussions of the topic be held, not that an agreement
'Be reached by the parties. '

4. Bargaining,limited to the effects is not likely to be mean--;
ingful when there is no possibility of reversing the deci-.
mon.

In making the arguinent concerning the importance of the
decision to both management and employees, the Boardl
drew the parallel between physical capital and human
capital. Specifically, the Board wrote:

For, just as the employer
,

has invested capital in the
bu iness, so the employeelas invested years of his

orking life, accumulating.seniority, accruing pen-
sph rights, 'and developing skills that may or may

be salabk to anotheremployer. And, just as the
r's interest in the protection of his capital



investment is entitled to consideration in our inter-
pretation of the Act,. so too is the emplOyee's in-
terest in the protection of his livelihood.26

The second consideration drew heavilY from the
Fibreboard decision, in which the majority opinion stressed
the fact tbat issues involving labor costs were particularly
suited to resolution through the collectife bargaining pro-

. cess. Furthermore, they pointed out that there were strong
similarities betWeeli\ifubcontracting and the epartial closur
therefore rendering tile latter amenable to resolution through
collective bargaining.

In developing the argument pertaining to the duty to
bargain, but not necessarily the duty to agree, the Board re-
jected the argument that this would impede management
decisionmaking; The basic purposes of,the National Labor
Relations Act would be furthered by requiring bargaining,
and since the partial .closure is a relatively infrequent' event,
the cost to society of requiring bargajning would not be
unreasonable. ' ;' ,

.The final consideration is based on the relationship be-
tween decision bargaining and effects bargaining. What is
the source.of bargaining power 'for, the union When bargain-
ing over the effects? Since it is after the fact, there is only the.
goodwill of the employer to rely' on to generate a \fair',out-
come. When,, ere 'is a duty to bargain, over the dedsion,

\ potentially t re is ,greater bargaining power, because, the;
'enterprise is ill an active cOncern. Tradeoffs can be made in ,
the process of , arriving at a decisidn' t that if mutually
beneficial.

International Union, United Automobile,
Aerospace and Agricultural Implement
of Ameiica, UAW and its Local 864,
v. National Labor RelationsBoard
(470 F.2d 422)'.(1972)
General Motors (6M) owned and operated a facility in

',which retail trucks were sold and serviced. The employees at

62
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this, facility were represented ',by the United' Auto Workers
(UAW) and ; had been covered` by a collective' bargaining
agreement, foiir years before GM began negotiatictds to
sell the outlet to an independent operator.

The UAW ittjtested that they be kept, informed of the,
potential transfer and Nal's g that ,GM and the OAW.bargain
over the.deeision beforeiewas Made. GM; there was
no reason tO,discUss the decision until after it was made. The
UAW filed snit.' Subsequently, GM completed the transac-

j tion' with the independent dealer. Several /days, lafer the in-
dependent dealer advised the current eMployees that no jobs
would be available for any, of thein. GM ,officials then began.
discussing the effects of the sale 'and offered assistance in
seciirinz, :inployment in other GM \facilities.

In a marked reversal from its earlier decisions; the Na-
tional 'Labor Relations Board ruled that the transfer was a
"sale of the business." "Therefore bargaining 'was not re-
quired under Section 8(a) (5) because this deciSion was at the
"core of entrepreneurial control." The UAW countered that
the action was a case of "contracting out" because GM
maintained substantial control and essentially retained its
position i the market. ,

The Ci cuit Court of A als sided with GM?s assertion
that this sale was part of a nati strategy to get out of the
business of running dealerships: herefore, GM was under
no obliktion to bargain over The decision.

This lecision was. not unanimoui. Judge Bazelonfg
dissented on the, grounds that there had been inadequate icon -4
sideration of the emploYees' interest in bargaining and an,
overestimation of the employer's interest in not bargaining.
Specifically, he wrote:

The employer's duty to .bargain may cost hinilime
and it may threaten the confidentiality;; of his
negotiations; these problems exist whether, ,he is
negotiating a subcontract, a sale or a franchise. But
these costs can hardly be said to increase because



"title" passes, because day-to-day masittgement
changes hands, because he used the vvOrds "buyer "'
and `,seller"; or even necessarily because capital
withdrawn by .the employer and invested by the
"buyer.' "7-

The issue may not have been defined correctly from ther
start. There had not been a change Tine the lbOiness. The
buiiness operation still,Vas engaged in.the same services. The
only change had been in' the finandial arrangeTent; There
had been a substantial change in: the scope, of ,General
Motors;'they were no lOnger in the dealership business, Con-
versely, they did not totally extricate themselves' fiOm this
line of business. *. .

Brockyay Motor Trucks,
Division of Mack Trucks,Inc..
v National Labor Relations Boakd
(582 F.2d 726)'(1978y ? `-

The United State Court Of \Appals for t Third
decided this case in 1978;Accordingto thel cord, Brockway

doperated a number of true marmfau A plants that 'also
Served iS sales facilitieS. E loyees a he .plant, ,w4o wo-e
represented, by, the Internatio al Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Wbrkers, we e covered b'y
bargaining agreeinent: After ee-year contract ;expired,
negotiations ensued for about nine oaths prior to the union
calling a strike. After two znonths,Of the gtrike, ahOsenient
unilaterallY decided to clop the Striick,Rlaht anagetnent
did not consult the union.abbitt he, decision n r did it prci-
vide any advance notice he C osrtig.,

,

The union brotight suit arguing that nagement had
violat Sections 8(a) (1) an ) o the N ional Label Rejat' .
tions Act. Managemen tpulate that c Ong the acility
was ased on "economic Consid afions"../qiid 'was riot. the,',
result of antiunion anima The economic, considerations%', '..
necessitating closure:viere no spec fied, liciNvvNter.



The 1 card ruledlthat l3rocicways action-violated Section,
8(a) 5) because when an action direcily affects the condi-
tion of employment, there is a duty to bargain irrespective
Of at e assertion that the requirement signifkantly restricts)i-
the:leInproYer's ability ,tp run' the business. Moreover the
Board ruled that there is only 'a- duty to bargain,:,not
necessarily a duty to reach an agreemerit, .

\
, ,,

,

The, Court of Appeals first of all stressed the need to
specify, th4etonomic considerAtions leading to the cieCisjon
to cloSe one plant or change the direction of the business. In
recounting previous cases' in which economic considerations

.

4 had been at, issue and the finding had een that there was no
duty to bargain, it noted that economi were
major ones such as being' necessary to emain in buSiness or
tie firm hay' g lov c siderable sums f mOney. ,

Both pa s a/tv ced:p4r se rules. Brockway 'asserted that
). -
L., "Wheft a partial closing is Predicated on 'economic con-

sideration,' whatever they may be, there can be no duty to
bargain abott it:" The Board's rule was "that an employer
has a duty to ;bargain' about a decision to crose one of its
facilities, for such an action intimately affects the interests of
the.employees and is the sort of subject tha\ the NLRA was,
designed t 2.o feach.". The Court of Appeals rejected both
per se api5roaches and attempted to fdshion an alternative.

ey skartedlivith the premise that the aims_ of collective 4.

bargaining would b urthered by requiring negotiations.be,
tween an, employer an e union before irrevocably closing,
,a p t: They also addfr at closing, a. plant was likely to
lea to'thetermination'of employmenrand therefore it might
be called a "condition of employment." Thus, the initial
presumption was that , "a partial closing is a'mandatory sub-
ject of bargaining." ,30' i

Howevier, because the Court had rejected, both per Se
r,ules, additional analysis was necessary, after, the initial
presumption. First, the Appeals Court stated that the in-
terest, of the employees .in bargaining ifftist be considered
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since: in most circuMstances, it is hard to imagine that
workers would not have a strong interest in trying to change
a 'decision that affected their employment.

The next element*be considered is the likelihood that the
decision could be altered through the bargaining process.
The Court recOgnized that there are certain s areas IR which
the unjon has greater or lesser e/pertise and control. The
area of labor costs is one area in Ohich labor has more con-
trol. Thus, there is a positivelikelihOod that bargaining can
be successful. Furthermole, as Fibreboard, the Appeals
Court cited that considerable bargaining had taken Place

.,lover plant closure. ,

The final element to consider is th mployer's cOunter-,
vailing interest- in bargaining. presume that all
economic considerations outweigh the employee's interest
as inappropriate as arguing that management's interest could
neler be so great as to eliminate the duty to bargain over the
decision. The Court stated that it could not use the balancing
test in this case, because Brockway did not specifythenatUre
of the economic considerations

First National Maintenance Corporation
v. National Labor Relatiod Board
(101-S. Ct. 2573). (1981)

The most recent ruling of the United. States Suprenie
.:court on the plant closure issue was its decision in Flirt Na.:
*"tional Maintenance: The facts of thi,s case are as follow he
company provided hOusekeepirig, cleaning, inainten cep
related services for commercial customers in the New York
City area In return for the maintenance services, the Com-.
pany 'was reimbursed for its labor costs and also received' a
set managelnent fee. Personnel -were hired separately fdr
each contract (locati6Wa-nd eniployees were not transferred
among locations. ."

In. March 1971 a certification election Wasi conducted';'
among the employees at this lOcatioh, and the National

.

,
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Union of Hospital andi-lealth Care Employees was certified
as the bargaining agent. First National Maintenance Cor-
poratiOn .(FNM.) was experiencing difficulties- with a pur-
chaser of its services at this time due to disagreement over the
management fee. In. July the union wrote FNM of its desire .
to begin negotiations. FNM- never' responded. Later in July,
tNM, notified the purchaser of its maintenance services that
it was cancelling the agreement unless the managemerit ,fee
was increased. the purchaser wouldnoi increase the fee, the,.
'agreement was cancell6c1 and the employeeswere given three
days notice that thex(Were being discharged.

The union, filed an ,unfair labor pr ice charge against
FNM charging ;that FNM interfered ia,the activities of the
union, SectiOn* 8(a) (1), aridelefused to bargain with the
elected representatives of the union, Section 8(a) (5)., Both-
the Administratrye Law Judge, and the National Labor Rela-
tions Boara adopted the position that FNM had fa%ed to
satisfy its duty to bargain,about the decision to terminate or

4:about the effects. The Court.of Appeal's adopted the position
1;of the,loard; but put :forth a'different line of reasoning.

Following Brockway, they indicatea.that' no per se rule, was
*appropriate under the law. 'Rather, there wits a presumPtion
in faYOr of Mandatory bargaining over the decision, ,with
that position being rebuttable if the'prirposes of Sectiem 8(d)
would' not be furthered. Examples of Such circurnstaria
Might include:

1". Bargaining would' be futije,

2. The decision tp close was 'due to emergency financial cir;
cumstances:

1. Firms in that industry customarily had not bargained
over such, decisions, as demonstrated by 'their apsence
from collective bargaining contracts.' ;0'
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ThSupreme Court's. majority decision,' which as writ-.
tp,,-by Justice Blackmun, did not adopt the rebuttable
presumption rule, developed by the Court of
stead, it developed its.own balancing test.

ppeals'.. In

nc.mberedIn view of an' employer's need for
decisi nmaking, bargaining over man gement deci-
sions hat have a substantial imp et on the con -
tin availability of employme t should- be re-
quired only if the benefit, for abor7manageent
relations and the collective argaining process,
outweighs the burden pla id on the conduct of
busineis."

The Supreme Court, 6
deteimined that; the
.Outweighed .the.'nere
permitting

whenTherefore, wh4
reasons, there
sioWunder
union ani
8(a) (3)

the basiS of its balancing test,
ployer's need to operate freely

enial benefits that might arise from,
u ion to participate in the decision. .-
bsi,ness is shut down for purely economic,
mandatoryandatory duty to bargain over the deci-;
8(d). If the shutdown is due to an antiH

duty to bargain is protected under Section
hibits discrimination on the bdsis of union

m.em

ctio
us, th

which pr
ership.

he Supreme Court took great pains to the
generalizability o the holding. First, they wrote: "In thiS
opinion yve--q co rse intimate no view. as to other types' of
management deci ions, such as plant relocations, Sales, othr
kinds of subcont acting, automation, etc., which are to lie
considered on t eir own particular facts."" Second, the
Court nOted that the union had no control over the size.of
the management ee, which was the reason for closing. Thus,
Oargainink, woul s not have been 'a faUor in changing
management's rn nd. Third,,,the Court pointed out that the -,

management fee ad been :Pan .issue prior to the selectidn of
the union as the argaining representative.

68
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Because of the caveats given by the Court, it must be ques-
tioned Whether they established a per se rule for shutdowns
of operations bastd on economic reasons. It appears that the
Court felt it established a per se rule because it expounded on
the difficulties of case-by-case adjudipation such as would be
.necessary under the rebuttable presumption rule. First, the
employer_ never. totally knows if his shutdown requires
bargaining or not. Second, if the employer bargains and does
not reach atr agreement, he does not, know with certainty
whether he has met the requirements for good faith bargain-
ing. Third, if the employer does not bargain,,; feeling that, the
purposes of the Section 8(d) Would not be advanced, and is
incorrect, die- potential cost of that decision could be
onerous due to the requireinent of paying wages back to the
day of the decAion.

The Supreme Court raised the most pertinent issue. What
is the real purpose of requiring bargaining over the decision
to close? Is the purpose to compel discussion of the closure?
-Is it to forestall closure or-is it to provide information? The
Court adopted the positions that,(a) the union Will seek to
halt the shutdown, (b) bargaining will occur volun-
tarilyinitiated by managementif labor costs are an, im-
portant consideration, and (c) requiring bargaining will not
improve the flow of information.

The counter position is that,information will not be made
available without mandatory bargaining. Information is
needed to determine (a) the reason for the shutdown and
(b) what changes will be necessary to continue operations if
the.,reason for shutting down is amenable to bargaining.
Once that information is available, the union can make the
decision whether it should 'pursue bargaining., This issue
addressed at greater depth in the next chapter.

Negotiations in the formal Contract also were used as
evidence. Whereas, the majority, in Fibreboard dfev.7 upon
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current practice in negotiated contracts to find a duty to
bargain over subcontracting, the majority in First Natioval
Maintenance cited current practices to find no dutyAio
bargain over the decision to close. Specifically, they wrote:
"We note that provisions giving unions, a right to participate
in the decisionrnaking process concerning alteration of the.
scope of an enterprise appear to be relatively rare. Provisions
concerning notice and 'effects' bargaining are more
prevalent.'"4

In conclusion, due to the facts of this case, the Supreme
Court probably only could rule that there was no duty to
bargain over the decision. It is questionab , however,
whether this case should serve as a .significant recedent for
future decisions. It is severely limited due to th facts of the
case.

Los Angeles Marine Hardware Company
v. National Labor Relations Board
(602 F. 2d 1302) (1979)

A significa9t recent development in labor law concerns the
relocation of)wOrk during the .course of the collective
baigaining agreement. The position that has been taken by
the National Labor Relations. Board, which has been upheld
by the United States Court of Appeals, is that the relocation
of work, even if it is for economid reasons, while the contract
is in force, violafes Sections 8(a) (1) and (5) and Section (d)
of the National Labor Relations Act: Althoukh several cases
have helped to develop this rule, the two principal cases are
Los Angeles Marine and Milwaukee Spring which are
discussed below.

Mission Marine Associates was a holding company' fort
two divisions, Los Angeles Marine Hardware Company and
California Marine Hardware Company. Cal Marine was'an
inactive shell prior to March 1977 whereas LA Marine was

70
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an active divfsion. LA Marine had an establiled bargaining,
relationship, with the Chauffeurs, SaleS Drivers, Ware-
housemen and Helpers Union dating back to 1956:

LA Marine was racing potential operating deficits that in
part were due to the high union wages it was paying. The

4 company tried to obtain relief from the union; d\uring the
1975 round of negotiations, ,but was TrIfessful. The, corn-.
pany met with the union in 1977, intlie was Planning to
relocate and proposed a new contract foic the relocation. The
union 'refused to dismiss the matter, given the existing con-
tract. The company proceeded with the relocation, ter:,
minated the union workers and activated 6l Marine.

For purposes of establishing whether an unfair labor prac-
tice had been committed, it was determined that LA Marine
and Cal Marine were the same employer. Cal. Marine was'
simply continuing the operations of 'LA Marine and; .

therefore,, the relocation,' firing of union workers and'
establishing a new pay schedule all constituted mid-term
repudiations of the contract. LA Marine countered that the
collective bargaining .agreement only covered work done at
the old location.

The two principallegal points made by the Appeals Court
were: .

1. An employer cannot alter mandatoty, contractual terms
while a contract isineffectwithoili the dgreement of the
union. -

2. An employer is not relieved. of its duty to recognize the
union by relocating, when the relocation tis an unfair
labor practice. .

. - .

'The results potentially. could generate some interesting
twists. The unfair labor practice arose bkause the terms and
icsinditions of the collective bargaining 4ieementwere rot'
,,applied to the new employees at -the .new locatiOnwages
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had been changed unilaterallY. What if -the compani
simply relocated frorpi LA Marine to. Cal Marine and had not
lowered wages? Would this have been a strict instance- of
relocation and therefore not sabject to bargaining? The firm
could have used this, tactic and then subsequently sought
decertification, and reduced the wage costs at thenew loca-
tion, say pne year later. The reason for the, relocation could
simply have been a more efficient structure or 'the potential
for a 'more efficient operation.

According to one writer, "goad faith bargaining under
Section 8(a)'(5) requires not only that the parties abide by the
provisions' of the collective bargaining agreement, but that
neither party will undermine, circumiient, or avoid the pr4cvi-
sions of. the agreement." (Bosanac . 1983) 7ConVersely,
another writer indicated that "An employer that is not
specifically prohibit yd by an agreethent from relocating
bargaining unit work during the term of the agreement re-
tains the right, after bargaining, to relocate that work'auring
the term of the agreement if the relocation is taken in
response to a need to reduce high labor c (Klaper 1983)

It is obvious that there is onsiderable disagreement about
the extent of this ruling. It lso brings out the fragile demar-
cation that exists betwee unfair labor practice cases and
justifiable actions. Specifically, according to.the Board's rul-
ing, the unfair labor practice did not arise from relocating
the work, it was due to reducing wages. Had the, company
argued that the new work relocation was more efficient, and
had it maintained the collective. bargaining agreement, the
employer's actions most.likely would not have been found to
be an unfair labor, practice."

72
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filwaukee Spring Division of Illilois
Goil Spling Compahy and United
Automobile Workers (UAW)
and its Local S47
(265 NLRB Ng. 28, 11 1. LRRM 1486),(1982)

This case, was decided by jhe, National Labor Relatio
board in j982. The Board 'applied the theory developed
.os Angeles Marine to decide this case.

The facts. of this; case were\is follows. The parent c m,
any, Illinois Coil pring Company, had 'a union fa y in
4ilwaukee an a !nonunion facility, in McHenry, Illinois:
Vhile a contratt was iti'effect at the Milwaukee facility, the
ompany asked tlotjmion to forego a wage increaselncl to
;rant other contract concessions, partially becausee sofne
business had been lost` company then proposed to
elocate the assembly operations from Milwaukee to
vlcHenry, (where wage payments were considerably Jewel%
the union refused to grant the concessions, but it did-in-.
licate that it was willing to continue digcussioa. The COM-
)any proceeded with the plans to reloCate the work to the
vIcHenry facility.

The union charged that the decision to relocaleiwo& dur-
ng the course . of the contract constituted a' mid-terp.
eepudiation of the collective bargaining contract. The relpca-,
.ion was due solely to the,clesire to go from the higher labor
:osts at, the union- facility. the lower labor 'costs. at ihe
nonunion facility. .

The company asserted that because it had engaged in deCit:', ; .

;ion bargaining, and because it had offered to engage in ef: ...
fects- bargaining, it could' relocate the. work. ',Furthermore

t

this was possible beeatise the collective.bargaining,agreement
had no express'prohibitiolgainst relocation:

work.The Board ruled that the 'company's relOcation .of k
during the contract violated. Section 8(d) gecause the union
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had not waived,its right to object to the move, eve though it -----
had bargained over it, and the collective bargaini

k
g contract

also did not 9ontain language indicating the union had tin-
equivocally waived its right to object to the relocation.
Specifically, the Board wrote:

"el t.
,

The Board has h:d that S'ection 8(d) for ids altera-
tion by an employer of the terms and conditions of

0
employment embodied in a collective bargaining

tagreement during the ' term of the agreement
, without the cons nt of the union, even though the4

\
employer ve,previously offered , to bargain
with the uicMaboijt the change and the union has
refused."

Both the company and tbeunion were bound' by the terms of .
the collective bargaining contract while it was in force.

In some respects, the thrust of the decision is counter-
productive. Consider :the following. scenario. A collective
bargaining contract is in force. The firm begins to experience
financial \ difficulty. It 'approaches the union for some
assistance in making it through the period of difficulty.
However, no agreement is reachea` with the union to alter
mandatory, terms. The firm has four choices,

1. The company can close the o ration and there is no
violatio ction 8(d).

2. The corn any can continue operating at the facility until
the financial difficulties become so severe that it has no
(choice but to close ,the facility. There is no violation of
section 8(d).

3. The company can operate the facility until the contract
expires, at which time it proposes Draconian terms. If
no agreement is reached, it can relocate the work
;Without violating Section 8(d).
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4. The 'company can relocate the work in an attempt to o
tain financial relief and incur a violation of. Section 8(d

LosA of markets or other financial difficulties do no
necessarily occur on the same cycle as the collective bargain- \,

contract.. As, the options above indicate, 'without; a',
mechanistn for mid-term flexibility, all or nothing solutions
will \be used It is somewhat incongruouS that closure is a,1
"legal': solution whereas relocation while a contract is in ef-
fect is not, even though both can generate the same impact
oa the workers at the site."

Although ari< appeal had-been filed with the Seventh Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals, the National-Labor Relation Board
-requested that Milwaukee Spring I be remanded to the \

Board. In July 1983; the Court of Appeals relinquished
jurisdiction; oral arguments were presented in September
1983 and the Boyd reversed its decision January 1984 in
Milwaukee Spring 11(268 NLRB No 87).

In reversing its decision,Ahe NLRB ruled that the firm did
not violate Section 8(a) of the National Labor Relations Act
because the contract did not expressly cover the condi-
tionrelocating work frdm one facility to another. Since
there was no contract provision under which the union had
to agree to a change, Milwaukee Spring's obligation' simply
was to bargain in' good faith to impasse over moving work
beforinstittifing the change. \ ,

The Board adopted the logic
,

presented in Los Angeles
Marine, but to the advantage of, the, employek The Board
agreed that the contract was still in force at the Milwaukee.
facility and there had been no"ehange in terms and condi-
tions at that facility. Had any worker's been employed at,' the'
Milwaukee location, they would have been entitled to 'the
contractually agreed on.wages.

,

This writer's reading of the opinion suggeSts that an
unintended precedent may have been set. It appears that, the
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Board congidered relocation of work a mandatory topic,of
,bargailting Specifically 'the Board wrote : `If the employ-
ment conditionS the employer seeks to change'are noV`con-
tained in' the tontract \however,' the employer's obligation

,
A

reniains the general one of in good faith to im-,

passe, over thi, subject before ,instituting the _proposed
change." Prior to this ruling, relocation was not neeessarili,
considered a term OricOndition'of emplOymept,,The wording
in this contextimPies that it is ,

Althotighthe NLRB has ruled that a "firm can relOcate-Ats
work,, this:question\ is still not resOlyed. Specificaly;' there
now is a `split in the circuits Los Angeles Marine also stint
serves as' a precedent.ipepending on, which case a court relies
on--idsAngeles Marine' or Milwaukee Spring IIthe out-.
come could, be quite different' with vastly. different
plications, for .fir

SOnnnary and Conclusions
A ,

The summation: of the 12 cases, provided in table 3,1, in-
dicates several disturhingleatures of the decisions.,Theiare,
(a) the concern withM:orCcess and , not , outcomes,; (b) ,thee.
;unspecified nature 'Of econ naic ponsiderations, (c) the treat-';

,,' ment of antiunion animus', (d) the sharP distinction betyveen,
, relocation and Plant' closure, and (e) effects ,bargaining. \

The `concern with process and not outcomes is very/evident
in the Fibreboard and, Ada n0 Dairy cases. ,'What is the dif-
ference In the outcOmes,betWeen replaCing drivers-salesmen
with independent contractorsItadistribute and ,Market pro-

had been ,performed by employees? ,in , both instances,
ducts, and subcontracting , out maintenance activities that

, , , \employees were replaced, with nOnemployees. Both,activities
were designed to reduce the costs of a particular operation.
The products produced did not change 'nor did ,the firms

\ change their'lines of business, They did nizt\chang`e their at- -

. \ ,\



tachtnent to a partial- ar market They changed an activity.
Although Adams Dairy did engage in some disinvestment of
capital because it no longer needed to own a fleet of trucks, it
is an overstatement to say that it was a' major change in the

, operation of business:
four

ConVersely, suppose Adams Dairy had not been able to,
reduce its labor costs associated with the deliveryof its pro.-
duet' and jaad gone out of business' as a ;result. That would
not haVe been a satisfactbry solution,',' either. Numerous
employees would, have lost .their jobi: Thus, the distinction
between Fibreboard ands Adartil Dairy is unclear, and
'therefore, the determination whether there is a duty to

rgin over the decision on the basis, of.terminology.of,the
voce

In *is,.'

' ,

s regard, consider the UAW-GM dealership case.
There was no change, in the' actual business, the dealershiii.
Ownership of it had ehanged by means of a salt. Although
GM was changing the nature of its business, there was no
change in the product/service nor probably in the skills of
' the 4ridividuals, necessary to produce the product/service.'
However because it was 'fa -sale, the NLRB considered it a
totally different situation ; .even though the impact, on the
e`xnriloyees' was the 'same as closure.

, Economic Consideratipus are evident in all of these cases.
Exarnples could include unsatisfactory, profits, loss' of
market shAre; high iaboi costs, poor Workmanship and low
productility, and inanaierial:,difficulties with clients/sup-,
pliers. M1 of these are economic difficulties and conqiiclera-

. tions. The key difference is that some issues' are' more likely
to be resolved through,,,collektive bargaining; Whereas in
other situations the economic considerations are likely to be
beyond,.the scope of ,the ,bargaining relationshiP.

Consider LosrAngeles Mariffean Mifraukee Sprmg I in
this light. The eoorioNediffiCulty was high labor costs in the
former, and high labor costs and'a lost subcontraCt in the lat-

.
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, .
ter. The,higher labor costs'also were 'coupled,. though ith 7

)having alternate facilities availab.le. PresuinaNy, itwould
. have been possible in both cases to Begin bidding prOjeCtk

. from the alternate plant. As projects were completed.at the
current facility, those worker§ could be phased out, and the

'-. .,plant eventually closedF,Instead, at letst in the lafter case,
they. attempted to negOtiate. What could have facilitated
those.,negotiations so that they would have 'resulted `l in
satiqactorY outcomes for both management and labor? The
ruling in Milwankee Spring II comes closer to this position
by irnOicitly, holding that relocation.is kmandatory topic of
bargaining. . , -, . ( ,

The treatment of antitiuion animus also is problematic
throughout these cases. Darlington closed to avoid having to
negotiate a contract withthe duly elected representatives of
the workers. Burns Detective Agency'clOsed shortly after a
reptesentation victory; Ozark Trailers closed one,year after a
representation'election was won by the union. First National
Maintenance decided to discontinuq the particular opera-
tions shortly after the representation ilietion was won by the
union. Only in DarlingtOn were tare no mitigating cir-'
cumstances, however. The juxtapositioning of certification
and closure has clouded .(a), whether there is a duty to
bargain, (b) whether the reason for closure is amenable to
resolutidn through c 11 tive bargaining, and (c) whether an-
iunion anintus is present in, these cases.

.Are therdifferences in the nature ozl markets and good
an a services produced that should impact, on the deterrnin -
tion of antiunicin animus? For example, in Darlin tors the

. Supreme Court's ruling was partially premised 9 the ra-
',tionalization that there must be some potential b nefit for.

, ,

the firm from unfair labor practices in, order for there to be a
judgment of antiunion animus. Thus, complete closure
would generate no future benefits because the oWner would'
not be in business to take akantage of them.
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Partia losure of a manufacturing facility would generate
these 'bene ts because (a) the company still couldserve the
market with goods pr9duced'at the other ,facility and, (b) the
action would-have a chilling effect on union organizing dc-
tivities-at the plants.

Would partial closure ofa service operation arising from
antiunion animus generate these same benefits?' For a firm
providing services, the market area is limited geographically.
It may not be possible to provide the same services from a
geographically separate location. Thtp, the closure of a ser-
vice establishment is tantamount to completp closure; it is a
total withdraival from a market. However; the, diffusion of
the information and the benefit derived from an unfair labor
practice are not restricted intthe same way. The timing of the
representation election victory and the closure of the Omaha
operation in Burns Detective could have slft a Clear signal to
other establishments, if, they were not already -organized,
that selection Of a representative could result in closure.

. ,Another area of concern is the sharp distinction that has
arisen between, relocation and plant closure. The outcomes
fel- the employees, again, are the same=loss of emplOyment.
However, in the former case it might be suggested hat the
econ ni c considerations in the decision to relocate are not
quit as severe as they , are in the closure decisi n., The ,
judicial interpre tions encourage the firms to take t e more .

drastic step, closing the facility: As spelled out in Mi waukee .
Spring J, th,e firm ould esc ,. e the unfair . labor practi
Charge by closing .th pla s I tright. However, the fi
'could, not relocate th,' ork ,bet se it is an unfair labor
practice; . .

Milwaukee Spring II. maintains .the distinction between
relocation and closure, 'and some of the logic is questionable:
But the broad interpretation, which mandates bargaining,
over relocation but permits during t e contract if
the bargainers reach impasse, is more consisten with main-
taiMng profitable operations and employment.



The final-issue is effects bargaining. There seems to be.no
disagreement that bargaining over theeffects of closure.is a
mandatory .topic of bargaining under Section 8(a) (5): The
clbsing bargain is the last regort position: "Effects bargain-
.ing usually inyolves rights of employees that arise as a result
orcloPing, such as severance pay, 'pensions, other accrued

-benefits, grieitances, and possible reemployment ,in other
parts of an employer's enterprise." (lieinsz 198.1)r j

v,
Whether actual bargaining can take placewhen there is

only a.duty to bargain over the effects must be questioned.
The. Appeals Court in Royal -Plating and.Pblishing wrote:

There can be no dbubt that 'the Company: by
withholding information of Its intention to ter-

,

rninate the Bleekery Street operatibns, deterred the
Union froin bargaining over the'effect of the shut-
down ori the employees "."

I

The Board in Ozark Trailers doubted the nieaningfnIness of
bargaining over the effects when there is no pos'sibility, of 41%
reversing the decision.

If effects, bargaining could be combined with decision
bargaining, ,a number of the concerns eipressed above could
be alleviated; First, notice would be given so the plant would
still be in o0eration. Second, tradeoffs could be made be-
tween the duties to baigain. For eiample,;the union could,'
waive futiire effects ,bargaining, with ,its associated Ni t,
teturn for a commitment to keep the plant operagi* n the
other hand, the Union could seek amore attractive closing
bargain by waiving the duty to bargain over the decision. to
close:

An, conclusion, the' judicial interpretations of the duty td
I?argain over t 'e decision to shut down a plant; are proble=
matic. The ecisiOns reviewed have demonstrated (a) the
concern wit Process and not ;outcome', (b) the unspecified
nature or n ow interpretation of economic considerations,
(c) the tr ent of aritiunion.aninms, (d) the sharp distinc-
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tion between- relocation and plant closure, and (e) effects
'bargaining. .*lib& .

uncertamtiesassociated with, case-by-case .adjudica-
,ion have prompted some students of 'these isswe to propose

- alternatives, such as per se rules which would define more
clearlY When there is a duty to bargain over the decision to
close. These per se rules, which would require a legiilative
amendment to the National Labor Relations Act or enuncia-
tion by the United States, Supreme Court, are presented and
ev, luated in the next chapter.

. .
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Introduction

A number of the students of labor-management relations,
as well as the National Labor Relations board and the
Courts, have attempted to develop guidelines, tests or ruleS
for determiningWhether and under what conditions there is a
duty to bargain , over, the decision to close.' Naturally, the
`determination could be made on a ,Case-by-case,:basis, but
that is' eXtreihely costly.' As St. Antoine (1981) has written,
"this '-,has the attraction of maximizing fairness in individual
situations, but it can lead to uncertainty and Unpredictabili-

,

-

Notions of equity have led to the rejection of the polar per,
se rules: (a) there is no duty to bargain over, pa7t7a1 plant
closures, relocations or majOr, technological changes
resulting in large. scale displacementrbf labdr; (b) there is a
mandatory duty to bargain over all decisions leading tb the
permanent displacement of dislocatibn of workers frOm a
.particular employment. Furthermore, the more recent rul-'
ings on mid-term contract repudiations also are.iinsatisfac-
tory, becati,se they encourage cYosure rather than achieving a
solution that maintains employment and' profitable opera-
tions.

.

-

The guidelines, tests or fules" thathave been sugge ted have
several feature's in common. They hope to,cover as man of ,
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the potential circuMstances as possible ;without requifing
bargaining in all situation's. Also, they hopeto . be
straightforward and edsily, inteipretable so as to credte the

,..cfleast confUsion possible. The .four approaches to be con--
-gidered below are Schware,s employment substitutiOn rule,
Rabin% seven point guideline, the three part test developed

.

in %Brockway and Heinsz's rule of rebuttable presumption.
This chapter ends' with the presentation of anew proposal
addressing the determin'ation of the dutY to bargain overthe
decieion to close. ; .

Employmnt Substitution Rule

Schwarz (1970) proposed' the employment substitution
rule in his article, "Plant Relocation or Partial TerminatiOn-

,
The Duty, to DeciSion:-Bargain." The rule is:

DecisiOn-bargaining ,should be required in all cases
where, the emplOyer plans to substitute non-unit
workers for unit workers." -

'It is a straightforward restatement of the decision. presented
in FibrebOard Paper Products' Corporation v. National
Labor Relations;Board, which involved "the replacement of
employees in the existing bargaining unit with those of an in-
dependent contractor to do the same work under siinilar con-
ditions of employment."' HocVever, whereas' the abOve
represented a definition of contracting out, Schwarz's rule.
also would apply, to relocationS1

Schwarz's , approach has ,/the -desirability of being
strai; htforWard: There are /no probability statements
ass liated with it The union would need to be consulted if
e loyinent is substituted; if not, therewould beno need for
consultation,'

However, this rule would not require bargaining in, all cir-
cumstances Where a solution may be.forthcoming and would



require bargaining in others, where 'perhaps there is no
possibility of a solution being reached. To evaluate this, it is
necessary to develop a taxonomy of closures. They can take
the following foims!

1. The firm continues operations at the location, but some
employees, are disklaced by, individuals who have been
contracted to perfOrm the same duties.

2. The firm' relocates its operation so that it is producing
the same or similar product in a different facility and
with new employees. P't
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A

3. The plant closes because it is no lOnger competitive due
to high labor costs or low productivity.

4. The plant closes or relocates becausejhe present market
for its product no longer exists.. r,

The employment substitution rule would require decision
bargaining in the first two instances, and ,also sometimes in
the fourth circumstance. It would,not apply in the third, in- ,

stance, which may be the criticar one. According to Schmen-
ner's,(1982) analysis, high labor, costs or work rules were the
principal reason for closure in. over one-fifth of the cases..
Thus, the expectation is that negotiations possibly could save
jobs and restore profitabWoperations in the third instance,,,,:,
yet decision bargaining would not bei required.

. Bargaining could., b:e required when there is no possibility ,

of a solution being reached. This rule would require bargain-
ing when a firm telpbates;its operation because the present
market for is product no' longer exists. ,For inSt ce, con-
sider the fitm that has been asupplier to a fi m hat has
relocated. In order to stay in business; it is forced to re ovate
to an area,in which it can negotiate new contracts. It still is in
the same, line of business, although it bas subStituted
employees. Bargaining would itiVe a very low probability of
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altering the decision to, relocqte. In this. instance,
bargaining would be more important.

Rabin's Seven Point Criteria

effects

Rabin (1971) proposed a seven point criteria for determin-..
ing wh6gn there should be and when there should not be a
mandatory, duty to bargain over the decision to close a plant.

. The seven points are as follows:

1. The impact on employees must be certain and direct.

2. The decision must not be minor or recurrent.

3. The issue must be within the expertise of both parties.

4. the decision to terminate operatioris must be based on
-. factors that are not so compelling that the bargaining

process could not possibly alter them.

5. An "established," not merely "technicar bargaining
relationship must have been in effect prior to the deci-
sion.

6. The statutory requirement of good faith bargaining,
particularly as to notice, must be interpreted flexibly-So,
that the employers freedom to act is not unduly imped-

7. The parties should be given wide latitude to allocate
marfagement functions by

The fast two points remove suc decisions as new sales or
marketing strategies, which znay ul *mately.diminish employ-
ment, from mandatory bargainin . Conversely, a plant clos
ing, a major technological change or a relocation, all-have
certain and direct impact on employ ent in the 'short run
and do not necessarily recur on eg lar basis: Therefore,
decision bargaining would be man atory' on these .issues
assuming the other criteria Lare met,



The third 'and fourth points establish that the, reason for
the relocation or partial closure possibly 'could be altered
through the bargaininp process in order to mandate decision
bargaining. Stating that the "issue must be within the,exper-
tise of both parties" can btiinterpreted narrowly drintonly'expan-
sively, The narrow erpret tion would_hold that labor
costs and work rules would be within the expertise of both
parties: A more expansive interpretation would contend that
production processes, major purchases of equipment and
perhaps new markets also fall in the area of expertise of both

,\ parties. The quality of work life movement, quality \circles
and other manifestations of labdr-management cooperation
have'ave shown that production processe§ and the general opera-

e; tion of facilitiei also are within the expertise of fsome labor
organizations.

The definition of compelling factors is not sufficintly
clear to forestall case-by-case adjudication. For example, is
loss of key source of a factor of production a compelling
reason? onsider the case when another source becoines
available, eit at a higher price. The Jiigher price does not
permit profitab e pro of the, product, but bargaining
with the union results iri labor costs being reduced so that
production can be resumed with the 'new source of the fac-
tor, and the output can be sold at a profit. Although the
compelling reason was altered through bargaining, the prob-
ability of bargaining being successful in this instance is likely``
to be quite low.

Restricting the ty to bargain to established bargaining
relatiynships Would accomplish two things? First, it would
separate .the duty to bargain controversy, Section (8) (d),
frOinithe unfair labor practices issue, Section (8) (a) (3). If a
closing occurred On the heels of a union` representation elec-
tion; without a contract formally bargained, the issne could
simply, be gqettled On wheth,er this was an unfair labor prac-
tice. By, blinging in the duty to bargain, precedents are



established about the duty Jo , bargain even 'though .n
bargainihg has ev'er occurred..

Sec Ond, there would be.la history of bargaining between
the-two parties which could be built upon in developing ex-
pectations for, a settlement. Several cases,. the mostimpor-
tant being First National Maintenance Corponition v ,Na-
tional Labor Relations Board, ihvolved a situation -Where the-
union selected in the representation electio never had
negotiated a contract with the employer. etlws, the facts of
the case did not lend themselves to making a judgment about
the potential efficacy of/bargaining.

One criticism' raised frequently of the duty to \decision
bargain is tiat there is no incentive for the union to reach an
agreement Concerning the potential closure because the
longer bargaining continues, the longer the plantlremains in
operation. Furthermore, there, is the fear that breaking off
negotiations, even if no progress is being made, 'will be ju8g-
ed as failure to bargain in gOod faith, with penalties assessed
accordingly. Rabin's sixth point, by suggesting flexibility in
the interpretation of igood faith bargaining, hopes to en-. .,

courage sincere bargaining by ensuring, that the process can
be ended without recjuiring management to reads an un-
favorable bargain. Hdwever, a flexible interpretation does
not necessarily reduce uncertainty or unpredictability until
after sufficient experience exists to develaip a reasonable ex-
pectation of the definition of flexible interpretation of good.
faith bargaining.. 14,,'

Mature bargaining relationships may specify prerpgatives'
of both management and labor in, the bargaining contract.
Rabin's seventh;point suggests that, judicial interpretations,
should not overrule these prerogatives so that boqk p4rtners
can be reasonably certain about what issues They must
negotiate and those in which management can act unilateral
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1

ly without fear of beinirfound in violation of the"Nati
tabor RelationsACL

. -
-. .

Of is very ''ironic that neither Schwarz's employment
substitution rule not the seven point ,crikeria developed by

,,-Rabill would have:required 1h9iFirSettiational Maintenance
'Corpbration to rieg6tiate with theifinion over the decisioll to

, close. yet thiS case served astheciiehicie for the most'recent
United States Supreme Cou'reruling jm the-duty to bafgairi in

, , , , t
partial ant closures.%. .

Three 4t Test of Iltdckw4y ,..4
ig . .

The majority opinkin in Brobkway Motor Trucks, Divi-,
sion of Mack Trucks, ,Inc;' v.: Nglional LaboraRelations

oard took exception. Withper se rules that either' Mandate
nb. duty to bargain,,,ormandate a dutY to bargain in all cases
of plant closure.' The majoiity opinibn refletted that the

. .

; .)r.
basic problem- is that no simple per se rikle.ican adequately
protect the interests of all ,parties in all of. the factually
divelrgent situations in which, shutdowns may 'occur:The opi=
nion also. took exception to the'argumerit by Brockway
Motor Tfpcks that because the closure was , due to

' "economic considerations," althOugh unspecified, there was
i

, .
no duty to bargain.

I Al&
Instead, the majority opinion fashionecrrthree part test to

d rmine when ba,rgaining should be mandated in cases 'of
al plant closure. ThTee considerations are as folio s:

o

e . strength of the employees' ,,i terest in altering
1

management's decision.

2. The likelihood that bargaining would lead the employer ,
to alter its decision.

Management's countervailing interest in not bargaining.
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The major problem. with is -three part test is tharthe.
determination of the duty to argain Must be ndjudicated.
The firm 'planning 'to clpse one ioiart of its .operation . would:
not know with ,certaintY Whether it can do so With
bargaining because both the strength of the employees' n-
terest and the countervailing `interest .management cannot
be evaluated a priori. \ ,

The strength, of the employees' interest in altering thanagb-
ment's decision requiresiwo pieces of information, of which
only one can be obtained through the nna proces
First, the probability of 'obtainingalternat plo ment and
at what wage,elsewhere in the area iniist

1

b stabli ed.
ond, the concession necessary to change ma agena nt'
sion also must become known. If alternate employm nt d
portunities are available at essentially the same wa
employees may have only a weak interest in 'changin
decisi n to close. 'Co the dext best employm
alter live, the oppo /, nity wage, is considerably 4ess than/,
that r eiVed from t e current-employer; the interest in lter-

suggested that the trength of interest is directly propor io .....
ing nagement's ecision may *be 'quite strong: It mi t-be

to the div,ergence 'etween the current wageand the tappqr- DV.
,4unity wage. But he union woujd not attempt to- alter

, management s decis in- if he concession necessary placed
:,,their wage beloW the o' D ertuntty wage.

pielijtelitiopd that bakrgaining would`lead-theemployer to
i.altee its Aecisicin also iiiroblematic. What.ii the reason for

the decision to close? Is it lots of *taw Materials, a shrinking
Vii: market,labor, costs or great& opportunitie elsewhere? 'All

of these Could be firmed'economic reasons, bu.
.theit suitability to cltange through bargaining. Another
sideration the bargtaining history, of these parties Have.
4.thet shcfrown an ability to reach ;agreement in the nast. on fi
trOubles ssues? -

4
t

,



The countervailin -,1interest in not bargaini
s the most freque tly alluded t:; et the 'least explaine

financial distress may force the km to close, but
-- firm should have some indication of its 'worsening financial
condition prior to the actual decision. Strategic p ans to.alter
the nature of the business algo are undertaken p or to_any .

;decision to close. Decisions to enter new mark s may re-.

quire greater secrecy, but those decisions w a require
bargaining only if a line of business was being 'dis Untied.

agement's i_ nterest in not bargainin ap'pea,rs to be
ouneed in (a) the uncertainty of the length of bargaining

. required to bargain in good faith, and.(b)Vhe ideological
position that certain decisioris are exclusively' management
prerogatives.

Rule of Rebuttable Piesumption

The rule of rebuttable presumption waprOposed in the'
U.S. Court of Appeals for the *cond Circuit in its decision
in National: Labor Relation's "Baditi v. 'First National
Maintenance Corporation, 2 The follOing passage from this
decisiorkis a statement of that rule.

We believe, however, that the crit .question is
whether the purposes of, the statute ar advanced by
imposition of a duty to bargain and th t determi,na-
don does not depend solely on whet r the costs
precipitating the decisioh to terminat Were not/
labor originated. What appears to u to1;cifte
decisive factor, is whether, regardless f the origin
of the cost 'Which precipitated a management deci-
sion to terminate' an operation; bargaining could
-reasonably be expected to modify or reverse that
decision .3,'

is rule differs from the three part test of Broc way-in.
,

which . the interests of employers and employees are to, be
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balanced. Rather, in tithe r:
key concern is whether the p
vanced.

uttable presum tion rtile, the
poses of t ute can be ad-'

Heinsz (1981) has attempted tofOrmnal her le of rebut-
table premption and to make- it operational ,it applies to
plant closing. He specified six steps, which are as follows:

The initial presumption is th decision to close is a
mandatory s bject of bargaining.

If . the employ fails o argain over the. decision to
close, the employer bears the burden of proving that the
primary reason for closing was economic necessity out
side the employment relation.

3. If the employ ZT has avoided all bargaining and has fail-
ed to present evidence overcoming the presumption in
favor' of negotiations, the National Labor Relations
Board should order back pay from the date of refus7al to
bargain.

4. If the employer has bargained before announcing the
cl 13, decision, it should be presumed that he,
ulfilled his duty to bargain. .

5 $The presumption of having fulfilled the duty to bargain
will be nullified if the bar aining has been done in bad
faith, e.g., providing insuf 'cient advance notice for the

on to close.argaining to affect the de

61",he union also has e oblig n to -baigail in good.,
faith. That is, it.sho ld bargai in recognitie of con-
eluding the, negotia n a timeCyfashion and treating.'
all data- provided 'b the ployer,a confidential.

' The trule of rebuttable presumption also appears.to have
some promise,, but initial implementation would be difficult.
Initially, Point 2 would be the subject of contention as both
employers aktd° employees. oulc disagree over ''whether the



repn for crosing was outside the employment
tin.. F r intance, assume the firm. is closing the plant
because its costs,of production are too high .in order to re-
main competitive.pne approach is to' build a new plant with
state of the art technology. The other approach is to reduce
the costs of labor inputs. Wo the primary,reasoll for clos
.ing.be outside the empl ent = ation?

Numerous observations uld b necessary to develop the
parameters of reasons of "econo ic-necessity outside the
employment, relation." plitially, there would be no d2
ference between the rule of rebu table presumption an
dimple mandatory dut bdTga , because the incenti
would be, to bargain due to theitinc ainty of what reaso
are acceptable and the high potential c st of not bargainin
as specified in Point 3.

Relat to. Point 3 is a concern that frequently emerges in
the partial, closure issue. Some assert that a case-by-case ap=
proachis necessary in order to be equit ble to all ,to max-
imize fairness; a per se rule

,
is arbitrary ecause it does not

distinguish among the various pOssible r sons, for closing a
plant. However,'there is the potential in the case-by-case

ermination of the firm not knowing until after the judicial
mination has been made, whether the closure and the

ta.t, td rgain'over" the decision is legal. If illegal, the

co 01 1,
d'us e:* Pt.' e yback pay to the date o closureis extremely

ut it appears that the costly re has been an
und: 1g reason for .not finding an unf or practice in
some tances, when, in faet,:an unfair ce has occur- .

red.

In summary, each of the four les reviewed here has a
significant shbrtcoming, Sc arz's employment su stitution
rule would not,require bargainin in plant closu e 'cases.
Rabin's s'even point rule leaves the efinition of "conil3elling

goodfactor" open, and specifying flexible'interpretari-
.
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faith bargaining does not necessarily reduce the uncertainty
associated with meeting its requirements. The three part test
of Brockway would still require case-by-case adjudication
because determining the strength of the employees' interest
requires negotiations; therefore, there still is extreme uncer-
tainty associated with whether or not there is a duty to
bargain. Finally, Heinsz's formalization of the rule of rebut-
table presumption still leaves undefined what is "economic
necessity outside the employment relation." Thus, other
than Schwarz's rule, each of the rules still relies heavily on
the case-by-case determination.

A New Proposal

The four alternatives presented in the previous section are
designed to expedite the determination of whether there is a
duty to bargain over the decision to close. In this section, I
will present a new proposal. The proposal has its basis in
Coase's (1971) concept of social costs and bargaining to
reach a solution that is satisfactory to both parties and that
maximizes the value of production. Initially, the concept of
social cost is examined and its application to the plant
closure problem is detailed. The new proposal is presented at
the end of this section.

The concept of social cost is loosely defined. Coase used
the following definition to introduce his discussion: "those
actions of business firms which have harmful effects on
cAners." One difficulty is making Coase's concept opera-
tional, given the practicalities of collective bargaining. The
system of collective bargaining requires that (a) negotiations
be expeditious and confidential, (b) relative bargaining
power be maintained, and (c) penalties be costly enough to
deter prohibited practices but are not so severe that they are
never levied.

9"l
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Coase's concept is based on the following five points.

1. The problem must be looked at in the total and at the
margin.

2. The efficient allocation of resources and not necessarily
the distribution of income is the fundamental issue.

3. The room for bargaining is between the resources' cur-
rent use and their next best use.

4. The result which maximizes the value of production is
independent of the legal position if the pricing system is
assumed to work without cost.

5. The result is achieved by means of a bargain between the
parties.

The potential harmful effect on workers, the social cost
associated with plant closure, is their lost earnings. Earnings
loss, however, is not a given, but depends on conditions in
the local labor market, the compensation schedule used by
the firm, and the preferences of workers and their tenure
with the firm, as was discussed in chapter 2. Thus, depending
on these factors, the potential earnings loss could be signifi-
cant or negligible; but it is impossible to determine the extent
of harmful effect on workers without negotiations.4

The other side of the issue is whether the action by the firm
increases productive capacity of whether it is unavoidable.
There is no room for bargaining if the closure is the only ac-
tion possible. Bargaining, however, could address unex-
plored alternatives to closure. Finally, the action by the firm
may be solely designed to maximize private profits, such as
relocation to a lower wage area. Thus, alternatives for firms
could be (a) closure because it is the only alternative,
(b) closure although not all alternatives have been explored,
and (c) relocation to a more p:ofitable area or region.
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Therefore, there are six potential combinations of the ef-
fect of closure on workers and the motivations of the firm.
They are as follows:

1. Harmful effect on workers - No alternative to closure
for the firm.

2. Harmful effect on workers - Alternatives to closure not
explored.

3. Harmful effect on workers - More profitable oppor-
tunities for the firm.

4. No effect on workers - No alternative to closure for the
firm.

5. No effect on workers - Alternatives to closure not ex-
plored.

6. No effect on workers - More profitable opportunities
for the firm.

Decision bargaining is only meaningful when there is the
potential of changing a closure decision. No such potential
exists in 1 or 4. Although deferred compensation may be an
issue in 1 or 4, the only reasonable option is to address it dur-
ing "effects bargaining." In some instances, closure would
not necessarily result in a loss of current earnings for a ma-
jority of the workers. The experience of workers under 40
cited by Holen (1981) fits this category.

"Alternatives to closure not explored" could include
reasons ranging from low productivity or higher wages, to
producing a product for which the market is shrinking, to
loss of line of credit. In some circumstances closure could be
averted but not in others. Bargaining also might improve the
profitability of the current plant, making relocations less at-
tractive. Thus, of the six possible interactions spelled out
above, Coase's concept would suggest that there be an op-
portunity for "decision bargaining" in four of them, situa-
tions 2, 3, 5 and 6.

9 9
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The following are two possible scenarios. Assume a plant
announces that it is going to close. It is located in a relatively
small local labor market. The reason for closing is loss of
market share due to noncompetitive prices. Alternative job
opportunities are limited and wages are 30 percent lower in
those opportunities. The firm indicates that a 20 percent pay
cut is necessary to retain competitiveness, and that figure is
verified. Thus, the range of bargains is between a 30 percent
and a 20 percent cut in pay. Workers agree to a 20 percent
pay cut because it represents the best alternative. They have
incurred an earnings loss, but that loss is less than it might
have been, and the productive capacity has been maintained
in the community. This represents the minimum social cost
associated with maintaining production capacity.

The second scenario assumes that a plant announces that it
is closing in order to relocate its facility to a low cost area.
The local labor market affords numerous opportunities and
most workers can obtain alternate employment and incur on-
ly a 10 percent cut in pay. The firm claims a 20 percent cut in
pay plus significant technological changes are necessary in
order to make the current location competitive. In this in-
stance closure is the best alternative for both parties because
resources can be reallocated to more productive uses without
significantly damaging the earnings potential of workers.'

The discussion of the court cases and NLRB rulings has
demonstrated that the courts generally have been willing to
accept economic reasons as a justifiable circumstance for
closing a plant or displE cing a large part of the workforce.
The term "economic reasons" is a bit contrived, however.
For instance, closing a plant to avoid bargaining with a
union is expected to generate economic benefits for the firm.
Labor costs that are sufficiently high to make a firm non-
competitive also would appear to be an economic reason.
Below are described the types of actions of firms that appear
to constitute economic reasons according to the definitions
of the courts.
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1. A major, capital investment. The capital investment
could result in the displacement of a significant part of
the workforce as the process becomes more automated.
Presumably, the physical capital investment is under-
taken to maintain or enhance the competitive position
of the firm. The major capital investment also could
take the form of a relocation.

2. Altering the line of work. By altering its line of work,
the skills possessed by a significant part of the
workforce and the skills required to produce the new
product or service may no longer match. Stated dif-
ferently, the firm has diversified to meet changing
market conditions.

3. Loss of market. The loss of market, which results in
closure, could be for several reasons.

a. the firm is no longer competitive in its industry or
market.

b. the market for the product no longer exists because
consumer demands have shifted.

c. the firm loses its ability to produce for this market.
It may have lost its line of credit or no longer have
access to its natural resource base.

To these a fourth point is added which is:

4. The firm is no longer competitive because wages are too
high, productivity is too low, or restrictive work rules
impair flexibility.

If one takes a very narrow view of what bargaining can
resolve, bargaining reasonably could be expected to generate
a solution only in the fourth situation.

A more expansive view of issues that might be resolved
through decision bargaining could also include the first
point. For instance, a change in work rules or a decrease in
wages could make a major capital investment less necessary.
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Altering the line of work and changing the skill needs of
workers, the second point, could be facilitated by bargaining
over retraining programs for workers, but this is effects
bargaining. The loss of a market is the one general area in
which the potential impact of bargaining is expected to be
quite limited.

Calabresi (1970) has attempted to develop liability rules
that promote efficiency, which is defined as minimizing the
sum of accident costs and accident prevention costs. Acci-
dent costs are those costs directly associated with the closure
such as the earnings loss 02 workers. Accident prevention
costs are those costs incurred to regulate or limit the occur-
rence of the accident.

Calabresi has concluded that the sum of accident costs and
accident prevention costs would be minimized if liability for
the costs was assigned to the party best able to affect the
decision. If we consider a plant closure an accident, since
costs are imposed on individuals not party to the decision,
this would suggest that liability be assigned to the employer.
The employer has the informationthe reason for closure
and what changes are necessary to avoid closure.6

If management has the necessary information, why not
simply rely on management to initiate discussions when
economic considerations can be altered through bargaining?
Are they not in the best position to determine if there is
something that labor can do to forestall the closure or
displacement?

The question has merit, but it ignores several issues. First,
whether the concessions demanded by the firm will increa:;e
productive capacity for society depends on the alternatives
available and the preferences of the workers. The value of
goods and services produced is less than that attainable if
workers are not employed in their best alternative. Second,
since both the worker and the firm have invested capital, is it

02
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equitable to permit only management to determine those
cases in which bargaining should occurto assign priority
rights to physical capital? Firms a 3 i workers are unequally
positioned to respond to change clue to the time input re-
quirement of human capital.' Third, where is the bargaining
power for the union? The only power is the right to not
agree, which would be very costly to exercise when the union
is given only selective opportunities to participate in decision
bargaining. Fourth, it ignores the potential of workers pro-
viding innovative ideas that may be effective in situations
that management did not consider possible. Fifth, there is
the fear that employers may misuse the threat of closure, us-
ing it to gain concessions in situations where there is no real
potential for closure.

Placing the decision rather than obligation with manage-
ment may result in fewer agreements being reached than
desirable. Management does not know the union perfectly. It
is not fully aware of the concessions the union will be willing
to make, nor the internal political positioning of members. A
concession that management may think the union would be
willing to make may be rejected, whereas one they thought
impossible may be agreed to readily. Moreover, not all
plants should remain open. In some instances the economic
sacrifice by employees would be greater than the improve-
ment in productive capacity. Most important, closures are
relatively infrequent, so the expected transactions cost is
relatively small.

Although others have attempted to establish criteria for
the duty to decision bargain, there is excessive uncertainty
associated with case-by-case adjudication. Making Coase's
concepts operational requires a per se rule: there is a man-
datory duty to bargain over the decision to close a plant or
relocate its operation. The key consideration is expeditiously
determining when additional bargaining is warranted. The
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new proposal presented below attempts to have a quick
determination of when additional bargaining could lead to a
socially more productive solution than closure.

Recall that bargaining potentially could resolve the situa-
tion in four of the six combinations of effects of closure and
motivations of firms. In the other two of the combinations,
bargaining could not possibly alter the decision: closure is
the only alternative. In two more of the combinations (2 and
5) some bargaining is necessary to explore the alternatives to
closure. In some instances alternatives may be available, but
not in others. Finally, bargaining is needed to explore the
more profitable alternatives for the firm in light of the op-
portunities for workers. Consider the following procedure
for implementing the duty to bargain over the decision to
close a plant and for meeting this obligation:

1. Firms are required to notify the NLRB and the union of
the plan to close one part of an operation or to relocate.
This notice should contain a detailed explanation of the
reasons for closure and financial data as appropriate.

2. The NLRB determines if bargaining might be fruitful
using the criteria established in Brooks-Scanlon; ° the
reasons for closure are beyond the control of the parties
to the collective bargaining agreement.

3. Information bargaining occurs in those instances where
it is determined that bargaining might be fruitful.

4. Based on the information provided, the NLRB, the
union or bargaining unit, arid the firm determine
whether further bargaining is appropriate.

5. Bargaining continues in those instances where two of
the three (the NLRB, the union or bargaining unit, and
the firm) think progress is being made and/or a solution
is possible, but for no more than 90 days after the initial
notice.

1 04
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6. If bargaining has been in good faith, but no agreement
is reached within the time period, the firm is free to pro-
ceed with its action.

7. The firm is required to bargain over the effects.

This proposal establishes a per se rule, but attempts to in-
troduce steps that ensure that decision bargaining will not be
required in circumstances where there is no reasonable
chance of resolution. The proposal places a greater obliga-
tion on management than is currently required, but reduces
uncertainty and the potential of costly penalties. The
bargaining power of the union is limited, but is more than
currently exists for effects bargaining.

One of the employer's concerns that surfaces is the uncer-
tainty associated with meeting good faith bargaining re-
quirements. The 90-day time limitation addresses this. The
limitation should be absolute in order to discourage play-
acting, and to promote bargaining.

The NLRB is charged with furthering the purposes of the
National Labor Relations Act, which is to establish and
maintain industrial peace to preserve the flow of commerce.
It may be felt that the initial reaction of tl .e Board will be
that these purposes are best served by requi' ing bargaining in
all situations, irrespective of the probability of changing the
outcome. However, the Board, in its Brooks-Scanlon deci-
sion, has moved to the position that bargaining should not
be required over the decision to close when there is no
likelihood of reversing the decision. In Brooks-Scanlon, the
firm lost its source of raw materials and the Board rejected a
duty to bargain.

The proposal envisions a two step process. After initial
bargaining has occurred, the progress will be reviewed to
determine if a solution is likely. If none is likely, as indicated
by two of the three parties agreeing so, further bargaining
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over the decision will not be required in order to meet good
faith requirements. This second step would cover the situa-
tion where the market has changed so rapidly that the firm
cannot possibly keep the plant open 90 days.

An important element of establishing a per se rule is that
plant closure is a relatively infrequent event. Therefore, the
additional costs of administering the proposal would be
limited. Furthermore, it would use existing structures, but
require that the National Labor Relations Act be amended to
include plant closures and relocations as falling within the
"terms and other conditions of employment."

Summary

Per se rules to guide the duty to bargain have been prop(
ed because the judicial determination of the duty to bargain
over closure is problematic. Perhaps the most troublesome
aspect is that substantive labor law has been made in s.he area
of plant closure through cases in which management and
labor have never negotiated a contract. For example, neither
Schwarz's nor Rabin's criteria would have required decision
bargaining in the First National Maintenance decision.

One of the appealing features of using collective bargain-
ing to help resolve the pla closure problem is that closure is
a relatively infrequent event. As reported earlier, there were
619 closures in 1982, a year that has been compared to the
Great Depression in terms of its impact on some sectors.
Although the impact on the workers dislocated may be
severe, the administrative impact for an agency such as the
National Labor Relations Board should not be overly
burdensome. For example, in fiscal year 1980, the NLRB
handled over 44,000 unfair labor practice cases (Forty-fifth
Annual Report of the NLRB, 1981).

.1 0 6
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Conversely, case-by-case determination can be extremely
costly in the individual situation. Other per se proposals to
accommodate the partial closing judicial conundrum have
been reviewed. Each attempt is noteworthy, but each one is
flawed. The two areas on which they seem to stumble is en-
suring that the negotiations are expeditious and introducing
certainty into who is required to bargain over the decision.

The proposal presented above requires decision bargain-
ing, but sets a time limit to the bargaining. It establishes a
per se rule, but envisions a quick determination if further
bargaining would be fruitful. For example, closure due to
the loss of marktt likely would lead to the quick determina-
tion that bargaining over the decision would be fruitless and
would permit early negotiations over the effects.'

NOTES

1. Fibreboard Paper Products Corporation v. National Labor Relations
Board, 85 S. Ct. 398, 405 (1964).

2. National Labor Relations Board v. First National Maintenance Cor-
poration, 628 F.2d 596 (1980).

3. 627 F.2d 596, 602.

4. For the purposes of this monograph, earnings losses are divided into
two components: (a) the difference in wages received between the posi-
tion in the closed plant and the new job, and (b) the uncompensated
deferred compensation:

5. Naturaly, there may be short -rein adjustment costs for workers
associated with the closure. But the extent of opportunities should
minimize the income loss, and therefore the adjustment costs.

6. Although one of Coase's five points held that the efficient result is in-
dependent of the legal position if tne pricing system is assumed to work
without costs, that may not be the case due to the unequal distribution of
information. Bargaining then becomes the mechanism for equalizing the
distribution of information.
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7. The impoetance of human capital to firms is evidenced by the fact that
some service firms have issued stock. These firms do not produce goods
in the traditional sense, so there is no physical capitalbuildings,
machines, inventorieswhich could be liquidated to generate some
return to the shareholder. For example, consider investment houses or
consulting firms. Some have gone public and shares in the company are
being traded. The company may lease space and have no inventory,
although it may have a portfolio of stocks. In actuality, the values of the
shares of stock are based on the human capital of the individuals
employed by the company. Thus, one must question the preoccupation
of the Courts with physical capital.

8. Brooks-Scanlon, Inc. v. Local 1017, Lumber and Sawmill Workers,
102 LRRM 1606 (1979).

9. A difficult feature of the proposal is that it does not accommodate the
ASuns Dairy problem. The establishment continues, but a subset of
workers is replaced. Do we continue to rely on Fibreboard or do we at-
tempt to bring this situation under the proposal?



Chapter 5

Plant Closure Protections
and the Collectively
Bargained Contract

Introduction

When a plant is closed or a large scale dislocation occurs,
certain protections may be in place or may have been provid-
ed for workers to ease the transition between jobs. Severance
pay, usually a lump sum, may be paid to those who have
stayed until the plant is closed. Supplemental unemployment
benefits (SUB) may have been negotiated to augment
unemployment compensation. Job search or relocation
assistance may be provided or advance notice of the closure
or dislocation may have been given. Other workers may have
secured the right to transfer to a new facility or obtained
preferential hiring rights in those instances when the closure
actually represents a relocation of the production facilities of
the plant.

Several decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court have
referenced the incidence of negotiated provisions in the con-
tract. In Fibreboard Paper Products Corporation v. Na-
tional Labor Relations Board, the finding that a significant
number of contracts included provisions limiting the ability
of firms to contract out work was an important piece of
evidence in leading the Supreme Court to rule that subcon-
tracting was a mandatory topic of bargaining. In First Na-
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tional Maintenance Corporation v. National Labor Rela-
tions Board, the U.S. Supreme Court used the fact that pro-
visions requiring management to bargain with the union over
the decision to close, or similar decisions, were relatively rare
as an indication that mandatory bargaining over these deci-
sions was not warranted. Instead, the greater frequency of
bargaining over advance notice, interplant tra :isfer and
relocation, and other "effects" issues indicated to the court
that "effects bargaining" and not "decision bargaining"
was more appropriate. Therefore, the extent of bargaining
over plant closure is important :-.ot only as an indicator of
the number of workers covered, but also of how changes in
the extent of bargaining may portend adjustments to judicial
interpretations.

Why individual contracts contain some plant closure pro-
visions and others do not may go beyond differences in sheer
bargaining power. There are economic incentives involved in
these types of protections for both management and labor.
The purpose of this chapter is to examine these incentives for
bargaining over plant closure. The first general question con-
cerns the incidence of bargaining over the contractual pro-
tections. The second question.concerns whether the inclusion
of these pr:btections isa..response to changed realities about
employment security. Specifically, have management and
labor used formal contract negotiations to obtain protec-
tions and to develop solutions for workers and firms "at risk
of closure?"

Incentives Associated With Plant
Closure Provisions

Severance Pay

Severance pay is the compensation given to a worker who
is terminated. The connotation associated with it is that the
leaving is involuntary and perhaps unexpected. For example,
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severance pay is given to workers who are let go whereas pen-
sions are paid to workers who retire. The usual presumption
is that severance pay is given to ease the pain and to tide the
workers over until something new can be found following
the involuntary separation. However, severance pay also can
be used as a deterrent to closure.

Because severance pay is multifaceted, it may be the most
desirable contractual provision covering plant closure from
the union's perspective. (As was shown in chapter 2, increas-
ing severance payments due workers may reduce the prob-
ability that a firm will close one plant in order to relocate to a
new location.) This conjecture is consistent with the finding
(reported below) that severance pay is the most frequently
negotiated contract provision of this group.

Supplemental Unemployment Benefits

Supplemental unemployment benefits (SUB) are payments
to workers who are separated from their jobs, either tem-
porarily or permanently. This is a payment in addition to the
benefits received through the unemployment insurance
system of the state. However, rather than being pl.s.st of a
pool of firms in which some cross subsidization occurs, the
program is funded directly by the firm. The cost of the pro-
gram is borne by the firm that is laying off the workers or
closing the operation.

Just as with severance pay, SUB increases the costs to the
firm of shutting down an operation. By the same token, SUB
benefits are likely to be available only to those employees
who are terminated or who remain with the firm until
closure, and not to those who leave voluntarily. For the
worker, it also provides an extra financial cushion such that
the loss of employment does not result in a drastic drop in in-
come, and permits greater selectivity in searching for a new
position. Because SUB payments generally are available to
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most workers in a union, there is not likely to be the conflict
in union bargaining goal determination between more senior
and less ser,ior workers.

Advance Notice

One issue at the heart of the plant closure policy debate is
whether a firm should be required to provide advance notice
of the closing. Workers assert that advance notice is
necessary so that (a) they may investigate options to save
their jobs, (b) they have time to adjust psychologically to the
loss of their job, and (c) they may begin the search for a new
job immediately in order to minimize the period of
unemployment and the potential wage loss. Firms, on the
other hand, have tended to oppose advance notice arguing
that (a) employee morale and productivity would be reduc-
ed, (b) employees would leave so the firm would be unable to
fill its final orders, and (c) employees would sabotage the
plant and equipment, therefore reducing the value of these
assets.

What are some of the potential costs associated with pro-
viding advance notice? All of the reasons provided above are
somewhat speculative. Will employee productivity decline?
Will the attrition of workers increase? Will workers sabotage
plant and equipment? For instance, consider employee pro-
ductivity. Employee productivity tends to decline as the
economy enters the downturn of a business cycle in order to
make the work last as long as possible before layoffs begin.
Weber and Taylor (1963), in their classic article on plant
closure, indicated that this problem had not developed in the
plant closings they studied. But this must still be considered a
real possibility, because there appears to be the potential for
increased costs due to reduced productivity.

Another source of costs would be if advance notice in-
creased the quit rate above the normal level of attrition.
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There are fixed costs associated with hiring and training new
workers, or retraining existing workers, so if advance notice
increased the quit rate, the firm would experience an increase
in costs. But the impact on the quit rate is likely to be a func-
tion of the reasons for closure. If the closure is due to
cyclical circumstances either for the industry or the
economy, workers may not quit because there are fewer op-
portunities available. If the closure is due to circumstances
specific to the firm, attrition may increase, and therefore
there would be additional hiring, training, or retraining costs
for the firm.

The issue of sabotage probably is most speculative; as
Weber and Taylor (1963) also found, "all reports indicate
that this problem has not developed." (p. 312)

The greatest benefits of advance notice probably are in the
potential to avert cloture. With advance notice, the union
may have the opportunity to propose alternatives that might
keep the plant open, that is, to engage in "decision bargain-
ing." However, resistance to this may occur since this could
give workers a foothold in an area traditionally reserved as a
management right. The benefit derived from the opportunity
to adjust psychologically to the loss of employment is ob-
vious, although not necessarily quantifiable. Since severance
pay and supplemental unemployment benefits generally re-
quire staying until closure, it is questionable whether the ad-
vance notice would be used to engage in labor market search.
Advance notice might be more beneficial to workers when
displaced worker programs are available.

Relocation and/or Transfer Rights

Relocation and/or transfer rights provide the potential for
employment continuity with the same firm, albeit at a dif-
ferent location. They differ from the other plant closure pro-
visions in that they are not necessarily deterrents to the firm.
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Facing a requirement to relocate its workforce could deter a
firm from closing one plant and opening another elsewhere;
but one could suggest that the firm also might desire this type
of provision, particularly if its labor force is specially skilled.
It is expected that these provisions would be more prevalent
in single-firm, multiple plant operations or industries that
have faced changing geographical rm for their pro-
ducts.'

The Frequency of Plant Closure Provisions

The frequency of key plant closure provisions in major
collective bargaining agreements is presented in this section.
Two major comparisons are made: (1) frequency by region,
and (2) frequency by "right-to-work" status of the state.
The first comparison is made because there is the presump-
tion that establishments in the Northeast and Midwest are
more likely to be losing employment and that the plants are
at greater risk of being closed.

The second compari...m is made because states have used
their right-to-work status as an indicator that unions are less
powerful and thai the collective bargaining environment is
more favorable to management. Right-to-work laws essen-
tially limit a union's right to negotiate a union security clause
which requires workers to pay periodic dues and initiation
fees as a condition of employment. Such a. clause is con-
sidered crucial to a union's strength because it enhances the
financial resources the union can count on and mitigates the
potential "free-rider" problem.'

The key plant closure provisions are advance notice of
shutdown (SHUTDWN), relocation allowances
(RELOCATE), transfer rights (TRANPLT), preferential
hiring rights (TRANHIRE), a combination of transfer rights
and hiring rights (TRANCOMB), severance pay
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(SEVRANCE), supplemental unemployment benefits
(SUB), and advance notice of technological change
(CHANGE).

The data source is the United States Department of
Labor's file of contracts covering more than 1,000 workers
in effect in 1974, and the contracts covering more than 1,000
workers in effect in 1980. These contracts were negotiated
principally in 1971, 1972 and 1973, and in 1977, 1978 and
1979, respectively. Only those agreements in the manufactur-
ing sector (SIC 200 through SIC 399) were used. After
editing the data and limiting the analysis to just those con-
tracts covering production workers, 631 contracts were
available for analysis for 1974 and 676 for 1980. The Depart-
ment of Labor coded the provisions in the contract, usually
indicating the presence or absence of the provision. Due to
the method of coding, the provisions have become
homogeneous even through there may have been con-
siderable variation in the way they were written or have been
interpreted by the parties to the contract.

Table 5.1 provides a listing of the incidence of provisions
related to plant closure by region in 1974. The same data for
1980 are presented in table 5.2.3 The most frequently
negotiated provision in 1974 was severance pay, which was
included in as few as 24 percent of the contracts in the
Pacific region to as many as 47 percent of the Interstate con-
tracts. Interstate contracts cover establishments in more than
one state. Since severance pay usually is a money payment to
employees who have been terminated and since termination
can occur for a variety of reasons, severance pay protection
is not exclusively a plant closure provision.

Supplemental unemployment benefits (SUB) tended to be
the second most frequently negotiated provision. It was most
common in the Interstate contracts (39 percent) and least
common in those contracts covering establishments in the
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Table 5.1
Percentage of Major Contracts Containing Plant Closure

Related Provisions in 1974, by Region*

Provisions
Northeast
(percent)

Midwest
(percent)

South &
Plains

(percent)
Pacific

(percent)
Interstate
(percent

RELOCATE 4 8 2 4 31

TRANPLT :3 17 13 16 20
TRANHIRE 2 5 4 4 16
TRANCOMB 4 8 2 7 19
SEVRANCE 40 43 36 24 47
SUB 23 27 14 10 39
SHUTDWN 11 12 14 16 20
CHANGE 12 6 11 9 12

Total contracts 166 160 160 70 75

SOURCE: Computer run from Characteristics of Major Collective Bargaining Agreements, 1974.
The states grouped in the following regions:
Northeast: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania.
Midwest: Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin.
South & Plains: Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, NebraFka, Kansas, Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia,
Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Loui-
siana, Oklahoma, Texas, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Nevada.
Pacific: Washington, Oregon, California, Alaska, Hawaii.
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Table 5.2

Percentage of Major Contracts Containing Plant Closure

Related Provisions in 1980, by Region

South &

Northeast Midwest Plains Pacific Interstate

Provisions (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent

RELOCATE 6 8 5 9 34

TRANPLT 15 21 22 24 17

TRANHIRE 3 5 6 7 20

TRANCOMB 4 8 2 5 23

SEVRANCE 40 34 38 32 47

SUB 19 31 13 11 55

SHUTDWN 12 9 16 16 24

CHANGE 13 6 14 8 13

Total contracts 160 155 172 74 115

SOURCE: Computer run from Characteristics of Major Collective Bargaining Agreements, 1980,
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Pacific region (10 percent). Provision; providing relocation
allowances and preferential hiring rights were the least fre-
quently negotiated for those contracts covering
establishments in any of the four distinct ..egions. However,
relocation allowance was a relatively common provision in
the Interstate contracts.

Given the usually strong opposition to legislative pro-
posals with advance notice requirements, the presumption is
that significant union bargaining power is required to obtain
them. The stronger, more aggressive unions are concentrated
in the Midwest. Thus, it is somewhat paradoxical that the ad-
vance notice provisions are slightly more frequent in the
South & Plains. This issue is addressed more rigorously later
in this chapter.

Contract outcomes related to plant closure in 1980 were
characterized by significant changes in the incidence of both
severance pay and transfer rights provisions. Specifically,
the incidence of severance pay provisions dropped 9 percent-
age points between 1974 and 1980 in contracts covering
establishments in the Midwest, but increased 8 percentage
points in contracts in the Pacific regions. There also was a
marked increase in most regions in the incidence of transfer
rights between 1974 and 1980. For instance, there was a 9
percentage point increase in the frequency of TRANPLT in
the South & Plains region and an 8 percentage point increase
in the Pacific region. One explanation is that this increase
may have been a response to the fear of industrial relocation.
On the other hand, given the reluctance of workers to
relocate, this provision may be a low-cost concession for
firms, thereby increasing its frequency.

T-tests were conducted to determine if the differences be-
tween regions in the frequency that these provisions were in-
cluded in the contracts were statistically significant. For the
1974 file, the only statistically significant difference between
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the Northeast and the South & Plains was for the SUB provi-
sion. Only the incidence of transfer rights was significantly
different between these two regions in 1980.

In 1974, differences in the frequency of contract provi-
sions, relocation allowance, a combination of transfer rights
and preferential hiring rights, and supplemental unemploy-
ment benefits in the contracts covering establishments in the
Midwest versus the South & Plains were statistically signifi-
cant. The incidence of the three provisions was greater in the
Midwest. However, by 1980, the incidence of advance notice
of shutdown and advance notice of technological change
also were significantly different between these regions, but
these two provisions were more common in contracts cover-
ing establishments in the South & Plains.

The t-tests conducted involving the Northeast and the
Pacific found statistically significant differences between
these two regions in the frequency of severance and sup-
plemental unemployment benefits in 1974, whereas in 1980,
the only difference was in transfer rights, with the frequency
being greater in the Pacific region.

The comparison of the Midwest with tile Pacific followed
a similar pattern. Specifically, there were statistically signifi-
cant differences in the frequency of supplemental unemploy-
ment benefits and severance pay in 1974, but in 1980, the on-
ly difference in the contracts covering establishments in these
two regions was the frequency of supplemental unemploy-
ment benefits.

The final step was to determine if there were any
statistically significant differences in the frequency of these
contract provisions between the South & Plains region and
the Pacific region. In 1974, the differences in the frequency
of a combination of preferential hiring rights and transfer
rights, and severance pay were statistically significant. In
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1980, however, no statistically significant differences in these
contract provisions emerged.

The expectations concerning contractual provisions
related to plant closure were based on the accepted cliche.
that manufacturing establishments in the Northeast and
Midwest had been losing employment. However, an ex-
amination of production worker employment growth in
those 3-digit industries represented in the major contracts
file portrays a different picture.

As shown in table 5.3, the largest proportion of firms in
industries with growth rates exceeding 25 percent in the 1967
to 1979 period were in the Midwest and Northeast. Fully 18.1
percent of the contracts in the Midwest covered
establishments in industries where employment growth ex-
ceeded 25 percent in that period. Furthermore, only in the
Midwest region were there more contracts in industries in
which employment was growing rather than declining. Thus,
the growth rate in plant closure provisions in contracts
covering establishments in the South & Plains and the Pacific
is quite consistent with relative employment growth in those
regions.

Instead of separating the incidence of provisions by
region, the states were grouped into right-to-work (RTW)
states and states which do not have right-to-work laws.
There were 19 states in 1974 that had right-to-work laws, and
those states are listed in table 5.4.4 Generally, right-to-work
laws are an indicator of the political climate towards
organized labor. Therefore, we would expect the frequency
of plant closure provisions to be less in right-to-work states.'

As indicated in table 5.4, this expectatiOnhOldsMorefOi---
the contracts covering establishments in 1974 than for 1980.
In fact, there is no difference statistically between these two
groups of states in the frequency of provisions covering
preferential hiring rights, transfer rights, severance pay, ad-
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Table 5.3

Percent of Establishment by Industry's Manufacturing Growth Rates

Over the 1967 to 1979 Period for 3Digit SIC Industries*

South &

Northeast Midwest Plains Pacific interstate

Manufacturing growth (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent

Greater than or equal

to 25 percent 9.0 18,1 6.9 5,7 5.3

10 percent to 24 percent 18.7 15.0 17,5 22.9 20.0

0 percent to 9 percent 17,5 19,4 16.9 8,6 13.3

-9 percent to -1 percent 19,3 18.1 26.2 25.7 30.7

-24 percent to -10 percent 19.9 22.5 20.6 28.6 25.3

Less than or equal

to -25 percent 15,7 6.9 11.9 8.6 5,3

SOURCE: Author's calculations based on data from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and Earnings,

United States, 19091978 and Supplement. Washington, DC Iovernment Printing Office, 1978 and 1982.

'The 3digit industries are those in which an establishment 0. tablishments with more than 1,000 production workers are covered by a collec-

live bargaining contract,
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vance notice of plant closings and advance notice of major
technological changes in either 1974 or 1980. Therefore, at
least in the area of plant closure, the differential impact of
unionization on contractual outcomes in the right-to-work
states relative to the other states is minimal.

Table 5.4
Percentage of Major Contracts Containing Plant Closure

Related Provisions in 1974 and 1980, by Right-to-Work Status
of State in Which Establishment is Located**

Provisions

1974 1980

RTW
(percent)

No RTW
(percent)

RTW
(p e ce n t)

No RTW
(percent)

RELOCATE 0 6* 4 7
TRANPLT 13 15 21 22
TRANHIRE 1 4 6 4
TRANCOMB 1 6* 1 6*
SEVRANCE 33 39 35 37
SUB 8 23* 10 22*
SHUTDWN 10 14 16 12
CHANGE 10 10 12 10

Total contracts 104 452 113 448

Number of workers 207,100 1,217,250 231,400 1,029,300
SOURCE: Computer run from Characteristics of Major Collective Barr -Ming
Agreements, 1980.

NOTE: Contracts classified as Interregional are not included in this analysis.

Statistically significant ,:ifference in mean values at .10 percent level using a t-test.

"Right-to-Work states in 1974 were: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Iowa, Kansas, Mississippi, Nebraska, Nevada, North Carolina, North Dakota, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Wyoming.

Louisiana adopted a Right-to-Work law in 1976. New Hampshire has no Right-to-Work
law statute, but a decision by New Hampshire Supreme Court effectively provides the
same-rcquireineri of a Right-to-Work law.

Several points need to be highlighted. Severance payments
are the most frequently negotiated provision, both in right-
to-work states and the other states. Severance payments
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serve a dual purpose. They provide income protection in the
case of closure, but they also increase its cost. There also has
been a substantial growth in the incidence of interplant
transfer rights. Between 1974 and 1980, the proportion of
contracts including interplant transfer rights increased 8
percentage points and 7 percentage points in right-to-work
states and the other states, respectively.

One of the difficulties of analyzing collective bargaining
contracts is that there is a need to place provisions into
categories, yet this assumes that similar provisions are
homogeneous across contracts, when in fact they are not.
For instance, one contract may provide for a $500 relocation
allowance and another contract may require a $1,000 reloca-
tion allowance. According to the framework used thus far,
the contracts simply would be categorized as having a reloca-
tion allowance provision. Yet the differences in the provi-
sions covering relocation could indicate sigilificant dif-
ferences in bargaining power, industry conditions, et cetera.
Unfortunately, when using the population of contracts
covering 1,000 workers or more, which already has been cod-
ed by the U.S. Department of Labor, it is not possible to
recognize the heterogeneity of most contract provisions. Nor
is it usually practical to attempt to account for these dif-
ferences in statistical analyses.

Two instances in which this is possible are advance notice
of plant closure (SHUTDWN) and advance notice of
technological change (CHANGE). The provisions have been
coded according to the number of days of advance notice
that is to be given. Table 5.5 provides this information for
SHUTDWN and similar data for CHANGE is provided in
table 5.6.

As shown in table 5.5, in 1974 the majority of the con-
tracts did not specify the actual number of days of advance
notice of closure. By 1980 greater specificity had been incor-
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porated in the contract. Between 1974 and 1980 there was a
substantial increase in the number of contracts and the
number of workers covered specifying 1 to 30 days of ad-
vance notice. In 1974, 12 contracts covering over 23,000
workers had provisions requiring 1 to 30 days of notice. By
1980 there were 19 contracts covering more than 112,000
workers requiring this length of notice. There also was a
doubling in the number of contracts and workers covered
receiving 61 to 90 days of notice of closure over the six years.

Table 5.5
Variations in Advance Notke

of Closure (SHUTDWN) Provisions
1974 and 1980

Length of notice

1974 1980

Contracts Workers Contracts Workers

1 to 30 days i2 23,650 19 112,250
31 to 60 days 7 47,950 7 47,050
61 to 90 days 7 14,750 14 30,350
91 days or more 12 37,150 13 40,400
Notice, but unspecified 49 220,990 47 172,350

Total contracts
with advance notice 87 344,490 100 402,400

SOURCE: Computer run from Characteristics of Major Collective Bargaining

Agreements, 1974 and 1980.

Provisions providing for advance notice of technological
change were even less specific than those described above. In
both 1974 and 1980, almost 60 percent of the major con-
tracts including advance notice of technological change did
not specify the length of advance notice. The largest share of
contracts that did specify length provided-between -1 to 30
days notice. The paucity of contracts covering technological
change is quite surprising. Not only is there the more recent
interest in the impact of technological change, but the late
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1950s and early 1960s were influenced by the automation
scare. The Manpower Development and Training Act of
1962 initially was targeted to workers impacted by
technological change. Thus, one would have anticipated
greater sensitivity to this issue.

Table 5.6
Variations in Advance Notice

of Technological Change (CHANGE) Provisions
1974 and 1980

Length of notice

1974 1980

Contracts Workers Contracts Workers

1 to 30 days 19 78,300 20 78,950
31 to 60 days 1 3,500 3 7,750
61 to 90 days 4 11,400 7 16,150
91 days or more 1 3,300 1 1,650
Notice, but unspecified 37 210,300 44 579,750

Total contracts
with advance notice 62 306,800 75 684,250

SOURCE: Computer run from Characteristics of Major Collective Bargaining
Agreements, 1974 and 198G.

Provisions designed to mitigate the problems arising from
plant closure are not widespread in major collective bargain-
ing agreements. The two most frequently negotiated provi-
sions, SEVRANCE and SUB, however, are not exclusively
"closure" or "significant technological change" provisions.
There also is considerable variation in the frequency of
eight provisions. Between 1974 and 1980, there was a marked
increase iv the frequency of only one provision, transfer
rights (TRANPLT). One unanticipated finding is that dif-
ferences in these bargaining outcomes among the regions are
disappearing.

Contract provisions do not have to be widespread,
however, to suggest that bargaining is moving toward solu-
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tions and protections. All that is necessary is that the popula-
tion at risk has obtained such protections. Determining
whether this has occurred is the subject of the next section.

The Determinants of Plant Closure Provisions
in Formalized Negotiations

The objective of this section is to investigate the deter-
minants of the inclusion of provisions addressing plant
closure or permanent dislocation of workers in the formally
bargained contracts in effect in 1974 and 1980. The underly-
ing hypothesis is that changes in bargaining outcomes are
responses to long-run changes in the structure of manufac-
turing and in the location of economic activity. Through this
analysis it is hoped that the following question can be
answered: Have management and labor used formal contract
negotiations to obtain protections and to develop solutions
for workers and firms at risk of closure? "At risk of
closure" is lefined in two ways. In the first instance, it is
those industries in which production worker employment
declines have been relatively great. In the second instance it
is those industries in which the rate of plant closure has been
relatively high.

Much has been made of the "concession bargaining" that
occurred in a number of key negotiations in 1981 and 1982.
The one side of concession bargaining has been the union
givebacks of wages and/or fringe benefits. The other side is
that, in a number of these negotiations, management has
conceded employment security guarantees and greater input
in plant closure decisions. Kassa low (1983) indicates that
new protections, such as improvements in severance pay,
supplementary unemployment plans and transfer rights,
were gained by unions during the 1981-82 period of conces-
sion bargaining in exchange for waiving future benefits. The
Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. (1983) reported that 50 of
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the 203 concessionary agreements provided explicit employ-
ment security guarantees and 9 of these contracts gave the
unions a say in company decisions. Kassa low also notes that
unions not under pressure to make concessions obtained ad-
vance notice provisions for plant closure or transfer of work
while negotiating substantial improvements in the economic
conditions of their employment.

Establishing the determinants of plant closure provisions
can indicate which workers have either the greatest taste for
the protection afforded by these provisions or consider
themselves most at risk to be affected by closure.
Establishing the determinants also should demonstrate
which workers have the bargaining power necessary to Ob-
tain these protections.

However, the concession negotiations of 1981-1982 may
not be indicative of labor-management relations in the long
run. Establishing the determinants of these outcomes under
less severe circumstances, the 1970s, may provide a better
understanding of the underlying conditions and motivations.
The 1970s also was a period, as Cappelli (1983) has noted, in
which import penetration was increasing and union represen-
tation was decreasing in a number of industries. The
economy was stagnating. Union success in certification elec-
tions decreased precipitously relative to the 1960s (Prosten
1979). The average size of manufacturing plants in the
largest Fortune 500 firms decreased from 895 to 855
employees and, more important, the average size of the new
plants they opened was only 307 employees (Schmenner
1983).

Because of these factors, the distinct difference between
employment reductions due to cyclical factors and those due
to large scale reductions or plant closure should have become
more apparent. As Mitchell (1983) has indicated, traditional
employment security provisions protect senior workers from
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cyclical reductions but not from plant closure. Since senior
employees are more likely to be involved in developing union
bargaining policy objectives, union policy should have
become more sensitive to the threat of closure or large scale
reductions during the 1970s.

Conceptual Framework

The underlying premise of this research is that contract
provisions over plant closure are ,rce resources.
Therefore, an economic choice in addition A.,2 expenditure
of bargaining capital is involved in their inclosion in
negotiated contracts. Economic choice not only entails
deciding whether to attempt to bargain over plant closure
provisions, it also includes deciding over which provisions to
bargain.

There are general trends in the economy that impact
workers and to which some response is expected. For exam-
ple, the rapid inflation of the second half of the 1970s in-
creased the pressure for cost-of-living adjustments. Similar-
ly, it is hypothesized that significant employment declines
and the increased attention given to the problems arising
from plant closure would sensitize workers to the need for
contractual protections. Since contract provisions are scarce
resources, it is expected that the workers in those industries
and locations undergoing the greatest structural changes
(shifting demand for their labor) would be willing to make
the tradeoffs required to obtain these provisions.6

Based on this scenario, the following hypotheses are con-
sidered.

1. Variations in the incidence of provisions addressing per-
manent job dislocation in individual contracts should be
negatively related to variations in employment growth
across manufacturing industries, holding other factors
constant.
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2. Variations in the incidence of provisions addressing per-
manent job dislocation should be positively related to
variations in the percent of plants closed in that in-
dustry, holding other factors constant.

3 Since plant closure provisions place a cost on the
employer, the union's ability to obtain plant closure
provisions depends on the strength of the union. Thus,
variations in the incidence of contract provisions should
be positively related to the extent that the industry's
work force is covered by collective bargaining
agreements and negatively related to the extent of union
rivalry, holding other factors constant.

4. Since right-to-work (RTW) laws are a positive signal of
a pro-business environment, contractual outcomes
should vary negatively with whether the contract covers
an establishment(s) in a state with a right-to-work
statute, holding other factors constant.'

It is not possible in the data sets available to observe in-
dividual contracts over time due to limitations in the ability
to track contracts. Therefore, cross-sectional analysis is con-
ducted on each of the data sets. By examining relationships
at two different long-run positions, we should be able to
observe changes in the ultimate determinants of bargained
outcomes during this period.

Although most of the research on collective bargaining
outcomes has addressed wage levels and wage changes,
several studies recently have been conducted on the deter-
minants of other contract provisions such as cost-of-living
clauses in bargained contracts (Hendricks and Kahn 1983;
Ehrenberg et al. 1982), the bargaining structure (Hendricks
and Kahn 1982) and the correlates of general bargaining out-
comes (Kochan and Block 1977).
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One of the main difficulties in examining bargaining out-
comes other than wages is that the outcome is not easily
quantifiable. Furthermore, it is the expectation that these
provisions are particularly sensitive to the characteristics of
the workers in the bargaining unit. Some years ago, Sayles
and Strauss (1952) found that bargaining units with older
workers tended to seek pension benefits through collective
bargaining whereas units with younger workers tended to
seek health insurance coverage. Since we seldom know the
demographic characteristics of the bargaining unit, calibra-
tion of the demand for nonwage provisions is more difficult.
Not only is it difficult to obtain the demographic
characteristics of the bargaining unit, union bargaining goal
determination moves us into the realm of voting behavior
and the power of relative interest groups within an organiza-
tion (Farber 1978).

One other problem that plagues research on the deter-
minants of bargaining outcomes is that the main
hypothesisthe response of workers to a condition affecting
their employment prospectsreally is an attempt to model
the propensity to negotiate over an issue. However, since on-
ly outcomes are observed, we may not be measuring the ac-
tual responsiveneszl of the union. Negotiating over these
types of protections does not assure that they will be includ-
ed in the final contract hence, the need to emphasize the
relative bargaining p 'Aver of the union and the political en-
vironment for collective bargaining.

Data and Methodology

The basic sources of data were the U.S. Department of
Labor's files of major collective bargaining agreements in ef-
fect for 1974 and 1980. These files include all major
agreements in effect in the respective years. The major
agreements are limited to those covering more than 1,000
workers. Only those agreements in the manufacturing sector
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(SIC 200 through SIC 399) were used. After editing the data
and limiting the analysis to just those contracts covering pro-
duction workers, the number of contracts available for
analyses were 631 for 1974 and 676 for 1980.

Eight contract provisions were categorized as addressing
the permanent worker displacement issue. They were:
(a) relocation allowances (RELOCATE), (b) transfer rights
(TRANPLT), (c) preferential hiring rights (TRANHIRE),
(d) a combination of b and c (TRANCOMB), (e) severance
pay (SEVRANCE), (f) supplemental unemployment benefits
(SUB), (g) advance notice of plant shutdown (SHUTDWN),
and (h) advance notice of technological change (CHANGE).

The Department of Labor also coded the structure of the
bargaining relationship, single firm-single plant (PLANT),
single firm-multiple plant (MULTI), industry (INDUS),
association (ASSOC); the number of workers covered by the
contract (WORKERS); and the state in which the establish-
ment is located. The state variable was used to segment the
data by region and also to create a variable indicating
whether or not the contract covered workers in a right-to-
work state (RTW).

The structure of the bargaining relationship variables are
primarily control variables, but there is an expected
systematic relationship.' It is expected that multi-employer
agreements result in less favorable agreements than single-
employer agreements. The theoretical arguments lead to an
ambiguous conclusion, but empirical work has shown that
multi-employer outcomes lead to less favorable outcomes for
unions (Kochan and Block 1977). However, if the negotia-
tion is with a single firm, a firmwide agreement rather than a
single plant agreement tends to be more advantageous for
the union because it is not possible for the firm to whipsaw
the union when all or most of the plants of an employer are
covered in the same agreement.
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The expectation for the coefficient of the number of
workers is ambiguous. On the one hand, the greater the
number of workers, the more resources the union is likely to
have access to, which should enhance the union's ability to
negotiate a more favorable bargain. On the other hand,
management resistance to contract provisions may be in-
creased as the number of workers covered increases.

Collective bargaining coverage (COV) at the 3-digit SIC
level, a measure of union bargaining power, was taken from
the estimates developed by Freeman and Medoff (1979).
Their estimates of contract coverage were for 1968-1972
period.

Following Hendricks (1975), collective bargaining
coverage also was measured by three dichotomous variables.
Low coverage was defined as between 0 and 50 percent of the
industry organized. Moderate coverage set the bounds at be-
tween 50 percent and 80 percent of the industry organized,
and the nigh coverage dichotomous variable was assigned to
those industries in which the percent covered by collective
bargaining agreements exceeded 80 percent. The reasoning
underlying this specification is that the relation between
union bargaining power and coverage of industry does not
increase in a smooth and continuous manner. Rather, there
are critical levels of bargaining coverage beyond which a
union's bargaining power changes by a disproportionate
amount.

Changes in production worker employment (GROW74)
and (GROW80) at the 3-digit SIC code for the periods 1967
to 1973 and 1973 to 1979, respectively, were calculated from
Employment and Earnings.' These periods were chosen
because each starting and ending year were near or at the
peak of a cycle of economic activity. Consequently, the
measured change in employment should be reflecting long-
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run structural influences as opposed to short run cyclical
changes.

The probability of plant closure (CLOSE) is calculated as
the ratio of the number of plants that were closed by Fortune
500 firms in the 1970s to the total number of plants at the
start of the decade by 3-digit industries. This ratio was then
multiplied by 100. This value was calculated from a com-
puter printout provided by Roger Schmenner to the author.
Schmenner's data set is based on his survey of Fortune 500
firms (see Schmenner 1982). However, it was not possible to
calculate sepal ;te closure rates for the early part of the
decade and for the latter part. Although the data used in the
analysis is for 3-digit industries, an indication of the varia-
tion in closure rates across 2-digit industries is provided in
table 5.7.1° Closure rates varied from 20 percent of all plants
in the leather and leather products industry to 3.0 perce-- in
petroleum refining.

A variable that is included in several specifications I, the
length of the contract (LENGTH). As the cont.; act length in-
creases, greater risks are assumed byboth sides. One of these
risks is that changed market conditions could place the
establishment and employment security in jeopardy.
Although reopening a contract is possible, it generally re-
quires the agreement of both parties. Thus, it is expected that
more protections would be sought as the length of the con-
tract increases.

Two other variables that were calculated are the degree of
product market concentration at the 3-digit SIC level
(CONC) and the extent of union rivalry (RIVAL). CONC
was calculated as the weighted average value of the percent
of shipments accounted for by the four largest companies in
those 4-digit SIC industries comprising the 3-digit SIC." The
basic data were collected from the Census of Manufactures
for both 1972 wild 1977. CONC also as respecified as a set
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of dichotomous variables where low concentration,
moderate concentration and high concentration were defined
as ratios of 0-40 percent, 40-70 percent and 70-100 percent,
respectively. The expected association between CONC and
the dependent variable is ambiguous. Weiss (1966) asserted
that it should be advantageous for the union to negotiate
with firms in which the degree of product market concentra-
tion is high because these large firms will attempt to buy
public favor by granting more union demands. Levinson
(1967) argued that the large firms characteristic of concen-
trated industries have the financial resources to not grant
union demands, but to incur long strikes.

RIVAL was calculated as the inverse of the number of
unions negotiating major agreements at the 2-digit SIC, and
therefore was derived from the 1974 and 1980 data sets. In-
creases in RIVAL represented increased concentration of
major agreements with one union. The expected relationship
is that as RIVAL rises, more resources are concentrated with
the union, thereby increasing the union's ability to bargain
more effectively.

The measures of employment growth, GROW74,
GROW80, and the probability of closure (CLOSE) are in-
dicators of expected job security. If employment in the in-
dustry declines, it may signify the increased probability that
the establishment may close in the future, which should
prompt the union to place provisions concerning closure as
priority bargaining goals." If a larger percent of plants close
within an industry, it may indicate a structural shift such as
increased foreign competition, which places all firms at risk.
As indicated above, senior workers are not protected from
job loss resulting from plant closure and the goals of senior
workers tend to receive greater weights in the-formation of
union bargaining goals.
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Table 5.7
Percentage of Plants Closed in Manufacturing Industries

in tile 1970s by Fortune 500 Firms

Industry
Number of Number Percentage

plants closed closed

Food & Kindred Products (20) 2,174 222 10.2
Tobacco Manufacturers (21) 32 1 3.1
Textile Mill Products (22) 383 36 9.4
Apparel (:e3) 267 24 9.0
Lumber & Wood Products (24) 401 30 7.5
Furniture & Fixtures (25) 183 23 12.6
Paper & Allied Products (26) 907 60 6.6
Printing & Publishing (27) 258 15 5.8
Chemicals & Allied Products (28) 1,739 119 6.8
Petroleum Refining (29) 397 12 3.0
Rubber Products (30) 494 38 7.7
Leather & Leather Products (31) 80 16 20.0
Stone, Clay, Glass

& Concrete Products (32) 648 44 6.8
Primary Metals Industries (33) 603 49 8.1
Fabricated Metal Products (34) 947 89 9.5
Machinery, Except Electrical (35) 1,056 75 7.1
Electrical Machinery (36) 965 85 8.8
Transportation Equipment (37) 607 37 6.1
Scientific Instruments (38) 326 23 7.1
Miscellaneous Manufacturing (39) 212 23 10.8

SOURCE: Calculations based on computer printout provided by Roger Schmenner,
August 16, 1983.

NOTE: Two-digit SIC code in parentheses.

The concern with right-to-work status of the state is it
reflects that the division of political power between manage-
ment and unions favors management, and that there are
limits on unions' access to resources. All of these would sug-
gest that the ability to obtain protections would be limited in
these states.

The provisions were grouped into three categories and in-
dices were developed for each category. An overall index
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also was calculated based on the eight provisions for each
contract. Each provision was weighted equally in the con-
struction of each index. The value of each index ranges be-
tween 0 and 100. The first index, INDEX1, is constructed
from RELOCATE, TRANPLT, TRANHIRE and TRAN-
COMB. The second index, INDEX2, is constructed from
SEVRANCE and SUB. The third index, INDEX3, is con-
structed from SHUTDWN and CHANGE. INDEX4 is con-
structed from all eight provisions. Indices of bargaining pro-
visions have been used by other researchers, most notably
Gerhart (1976) and Kochan and Block (1977)."

The associations are estimated using ordinary least squares
(OLS) multiple regression analysis. Although OLS violates
the assumptions of the best linear unbiased estimator, the
estimates are consistent, and 'since the relationships primarily
are associative and not necessarily causal, statistical
significance rather than the exact marginal change is of
greater interest. Furthermore, it has been shown that the ini-
provement in the reliability of the estimates using alternate
techniques such as logit or probit can be limited. (Werner,
Wend ling and Budde 1979)

Results

First Hrlotliesis: This hypothesis concerns whether the in-
cidence 01 contract provisions addressing permanen", job
dislocation is directly related to negative employment growth
in the industry in which the contract is negotiated. The key
variables for testing this hypothesis are the percentage
changes in production worker employment between 1967
and 1974 (GROW74), and between 1973 and 1979
(GROW80), respectively, in the three-digit industry. (It
4,111111i4 I1$3 lit-11-P0 limit contracts covering establishments in
more than one state, interstate agreements, have been ex-
cluded from this phase of the analysis.)
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The results for 1974 are listed in table 5.8 and the 1980
results are presented in table 5.9. Mean values and standard
deviations for the variables are reported in table 5.10. The
estimating equations explain only a relatively small percent-
age of the variation in the incidence of the contract provi-
sions. As shown in table 5.8, the R-squared value ranges
from .144 for INDEX1relocation allowances, transfer
rightsto .029 for INDEX3--advance notice of plant shut-
down and technological change. GROW74 is of the
hypothesized sign and statistically significant at conventional
levels when INDEX3 and INDEX4 are the dependent
variables for the 1974 analysis. Other findings of note are
that collective bargaining coverage (COY) is positive and
statistically significant for three of the tests, and the same
finding holds for the number of workers covered
(WORKERS). Thus the incidence of these provisions in con-
tracts is strongly related to decreasing employment oppor-
tunities, size of the bargaining unit and collective bargaining
coverage of the industry (union bargaining power).

The results for 1980 differed considerably, as is evident in
table 5.9. GROW80 was not statistically significant in any of
the analyses. Instead, variations in the incidence of plant
closure provisions tended to be related to size of the bargain-
ing unit, union bargaining power and the absence of rivals
for the union. Perhaps as interesting a result is that the right-
to-work dichotomous variable is not statistically significant
in three of the four estimates. The presence of a right-to-
work law usually is taken as a signal of a less favorable at-
titude towards unions. Yet, there does not appear to be a dif-
ference in bargained outcomes relating to plant closure
depending on the presence or absence of a right-to-work law.
Thus, on the basis of this analysis, there was only limited
response to changed employment opportunities, and that
response disappeared in the latter part of the 1970s.
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Table 5.8
Determinants of the Incidence of Plant Closure Provisions

in Major Collectively Bargained Contracts, 1974
(standard errors in parentheses)

Independent
variables

Dependent variable

INDEX! INDEX2 INDEX3 INDEX4

GROW74 -.033 -.074 -.102* -.060*
(.033) (.081) (.059) (.035)

RIVAL -.011 .134 .110 .055
(.044) (.109) (.080) (.047)

CONC74 .057* .099 .031 .061
(.034) (.084) (.061) (.036)

COV .055* .312* -.027 .099*
(.027) (.068) (.050) (.029)

WORKERS (100s) .037* .100* -.014 .040*
(.015) (.038) (.028) (.016)

RTW -3.860* -11.113* -.650 -4.871*
(1.420) (3.521) (--.576) (1.516)

PLANT 2.009 -6.130 -5.792* -1.975
(1.792) (4.441) (3.249) (1.912)

MULTI 10.844* -8.504* .554 3.434
(1.978) (4.903) (3.588) (2.111)

INDUS 1.396 -10.023 3.599 -.908
(3.233) (8.013) (5.864) (3.451)

INTERCEPT -2.837 6.830 14.122 3.819

R-Squared .144 .085 .029 05

N 556

Statistically significant at .10 percent level (two-tailed test).
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Table 5.9
Determinants of the Incidence of Plant Closure Provisions

in Major Collectively Bargained Contracts, 1980
(standard errors in parentheses)

Independent
variables

Dependent variable

INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 INDEX4

GROW80 .076 -.140 -.081 -.017
(.052) (.111) (.082) (.050)

RIVAL -.005 .221* .526* .189*
(.055) (.118) (.087) (.053)

CONC80 .030 .165* -.113* .028
(.038) (.081) (.059) (.036)

COV .051* .260* -.004 .089*
(.031) (.067) (.050) (.030)

WORKERS (100s) .068* .093* .042 .068*
(.022) (.047) (.034) (.021)

RTW -1.091 -7.443* 1.952 -1.918
(1.599) (3.415) (2.516) (1.549)

PLANT 3.044 -3.594 1.072 .891

(2.095) (4.477) (3.298) (2.030)

MULTI 8.585* -1.215 4.394 5.087
(2.250) (4.808) (3.542) (2.180)

INDUS 7.502* -.893 9.584* 5.924
(3.648) (7.794) (5.742) (3.534)

INTERCEPT -1.437 -1.405 6.134 1.416

R-Squared .074 .070 .093 .080

N 561

Statistically significant at .10 percent level (two-tailed test).
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Table 5.10
Mean Values and Standard Deviations of Variables

1974 and 1980
(standard deviations in parentheses)

Variables

Year

1974 1980

GROW74, GROW80 -8.62
(16.57)

2.03
(12.28)

CLOSE 7.90 7.90
(4.57) (4.74)

RIVAL 13.58 13.58
(12.45) (11.91)

COV 69.87 71.25
(22.23) (22.50)

WORKERS (100s) 25.61 22.47
(35.48) (28.24)

CONC74, CONC80 37.52 37.90
(17.88) (18.30)

RTW .18 .20
(.39) (.40)

PLANT .61 .60
(.48) (.48)

MULTI .21 .21
(.40) (.41)

INDUS .03 .03
(.18) (.18)

INDEXI 6.92 8.91
(13.47) (14.96)

INDEX2 28.86 28.07
(32.30) (31.91)

INDEX3 11.24 11.76
(22.94) (23.80)

INDEX4 13.48 14.41
(14.06) (14.55)

Number of contracts 556 561
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The most interesting results relate to INDEX3, the
measurement of the incidence of advance notice of shut-
downs or technological change. These provisions probably
have been the most frequently mentioned in policy discus-
sions of plant closure. They also most directly address the
question of management rights." The equation, particularly
for 1974, explains a very small percentage of the total varia-
tion. The industry's growth rate was negatively related to the
frequency as hypothesized; but union bargaining power was
not statistically significant. Thus, there is very little insight
into what features of the bargaining relationships or en-
vironments have resulted in approximately 15 percent of the
contracts containing these provisions.

Second Hypothesis: This hypothesis addresses whether the
incidence of contract provisions relating to plant closure is
positively related to variations in the rate of plant closures
across industries. Recall that the closure rates reported in
table 5.7 ranged from 3.0 percent in the petroleum industry
to 20.0 percent in the leather and leather products industry.
Closure rates vary by industry because changes in consumer
demands, foreign competition and other factors associated
with structural change do not affect all industries to the same
degree.

The percent of plants closed by Fortune 500 firms by
3-digit industry (CLOSE) was substituted for the employ-
ment growth measures in the estimating equation of the four
indices. The results for 1974 and 1980 are reported in table
5.11 and table 5.12, respectively.

CLOSE is not statistically significant in any of the
specifications, and the sign generally is negative, which is
counter to expectations. The statistical insignificance of
CLOSE is quite surprising. The frequency of plant closure in
the industry should be a reasonably good indicator of the "at
risk" potential for the workers and the bargaining unit.
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Table 5.11
Determinants of the Incidence of Plant Closure Provisions

in Major Collectively Bargained Contracts, 1974
(standard errors in parentheses)

Independent
variables

Dependent variable

INDEX! INDEX2 INDEX3 INDEX4

CLOSE -.164 .265 -.090 -.171
(.121) (.302) (.221) (.130)

RIVAL -.014 .124 .092 .047
(.043) (.108) (.079) (.046)

CONC74 .049 .086 .030 .053
(.034) (.086) (.060) (.037)

COV .050* .302* -.034 .092*
(.027) (.068) (.050) (.029)

WORKERS (100s) .040* .106* -.007 .045*
(.015) (.038) (.028) (.016)

RTW -3.678* -10.749* -.268 -4.593*
(1.416) (3.513) (2.576) (1.514)

PLANT 2.305 -5.595 -5.403* -1.596
(1.795) (4.452) (3.266) (1.919)

MULTI 11.140* -7.925 1.124 3.870*
(1.973) (4.894) (3.590) (2.109)

INDUS 1.899 -9.138 4.168 -.292
(3.242) (8.040) (5.898) (3.466)

INTERCEPT -1.153 9.570 15.117 2.740

R-Squared .145 .085 .024 .103

N 556

Statistically significant at .10 percent level (two-tailed test).
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Table 5.12
Determinants of the Incidence of Plant Closure Provisions

in Major Collectively Bargained Contracts, 1980
(standard errors in parentheses)

Independent
variables

Dependent variable

INDEX! INDEX2 INDEX3 INDEX4

CLOSE -.089 .121 -.161 -.055
(.142) (.303) (.223) (.137)

RIVAL -.006 .242* .532* .190*
(.055) (.118) (.086) (.053)

CONC80 .023 .175 -.124* .024
(.039) (.084) (.062) (.038)

COV .050 .259* -.012 .087*
(.032) (.068) (.050) (.031)

WORKERS (100s) .070* .088* .041 .067*
(.022) (.047) (.034) (.021)

RTW -1.268 -7.081* 2.354 -1.816
(1.596) (3.409) (2.510) (1.544)

PLANT 3.666* -4.701 .622 .813
(2.069) (4.418) (3.252) (2.000)

MULTI 8.994* -1.963 3.982 5.002*
(2.237) (4.779) (3.518) (2.164)

INDUS 7.879* 1.418 10.170* 6.127*
(3.694) (7.890) (5.808) (3.573)

INTERCEPT -.601 1.417 8.457 2.167

R-Squared .071 .068 .092 .080

N 561

'Statistically significant at .10 percent level (two-tailed test).
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Perhaps, the risk of closure must be more immediate, such
as a closure in the same county or another plant of the same
company in order for statistically significant variations to
emerge. On the other hand, even though there was variation
in the risk of closure in the 1970s, the absolute rate, 8.0 per-
cent for the entire decade, may not have been significant
enough to make unions and workers consider it a critical
issue. Inflation or workplace safety and health may have
been more pressing issues.

The sizes, signs and statistical significance of the coeffi-
cients of the other variables parallel those when employment
growth was the key variable. Specifically, collective bargain-
ing coverage and workers are positive and statistically
significant when INDEX1, INDEX2 and INDEX4 are the in-
dependent variable. RTW is negative and statistically signifi-
cant in three of the estimates. The findings for 1980 corres-
pond very closely to those reported above.

Third Hypothesis: This hypothesis concerns the use of
union bargaining power to obtain contractual protections.
Bargaining power entails both union coverage of the in-
dustry's workforce (COV) and rivalry among the industry's
unions (RIVAL). As indicated in table 5.8 and table 5.9, the
extent of bargaining coverage is a positive and significant
determinant of the frequency of these provisions in the
negotiated agreements. For the 1974 analyses, RIVAL is not
a determinant, but becomes positive and statistically signifi-
cant in three of the equations for 1980.

An alternate version of the union bargaining power
hypothesis, particularly as it relates to the differences in the
bargaining environment between states that do have right-to-
work laws and those that do not, is that two unions, the
United Auto Workers (AUTO) and the United Steel Workers
(STEEL), possess sufficient strength to obtain their demands
irrespective of the bargaining environment. Both unions
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have organized major plants throughout the United States.
Two new dichotomous variables have been specified. The
first, AUTO, takes on the value 1 if the contract is

negotiated by the United Auto Workers. The second,
STEEL, takes on the value 1 if the contract is negotiated by
the United Steel Workers. The contracts also are segmented
by right-to-work status of the state in which the organized
establishment is located and separate analyses are con-
ducted. The results are reported in table 5.13 through table
5.16.

The analyses for 1974 are reported in tables 5.13 and 5.14,
with the contracts covering establishments in RTW states
analyzed in table 5.13. As expected, the coefficients of
AUTO and STEEL are positive and statistically significant
in three of the four estimates covering contracts in states
where there is no right-to-work law. However, contrary to
eApect?.tions, these two variables are not significant predic-
tors of contractual outcomes of contracts covering
establishments in right-to-work states.

The importance of these two unions in those states without
RTW statutes is evident in table 5.14. Both AUTO and
STEEL are statistically significant and positive for INDEX1,
INDEX2 and INDEX4 in 1974. The impact on the frequency
of the provisions also is greater for STEEL than AUTO.
There are two somewhat surprising findings reported in table
5.14. First, there is the absence of a statistically significant
relationship between GROW74 and variations in the indices.
The second one is the lack of explanatory power of both
AUTO and STEEL in INDEX3. These provisions simply
may not have been bargaining goals for these unions, or they
may not have been evaluated to be worth the necessary
tradeoff. The analysis was repeated for 1980. The results
were very similar to those for 1974. Although not reported
here, they are available from the author.
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Table 5.13
Determinants of the Incidence of Plant Closure Provisions

Covering Establishments in Right-To-Work States
in Major Collective Bargaining Contracts, 1974

(standard errors ;:n parentheses)

Independent
variables

Dependent variable

INDEXI INDEX2 INDEX3 INDEX4

GRONA /4 -.023 -.200 -.196 -.111*
(.052) (.174) (.134) (.066)

WORKERS (100s) .092 .172 -.085 .067
(.060) (.201) (.155) (.076)

PLANT .200 -37.709 8.649 -7.164
(8.260) (27.641) (21.247) (10.471)

MULTI 7.544 -33.764 11.776 -1.724
(8.494) (20.424) (21.850) (10.768)

AUTO 10.128* 8.641 -2.251 6.661
(3.459) (11.575) (8.898) (4.385)

STEEL 4.501* 16.166* -9.919 3.812
(2.492) (8.340) (6.411) (3.159)

INTERCEPT -.705 50.396 3.064 13.012

R-Squared .195 .068 .058 .102

N 104

'Statistically significant at .10 percent level (two-tailcd test).
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Table 5.14
Determinants of the Incidence of Plant Closure Provisions

Covering Establishments in States Without Right-To-Work Laws
in Major Collective 'dargaMing Agreements, 1974

(standard errors ii parentheses)

Independent
variables

Dependent variable

INDEX! INDEX2 INDEX3 INDEX4

GROW74 -.043 -.055 -.061 -.051
(.037) (.087) (.066) (.039)

WORKERS (100s) .035* .104* .015 .040*
(.016) (.038) (.029) (.017)

PLANT 2.110 -3.344 -7.048* -1.542
(1.660) (3.841) (2.919) (1.216)

MULTI 10.991* -7.340 -.009 3.658*
(1.932) (4.471) (3.398) (1.997)

AUTO 5.304* 17.895* 3.655 8.039*
(2.403) (5.560) (4.226) (2.484)

STEEL 7.268* 35.140* -2.087 11.897*
(1.850) (4.281) (3.254) (1.912)

INTERCEPT 1.611 25.236 15.946 11.101

R-Squared .151 .156 .026 .124

N 452

Statistically significant at .10 percent level (two-tailed test).
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Table 5.15
Determinants of the Incidence of Plant Closure Provisions

Covering Establishments in RightToWork States
in Major Collective Bargaining Contracts, 1980

(standard errors in parentheses)

Independent
variables

Dependent variable

INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 INDEX4

GROW80 .223 -.271 -.502* -.081
(.137) (.274) (.252) (.131)

RIVAL .026 .020 .644* .153
(.099) (.198) (.182) (.095)

CONC2 4.245 10.585* -2.852 4.055
(3.055) (6.107) (5.614) (2.922)

CONC3 -.166 22.090* -19.120* .659
(5.710) (11.413) (10.493) (5.461)

COV2 -1.251 23.085* 23.799* 10.845*
(4.972) (9.939) (9.137) (4.755)

COV3 -3.713 21.300* 20.658* 8.652*
(4.473) (8.941) (8.219) (4.278)

WORKERS (100s) .053 .091 -.128 .017
(.094) (.189) (.173) (.090)

LENGTH -.020 .052 -.061 -.012
(.024) (.049) (.045) (.023)

PLANT 5.137 -28.932 23.762 1.276
(13.879) (27.740) (25.502) (13.274)

MULTI 11.411 -20.876 26.359 7.076
(14.255) (28.490) (26.191) (13.633)

INDUS**

INTERCEPT 2.953 22.611 -29.944 -.356

R-Squared .094 .!82 .184 .122
N 113

Statistically significant at .10 percent level (two-tailed test).
**No industry wide agreements existed in RTW states in the 1980 contract file.
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Table 5.16
Determinants of the Incidence of Plant Closure Provisions

Covering Establishments in States Without Right-To-Work Laws
in Major Collective Bargaining Agreements, 1980

(standard errors in parentheses)

Independent
variables

Dependent variable

INDEX! INDEX INDEX3 INDEX4

GROW80 .051 -.122 -.042 -.015
(.060) (.128) (.089) (.057)

RIVAL .027 .219 .483* .189*
(.070) (.149) (.105) (.067)

CONC2 -.736 4.675 -4.649* -2.699*
(1.710) (3.651) (2.561) (1.650)

CONC3 -.579 11.397* -3.446 1.697
(2.844) (6.075) (4.261) (2.746)

COV2 2.635 1.128 -3.405 .748
(2.038) (4.352) (3.053) (1.967)

COV3 4.429* 11.774* -3.470 4.290*
(2.120) (4.529) (3.177) (2.047)

WORKERS (100s) .068* .100* .049 .071*
(.023) (.050) (.035) (.022)

LENGTH .000 .146* -.012 .033
(.040) (.087) (.061) (.039)

PLANT 3.594 -.595 .863 1.864
(2.254) (4.814) (3.377) (2.176)

MULTI 9.198* 2.028 4.867 6.323*
(2.431) (5.192) (3.642) (2.347)

INDUS 7.352* .204 9.468* 6.094*
(3.754) (8.018) (5.625) (3.624)

INTERCEPT .008 13.954 6.574 5.136

R-Squared .078 .073 .997 .090

N 448

Statistically significant at .10 percent level (two-tailed test).
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The inability to explain variations in the inclusion of ad-
vance notice provisions in these contracts is frustrating.
Traditional determinants of bargained outcomes are not ef-
fective. But this inability may explain why advance notice of
plant closure has been the frontispiece of numerous
legislative proposals. The bargaining power of unions may
be insufficient to obtain this provision through contract
negotiations, and therefore they are seeking this protection
through legislations.

Fourth Hypothesis: This hypothesis addresses the dif-
ferences in bargaining outcomes that may arise in states with
right-to-work laws relative to those outcomes in states
without right-to-work laws. Although the coefficient of the
RTW variable is negative in all equations in table 5.8 and
table 5.9, it is statistically significant in only one instance in
1980. The surprising feature is that it is insignificant since the
existence of a RTW statute is seen as an indicator that
employers have significantly greater political power than
unions. Thus, it is expected that this distribution of power
would hold in the bargaining relationship, particularly for
provisions that may impinge on management rights.

The analyses for 1980 are provided in table 5.15 and table
5.16. The analysis for 1974 is not reported here. The
measures of union bargaining power tend to be positive and
statistically significant in over half of the estimates covering
establishments in right-to-work states. However, there is a
lack of consistency in the relative values of COV2 and COV3
in table 5.15. Specifically, COV2 tends to be greater than
COV3, whereas the normal expectation is the converse. This
may represent a measurement error problem since the
estimates of contract coverage are from 1968-1972 and those
estimates may no longer be representative of more recent
conditions. It also may simply indicate moderately organized
industries have pursued these nonwage provisions.
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In states without right-to-work laws, the influence of the
product marker concentration measures is not predictable.
However, COV3 and RIVAL emerge as statistically signifi-
cant determinants in several of the estimates. GROW80 is
not a significant determinant in this set of estimates.

Summary

These estimates do not indicate that workers and firms "at
risk of closure" have moved toward protections and solu-
tions through the bargained contract. The regression
estimates show that contractual outcomes became less sen-
sitive to changes in employment, and instead became more
dependent on the bargaining power of the union in 1980
relative to 1974. Even more surprising, however, was the
lack of statistical significance of the frequency of closure in
the industry as a determinant of successful negotiations over
these provisions. Furthermore, the results were not consis-
tent. Variables that were significant in one time period were
not in the following one, or vice versa. This lack of
robustness raises severe doubts whether the negotiations are
sufficiently deterministic.

There are a number of factors which may have contributed
to the disappointing findings. First, the cross-sectional
analysis of the incidence of provisions may have obscured
the changes that did take place. It would have been desirable
to track individual contracts from one period to the next, so
that the analysis could have been conducted on the actual
changes in the contract, but this was not possible. Second, it
was not possible to measure other bargaining outcomes that
occurred in the same negotiations. Thus, no estimate could
be made of the actual tradeoff that may have been required
to obtain plant closure provisions.

A troubling feature of the analysis is the very low ex-
planatory power of the equations for variations in INDEX3,
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the advance notice provisions. The issue of advance notice of
plant closure has been one of the most hotly debated topics
in the plant closure debate. Is it a question of bargaining goal
determination, or of employer resistance to granting this
provision? Making this protection the frontispiece of
legislative proposals simply may be a response to the inabili-
ty to obtain it directly in negotiations.

One conclusion that seems quite tenable is that significant
bargaining power is required to obtain plant closure contrac-
tual protections in RTW states. However, there are restric-
tions on this conclusion because when two of the most
powerful unions were entered explicitly in the specification,
AUTO and STEEL, their coefficients generally were not
statistically significant. Combining this latter finding with
the generally low explanatory power of these equaticns sug-
gests that we do not have a good understanding of these
negotiations and outcomes. Of course, it may simply be the
problem mentioned above: union bargaining goals do not
necessarily become contract provisions.

NOTES

I. The data set available limits some of the questions that can be asked in

this monograph about the presence or absence of these provisions in a
contract. Several interesting hypotheses could include the following:
first, it is expected that workers in local labor markets where employ-
ment alternatives are limited would tend to pursue relocation/transfer
right provisions; second, it is expected that relocation/transfer right pro-
visions would be more prevalent where union-management relations
have been "good"; and finally, it is expected that bargaining units that
are dominated by young and more mobile workers would be more likely
to negotiate relocation/transfer right provisions.

2. The "free-rider" problem is when individuals receive the benefit of
some collective activity, but do not pay to support the collective activity.
For example, the nonpayment of union dues by individuals covered by a
collective bargaining contract is a free-rider problem.
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3. The frequencies in both 1974 and 1980 of the plant closure provisions
are as follows:

PROVISION
1974

percent
1980

percent

SUB 22 26

SEVRANCE 39 38

RELOCATE 8 11

TRANPLT 15 19

TRANHIRE 5 7

TRANCOMB 7 3

SHUTDWN 14 15

CHANGE 10 11

Number of Contracts 631 676

4. To ensure comparability, the set of states having right-to-work laws in
1974 were used throughout the analysis. New Hampshire was not includ-
ed because it does not have a specific right-to-work statute.

5. This assumes that these provisions represent primarily union imposed
constraints on management rights. This secihs like a reasonable assump-
tion for most of these provisions.

6. See Audrey Freedman (1978). She wrote: "Still it seems axiomatic that
as an individual job hunter's chances in the open labor market worsen,
job security becomes more important." (p. 67)

7. Newman (1983) has demonstrated that the favorable economic growth
consequences of right-to-work laws are not purely a Southern
phenomenon.

8. There is a simultaneity question with the structure of bargaining rela-
tionship variables. Specifically, Hendricks and Kahn (1982) determined
that the actual structure used is a -- function of-industry and--union
characteristics.

9. Although the demarcation is necessitated by the data sets, it also is
fortuitous given that Lilien (1982) has suggested that the structural shift
accelerated after 1973.

10. Three-digit closure rates are available on request from the author.

11. The 3-digit concentration ratio was calculated as follows:

CONCi = E (CONii) VSii

i =1 VS.
,,,
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where

CC)NCJ = concentration ratio in the jth 3-digit industry.

CONi = percent of shipments accounted for by the 4 largest firms in
in the ith 4-digit industry of the jth 3-digit industry.

VSi = Value of shipments of all firms in the ith 4-digit industry of the
jth 3-digit industry.

VSJ.= Value of shipments of all firms in the jth 3-digit industry.

12. Cappelli (1983) used two other measures to address a related concept,
variations in the demand for union labor. He used the trend in import
penetration in the particular industry and the trend in union coverage in
the particular industry. The trend in union coverage is a more direct
measure of the pressure on the union sector to attempt to stabilize
employment demand. For example, employment growth could be stable,
but the unionized sector could be declining in number and the non-
unionized sector could be increasing in number. Since the emphasis is on
overall change, however, employment growth will continue to be used.

13. Using equal weights implies that each provision is equally desirable
or effective. This is a tenuous assumption, particularly when only eight
provisions are involved and may be partially responsible for the results
that follow.

14. A series of regressions were run incorporating whether the bargained
agreement included a management rights clause. The coefficient on this
variable was not statistically significant.
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Synthesis
Chapter 6 and Conclusions

The principal economic impact of plant closure on
workers is the earnings loss that they may experience. First,
there is the direct earnings loss due job loss. Second, there is
the initial reduction in wages because the available oppor-
tunities simply do not pay as much as the former job. Third,
the earnings profile of the worker may be reduced because
his/her career has been disrupted. Another type of loss is the
deferred compensation the firm may owe its workers, but
which is never paid because the plant closes.

The deferred compensation arises from compensation
schedules that pay junior workers less than the value of their
marginal product and pay senior workers more than the
value of their marginal prothict. There is nothing inherently
wrong with such a schedule. However, if some event occurs
that interferes with the worker being employed until the
deferred compensation has been paid back, this unpaid
deferred compensation may establish an obligation from the
firm to its workers beyond the closure. This may represent a
classic case of social costs since the firm's action imposes
costs on people not party to the decision. The question is:
Can collective bargaining play a role in minimizing social
costs while promoting greater productive capacity?

Collective bargaining and plant closure are linked in three
ways. First, judicial interpretations of the National Labor
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Relations Act (NLRA) have held that the employer must
negotiate with the union over the effects of closing a plant,
the closing bargain. Second, the current judicial interpreta-
tion is that there is no duty to bargain over the decision to
close one plant of a multiplant operation. There are,
however, certain ambiguities in this interpretation that limit
its applicability. Third, a union and an employer may use the
formal bargaining process to negotiate contract provisions
covering plant closure.

To understand and evaluate the role that collective
bargaining could play, both the case law that has evolved in
the formulation of the judicial interpretations and the actual
contract provisions negotiated in major collective bargaining
agreements have been examined. Coincident with the
analysis of the case law, several rules and procedures, which
have been suggested to expedite the determination of
whether there is a duty to bargain over the decision, also
have been studied.

The examination of the judicial interpretation of the duty
to bargain found several troublesome areas. First, substan-
tive labor law has been formulated in the plant closure area
based on cases in which the parties to the dispute had not
negotiated a formal contract. The closure occurred almost
on the heels of the union winning the representation election.
Thus, a determination has been made on the efficacy of col-
lective bargaining resolving an issue even_though_the parties
have never bargained. As pointed out in the text, the most re-
cent U.S. Supreme Court ruling on this issue occurred in
First National Maintenance Corporation v. National Labor
Relations Board, a case in which the parties did not have an
established bargaining relationship.

Second, there has been an overriding concern with the ter-
minology used in cases of displacement rather than with the
outcome. For example, subcontracting has been differen-
tiated from replacing existing employees with independent
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contractors. The outcome has been the same, the process
very similar, but the duty to bargain over the decision dif-
fers. A similar demarcation is occurring between plant
closure and relocation. In both instances a facility is closed,
and the reason for closure may be quite similarthe firm is
no longer competitive at the locationbut the case law treats
these quite differently.

The case law draws the marked distinction between the
rights and privileges of the owners of physical capital as op-
posed to the rights and privileges of the owners of human
capital. Human capital is not positioned equally with
physical capital in its ability to respond to economic change.
However, giving priority to the owners of human capital in
all situations would move us to a system of property rights in
jobs, which is not necessarily desirable. As was stated in
Adams Dairy, "union membership is not a guarantee against
legitimate or justifiable discharge or discharge motivated by
economic necessity." What is necessary is a balancing be-
tween the rights of the owners of physical capital and human
capital. Collective bargaining may be uniquely positioned to
conduct this balancing test.

The major concerns over the use of collective bargaining
to mitigate the plant closure problem are establishing criteria
which (a) require bargaining only in those instances in which
the circumstances suggest a positive probability of success,
and ( b)_introduce_certainty_into the process as_to _who_ must
bargain and what shall constitute good faith bargaining.
Perhaps, however, there has been more concern than war-
ranted about not requiring bargaining in low probability
cases. Recall that there were 619 plant closings in 1982, a
year in which the economy was mired in a recession. The
relatively infrequent nature of plant closing increases the at-
tractiveness of collective bargaining as a policy alternative.

Formal collective bargaining already occurs over plant
closure,. °rat least, over provisions to minimize the effects of
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closure. Contractual provisions that have been negotiated in-
clude severance pay, supplemental unemployment benefits,
relocation allowances, transfer or preferential hiring rights,
and advance notice in case of shutdown or major
technological change. The concern from the policy perspec-
tive is whether management and labor have used formal con-
tract negotiations to obtain protections and to develop solu-
tions for workers and firms "at risk of closure."

The results of the econometric analysis of major collective
bargaining agreements (631 contracts in 1974 and 676 con-
tracts in 1980) did not find that work.- c, at risk were obtain-
ing these protections. Variation in closure rates by industry
was not a significant determinant of variations in contractual
outcomes. Instead, the regression estimates showed that the
contractual outcomes became less sensitive to changes in
employment, and instead became more dependent on the
bargaining power of the union in 1980 relative to 1974. The
results also were not consistent. This lack of robustness
(a) pointed out the difficulty of modeling some processes
and outcomes, and (b) raised doubts about whether formal
negotiations could be relied on to accommodate these
disruptions.

Therefore, amending the National Labor Relations Act's
definition of mandatory topics of bargaining under "terms
and other conditions of employment" to include bargaining
over the decision to close may be one policy alternative for
the plant closure dilemma. There are positive and negative
aspects of this approach. The most obvious negative aspect is
that the NLRA covers only those plants and workplaces
where employees have elected a bargaining agent. Since plant
closures are not restricted to unionized plants, protection
will not be afforded in all instances. However, workers in
nonunionized facilities generally are not protected by the
provisions of the National Labor Relations Act. Although
this lack of coverage is problematic, it is not fatal.

15
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A positive feature of using the NLRA is that coverage is
uniform throughout the United States. As mentioned earlier,
two states have statutes placing obligations on employers in
the event of closure, legislation has been proposed in many
other states, and the National Employment Priorities Act
(H.R. 2847) has been introduced in the U.S. Congress.
However, state-by-state adoption of legislation would only
increase the competition among the states. Kochan (1979)
wrote:

those states most interested in stemming the tide of
plant closings and job loss are most likely to act,
but by doing so, may further increase the incentives
of businesses to locate in the southern states that do
not pass this type of legislation (p. 19).

'Unions may find fault v. Lth this approach because they wilt
be expected to use up their bargaining capital in order to ob-
tain the protections that they would prefer be provided
through legislation. The greater the number of areas
prescribed by governmental regulation, the more bargaining
power can be concentrated in other areas. Management also
may disagree with the proposal because it places a greater
burden on them than currently required. Given the unique
circumstance of each workplace and the preferences of
workers, collective bargaining may be ideally suited to
developing solutions to this problem. Regulation and
bargaining are both designed to get employers and unions to
do something they do not want to do and, therefore, to a
degree they are substitute policies.

What is being considered is a policy that neither manage-
ment nor labor prefers. But perhaps that is the only type of
policy possible. "The political problem is to shift the focus
of public discussion away from the fruitless search for
painless solutions to question of how costs of adjustment
can be allocated in the most equitable way." (Martin 1983,
p. 105)
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The proposal of this monograph attempts to permit
bargaining to minimize the earnings loss of workers while ex-
ploring more profitable opportunities for the firm. The pro-
posal is based on Coase's (1971) concept of minimizing
social cost while maximizing the value of production. As
always, the difficulty is making an abstract concept opera-
tional. The following per se rule and implementation pro-
cedures are proposed.

1. Firms are required to notify the NLRB and the union of
the plan to close one part of an operation or to relocate.
This notice should contain a detailed explanation of the
reasons for closure and financial data as appropriate.

2. The NLRB quickly determines whether bargaining
might be fruitful using the criteria established in
Brooks-Scanlon: whether the reasons for closure are
beyond the control of the parties to the collective
bargaining agreement.

3. Information bargaining occurs in those instances where
it is determined that bargaining might be fruitful.

4. Based on the information provided, the NLRB, the
union or bargaining unit, and the firm determine
whether further bargaining is appropriate.

5. Bargaining continues in those instances where two of
the three (the NLRB, the union or bargaining unit, and
the firm) think progress is being made and/or a solution
is possible, but for no more than 90 days after the initial
notice.

6. If bargaining has been in good faith, but no agreement
is reached within the time period, the firm is free to pro-
ceed with its action.

7. The firm is required to bargain over the effects.

This proposal has the basic premise that management and
_labor will want to obtain a bargain that leads to profitable_
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operations and is the best alternative in the labor market. If
the concessions necessary to maintain profitable operations
require wage cuts greater than necessary as dictated by
market alternatives, no agreement will or should be reached.
If operations as profitable as the alternative can be achieved,
'management will and should stay at the existing plant. If no
agreement is possible within the parameters, effects bargain-
ing can be used to obtain the deferred compensation.

Wachter and Wascher's (1983) examination of the displac-
ed worker problem led them to conclude that the earnings
losses experienced by displaced workers can be avoided only
by avoiding job loss in the first place. Job specific skills,
seniority pay and union differentials all result in wages above
the alternatives available in the market. Job training, special
assistance programs or employment vouchers are unlikely to
generate employment opportunities at previous wage levels.
Since public controls, such as direct employment protection,
impose significant costs on the overall economy, Wachter
and Wascher suggest collective bargaining initiatives trading
wage premiums for enhanced job security.

The proposal of this monograph is in the same spirit as
their conclusion. Neither management nor labor have perfect
foresight. Formal negotiations every two or three years can-
not accommodate all contingencies. Equity considerations
suggest that workers be afforded the opportunity to
minimize earnings and/or job loss. Recognizing that doing
so also imposes costs on employers, the proposal has been
structured to be flexible and to expedite the bargaining pro-
cess.

Recuiring decision bargaining is only one element, but a
major one, of a comprehensive policy toward the plant
closure problem. Bargaining will not result in preserving jobs
in all instances. Other programs need to be in place to assist
workers when closure is the only alternative. But in devising
programs, consideration must be given to the "managerial,
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institutional and political factors that determine the effec-
tiveness of policies in practice." (Bacow 1980, p. 132) Ex-
pansive legislative proposals that prescribe the behavior of
firms intending to close are not consistent with the
managerial, institutional and political constructs of our
economic system. Instead, states have started to turn away
from the regulatory initiatives and have been developing
assistance programs for displaced workers, such as job
clubs, job fairs and retraining programs.

It is important not to stop just with assistance programs
for displaced workers. There are other institutions in place
which, with minor changes, could become flexible enough to
smooth the adjustment to economic change. One is the tax
deductibility of training costs associated with developing a
new skill. Given the adjustment problems of human capital
in the presence of economic change, it is incongruous that in-
vestments to deepen one's human capital in an obsolete skill
are deductible for federal income tax purposes whereas in-
vestments to broaden one's human capital and develop new
skills are not deductible. Another change would be permit-
ting workers to obtain training while receiving unemploy-
ment compensation. (It should be noted that this is permitted
in some states under certain circumstances.) Since the
unemployment insurance system is funded by employer con-
tributions, it would seem appropriate that these funds be us-
ed to support retraining efforts necessitated by industrial
change.

The final point is that funds be available to study the
viability of Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPE.) when
closure is being considered. Wintner's (1983) results havz.
demonstrated that ESOPs can be viable in some instances.
(In fact, her results are very supportive of the potential for
collective bargaining in addressing the plant closure prob-
lem.) Since workers generally are subjecting themselves to
double jeopardy in ESOPsa possible wage reduction plus
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placing their savings at riskthe viability of the ESOP
should be studied thoroughly.

In conclusion, as we consider the plant closure issue and
the problem of displaced workers, one criterion should be
kept in mind as alternative policies are considered. Any pro-
gram contemplated should not increase the firm's direct cost
of using labor relative to capital. Increasing the cost of labor
will simply make the adoption of new technology more at-
tractive for employers, possibly exacerbating the p-oblem.



Appendix

Displaced Older Workers

The problems displacement causes for older workers re-
quire special mention. Hall (1982) has shown that firms in
the United States provide near-lifetime employment (more
than 20 years) for a significant part of the labor force. For
example, 51.1 percent of all men are likely to work 20 years
or more for the same firm. A recent Department of Labor
(1983) study shows that many workers already have been
employed with the same firm for a relatively long time. For
workers between the ages of 40 and 44 years, 42.7 percent
have worked for the same firm for more than 10 years and
for those between the ages of 50 to 54 years, 56.5 percent
have worked for the same firm for more than 10 years. If it is
assumed that the revealed behavior reflects the expectations
of workers, the loss of their job can be a severe blow.

Perhaps more problematic is that many incentives cause
the impact of closure on older workers to be very severe in
the short run. The usual process of attrition and gradual
reduction in employment prior to closure returns younger
workers (less senior) to the labor market first. That attrition
_permits these younger workers to search for available open-
ings when fewer workers. are competing for them.

When closure finally occurs, the older workers are return-
ed to the labor market simultaneously. This fact is exacer-
bated by policies which require workers to stay until closure
in order to receive severance pay and other related benefits.
Their work skills may be somewhat obsolete, their job search
skills have atrophied and their numbers may greatly exceed
the available openings in the market when they begin to seek
new employment. Moreover, since their skills tend to be
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firm- or industry-specific, they may have significant difficul-
ty in transferring them to other employment opportunities.

Several studies have documented the extent of the wage
loss incurred by workers who have been displaced by plant
closure. These are instructive even though it is argued in the
monograph that the initial loss can be an artifact of the
firm's compensation schedule. Arlene Ho len et al. (1981)
developed estimates of earnings losses from a sample of
9,500 workers who were impacted by 42 different plant clos-
ings in 21 different states from 1968 to 1972. The analysis
was restricted to nine different industries.

The differences in earnings loss by age group are very
striking. Workers under the age of 40 experienced a 13.4 per-
cent drop in average earnings in the year after closure
relative to the year before closure. Workers over the age of
40 experienced a 39.9 percent reduction in earnings in the
year after closure. Furthermore, the average earnings of
workers over 40 in the year after closure were less than the
average earnings of those under 40, as indicated in table A.1.
In addition, the labor force activity of the older group
declined by approximately 33 percentage points, whereas the
reduction in labor force activity for the younger workers was
approximately 7 percentage points.

A study of a plant closure in Western Michigan further
demonstrates the impact on older workers (McAlinden
1981). The average seniority for the workers left at the time
of the closing was over 17 years. The average age of the
workers was approximately 45 years. The wages for skilled,
semi-skilled and unskilled workers had been $10.22, $9.97
and $9.43 per hour, respectively. Approximately 11 months
after the closing, the workers were surveyed, and the average
hourly wages for those who had found jobs were $10.02,
$7.51 and $6.52 for skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled
workers, respectively. Skilled workers suffered only a 2 per-
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cent loss in wages, but semi-skilled and unskilled workers'
losses were 25 percent and 31 percent, respectively. Further-
more, over one-half of the workers were still unemployed at
the time of the survey, with the largest proportion of them
being semi-skilled and unskilled.

Table A.1
Mean Real Earnings and Labor Force Activity of Males

by Age, Before and After Closure*

Under 40 Over 40

Year prior
to closing

Year after
closing

Year prior
to closing

Year after
closing

Average earnings

Percent change

Full-time labor
force activity (eh)

$5,705

82.9

$4,943

-13.4%

76.1

$8011

93.5

$4,877

-39.9010

60.1

SOURCE: Calculations based on data provided in Arlene Holen et al., Earnings Losses of
Workers Displaced by Plant Closings, Public Research Institute of the Center for Naval
Analysis, CRC 423, December 1981.

1970 Constant dollars.

Older workers suffer significant short term losses because
there are just fewer job offers available for them. Older
workers may be more expensive to hire than younger
workers because defined benefit pension plans are most cost-
ly to provide for older workers than for younger workers
(Barnow and Ehrenberg 1979). Assuming a 6 percent rate of
return, $1 of pension benefits will cost an employer $1 for a
worker retiring in a year, whereas the cost will be $.17 for the
35-year-old worker who won't retire for 30 years. As a
result, even though an older worker and a younger worker
may be willing to work for the same wage, the former will be
more costly to hire if pension benefits are part of the com-
pensation. It has been estimated that approximately 70 per-
cent of private pension plans are defined benefit plans.
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Older workers may restrict their job search to the local
market because they are homeowners, and to that subset of
relatively high paying jobs because of their wage expecta-
tions. Thus, their expected duration of unemployment tends
to be longer and their expected wage loss is likely to be
greater.

Holen's estimates were of the earnings losses individuals
incurred within five years of closure. Jacobson and
Thomason (1979) estimated lifetime earnings losses. Their
analysis determined that the lifetime earnings loss associated
with displacement tends to increase as the unemployment
rate in the local labor market increases. Second, the earnings
loss tends to be inversely related to the size of the local labor
market.
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